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ABSTRACT: This document analyzes the potential environmental consequences of alternatives for the long-term 
storage (up to 50 years), including storage until disposition, and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials 
from U.S. nuclear weapon dismantlements under the responsibility of the DOE. Long-term storage of 
nonsurplus inventories of weapons-usable plutonium (Pu) and highly enriched uranium (HEU) are required for 
national defense purposes, while the disposition of surplus weapons-usable Pu is necessary in order to 
implement our national nonproliferation policy. In addition to the No Action Alternative, this PEIS assesses 
three storage alternatives (that is, upgrade at multiple sites, consolidation of Pu, and collocation of Pu and HEU) 
at six DOE candidate sites located across the country. These sites are Hanford Site, Nevada Test Site, Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory, Pantex Plant, Oak Ridge Reservation, and Savannah River Site. Although 
they are not candidate sites for storage, Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) and Los Alamos 
National Laboratory are assessed for the No Action Alternative. For the disposition of surplus Pu, three 
alternative categories (that is, deep borehole, immobilization, and reactor) with nine primary alternatives are 
assessed at several DOE and representative sites for analysis purposes. Evaluations of impacts on site 
infrastructure, water resources, air quality and noise, socioeconomics, waste management, public and 
occupational health and safety, and environmental justice are included in the assessment. The intersite 
transportation of nuclear and hazardous materials is also assessed. DOE's Preferred Alternative is identified in 
this Final PEIS. The Preferred Alternative for storage is a combination of No Action and Upgrade Alternatives 
for the various DOE sites, and phaseout of Pu storage at RFETS. The Preferred Alternative for disposition of 
surplus Pu is to pursue a disposition strategy involving a combination of immobilization and reactor 
alternatives, including vitrification, ceramic immobilization, and existing reactors.  

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT: The DOE issued a Draft PEIS on March 8, 1996, and held a formal public comment 
period on the Draft through June 7, 1996. In preparing the Final PEIS, DOE considered comments received via 
mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and transcripts of messages recorded by telephone. In addition, 
comments and concerns were recorded by notetakers during interactive public meetings held during March and 
April 1996 in Denver, CO, Las Vegas, NV, Oak Ridge, TN, Richland, WA, Idaho Falls, ID, Washington, DC, 
Amarillo, TX, and North Augusta, SC. Comments received and DOE's responses to those comments are found 
in Volume IV of the Final PEIS.
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FOREWORD 

This is the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement (PEIS), prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition.  
The document is composed of four volumes and a separate Summary. Changes made since the Draft PEIS are 
shown by change bar notation (vertical lines adjacent to the changes) in this Final PEIS for both text and tables.  
Deletion of one or more sentences is indicated by the phrase "Text deleted." in brackets. This Final PEIS 
includes the Preferred Alternative, which is a combination of alternatives. The Preferred Alternative is described 
in Section 1.6 and Chapter 2 of Volume I, and analyzed in Chapter 4 of Volume II. For all the alternatives, 
including the Preferred Alternative, a comparison of alternatives is presented in Section 2.5 of Volume I and a 
summary of impacts is presented in Section 4.6 of Volume II (Part B). Information from these sections is also 
presented in the Summary.  

Volume I contains Chapters 1 through 3 of the PEIS. Chapter 1 includes a description of the history and 
background of the fissile materials disposition program, the purpose of and need for the proposed action, a 
summary of changes made to the Draft PEIS, and the Preferred Alternative. Chapter 2 gives a description of the 
proposed long-term storage and disposition alternatives, a description of how the alternatives were selected and 
why others were eliminated from further consideration, and a comparison of the alternatives in terms of their 
potential environmental impacts. Chapter 3 describes the affected environment at candidate long-term storage 
locations, and at sites and environmental settings for the disposition alternatives.  

Volume II (Parts A and B) contains Chapters 4 through 10 of the PEIS. Chapter 4 describes the potential 
environmental impacts resulting from construction and operation of the proposed long-term storage and 
disposition alternatives, including the Preferred Alternative. Also contained in this chapter are intersite 
transportation impacts, a discussion of environmental justice issues, cumulative impacts due to the 
implementation of the proposed alternatives in addition to other actions at a site, avoided environmental 
impacts, and a summary of impacts. Chapter 5 provides a list of references used in the preparation of this 
document. Chapter 6 provides an index to the main text of the PEIS. Chapter 7 is a glossary of key terms used 
in the document. Chapter 8 is a list of preparers. Chapter 9 lists government agencies and organizations 
contacted during the preparation of this PEIS. Chapter 10 provides a distribution list for the document.  

Volume III contains the appendices to this PEIS. Appendix A contains the fact sheet on the President's 
Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy, and the Joint Statement Between the United States and Russia on 
Nonproliferation. Appendix B provides specifications for key buildings within each facility complex analyzed 
in this PEIS. Appendix C describes requirements for construction and operation of the various facilities required 
to accomplish the storage and disposition activities essential to the alternatives described in this PEIS.  
Appendix D provides information on overall water usage for the storage and disposition facilities discussed in 
this PEIS. Appendix E gives a general overview of the Department of Energy (DOE) environmental restoration 
and waste management program, baseline waste management at DOE sites, and project-specific waste 
management activities associated with the proposed long-term storage and disposition alternatives. Appendix F 
provides detailed data supporting the air quality and noise analyses. Appendix G describes the methodology 
used for intersite transportation risk analysis and provides a summary of hazardous materials shipped to and 
from DOE sites, plus information on shipping containers. Appendix H evaluates various plutonium waste forms 
for potential disposal in a high-level waste repository. Appendix I describes operations of a Canadian Deuterium 
Uranium Reactor. Appendix J identifies the compliance requirements associated with the Proposed Action, as 
specified by the major Federal and State environmental, safety, and health statutes, regulations, and orders.  
Appendix K lists the scientific names of common nonthreatened and nonendangered animal and plant species 
identified in Chapters 3 and 4. Appendix L includes the supporting data used for assessing the No Action



Alternative in the socioeconomics sections of this PEIS. Appendix M presents detailed information on the 

potential health risks associated with releases of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals from the proposed 

storage and disposition alternatives during normal operations and from postulated accidents. Appendix N 

describes different concepts for, and provides cost and benefit information on, the multipurpose reactor.  

Appendix 0 provides a description of facilities and operations for a can-in-canister approach to plutonium 

immobilization at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. Appendix P describes the potential environmental 

impacts of using the Manzano Weapons Storage Area in New Mexico for the long-term storage of plutonium 

pits. Appendix Q identifies the potential health impacts from the storage of Rocky Flats Environmental 

Technology Site plutonium pits at the Pantex Plant in Texas. Appendix R discusses the aircraft crash and 

radioactive release probabilities for proposed storage and disposition facilities at Pantex Plant in Texas. A 

separate Classified Appendix was also prepared, which provides detailed analysis results for intersite 

transportation risks based on classified inventories of materials stored at DOE sites.  

Volume IV (Parts A and B) is the Comment Response Document. It contains an overview of the public comment 

process, the comments received on the Draft PEIS during the public review period, and the DOE responses to 

those comments, including identifying changes made to the Draft PEIS in response to public comments.  

The Summary provides a brief overview of the PEIS. It includes the purpose of and need for the Proposed 

Action, a description of the storage and disposition alternatives including the Preferred Alternative, and the 

potential environmental impacts resulting from these alternatives.
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METRIC CONVERSION CHART

To Convert Into Metric To Convert Out of Metric 

If You Know Multiply By To Get If You Know Multiply By To Get

Length 

inches 

feet 

feet 

yards 

miles 

Area 

sq. inches 

sq. feet 

sq. yards 

acres 

sq. miles 

Volume 

fluid ounces 

gallons 

cubic feet 

cubic yards 

Weight 

ounces 

pounds 

short tons 

Temperature 

Fahrenheit

2.54 

30.48 

0.3048 

0.9144 

1.60934 

6.4516 

0.092903 

0.8361 

0.40469 

2.58999 

29.574 

3.7854 

0.028317 

0.76455 

28.3495 

0.45360 

0.90718 

Subtract 32 then 
multiply by 5/9ths

centimeters 

centimeters 

meters 

meters 

kilometers 

sq. centimeters 

sq. meters 

sq. meters 

hectares 

sq. kilometers 

milliliters 

liters 

cubic meters 

cubic meters 

grams 

kilograms 

metric tons 

Celsius

centimeters 

centimeters 

meters 

meters 

kilometers 

sq. centimeters 

sq. meters 

sq. meters 

hectares 

sq. kilometers 

milliliters 

liters 

cubic meters 

cubic meters 

grams 

kilograms 

metric tons 

Celsius

0.3937 

0.0328 
3.281 

1.0936 
0.6214 

0.155 
10.7639 

1.196 

2.471 
0.3861 

0.0338 
0.26417 
35.315 
1.308 

0.03527 
2.2046 
1.1023 

Multiply by 9/5ths, 
then add 32

inches 

feet 

feet 

yards 

miles 

sq. inches 

sq. feet 

sq. yards 

acres 

sq. miles 

fluid ounces 

gallons 

cubic feet 

cubic yards 

ounces 

pounds 

short tons 

Fahrenheit

METRIC PREFIXES 

Prefix Symbol Multiplication Factor 

exa- E 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 = 1018 

peta- P 1 000 0 0 0000 000 = 1015 

tera- T 1 000 000 000 000 = 1012 

giga- G 1 000 000 000 = 109 

mega- M 1000 000 = 106 

kilo- k 1 000 = 103 

hecto- h 100 = 102 

deka- da 10= 101 

deci- d 0.1 = 10-1 
centi- c 0.01 = 10-2 

milli- m 0.001 = 10-1 
micro- It 0.000 001 = 10-6 

nano- n 0.000 000 001 = 10-1 
pico- p 0.000 000 000 001 = 10-12 

femto- f 0.000 000 000 000 001 = 10-15 

atto- a 0.000 000 000 000 000 001 = 1018
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080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.-Psc
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010300 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. The timing and suitability of alternatives was evaluated in a 
separate nonproliferation analysis issued by DOE in late 1996.

"* It can be fully accomplished based upon existing. proven technology.  

"* It will generate revenues from power production to reduce the cost of plutonium 

BNFL has extensive expaience in mixed oxide fiuel production and can produce fuel 
from US erxest weapons plutonium either in facilities at it's Sellafield plant or a new 
facility in doe US, in full compliance with international safety mid safeguard 
re•afeimente Several reactor options may be necesy to meet plutonium disposition 
requineita in a timely mxa"n and BNFL is capable of providing fuel for multiple 
ris types.  

It is important that the PEIS ac•nowledge that dt• disposition of weapons usable fssile 
material is not a unilatme aclion, but past of an intenational obligation the US has made 
with Russia f part of last year's decision to indefinitely extend the nuclear non
prolifeatiomn sty. The nuclear weapons states mu committed to reduce their nuclear 
stocpiles and permanently rnder exce weapons material uhnable for future weapo 
ue Non-mnclear wpos ate, ptioularty frotm the lesser developed countriesa 
closely watching the actions of the US and Russia so see that we quiddy and effectively 
follow through on or comnmitmeit. Prolonged storag or reversible disposition options 
am not acceptable 

The burning of exes weapons plutonium is totally cosisitent with our international 
trsty obligations and should not be misrepreaeted as undercutting US nonproliferation 
policy. Reprocessing and recycle of commercial nulear fuel for power production is a 
different and distinct issue which should be made dear in the PEIS.  

Sincerely, 

Michael J Lawrence 
President/ CEO

1/08.03.01 
cont.

2/01.03.00 

3/08.03.01 

4/06.00.09

WA-023

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

060009 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy agrees with the commentor's statement. The use 
of MOX fuel derived from surplus Pu does not involve reprocessing/recycling 
of Pu. All reactors are on once-through fuel-cycles and all the Pu has already 
been separated such that additional reprocessing is not involved.
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PiutgnimtmnDi sition; 
A Global Commitment And Responsibility 

After nearly fifty years of producing tons of plutonium and highly enriched uraniusn, 
the United States and the Former Soviet Union are dismanding ton of thousands of 
nudear weapons These countries are faced with the task of ensuring to each other and 
to all Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty signatories that this material will never again be 
used in nuclear weapons The recent indefinite extension of the NPT would never have 
beon posaible without the commitment of the maor nuclear weapons staten to live up to 
their treaty obligations with the ultimate objective of eliminating nuclear weapons 
altogether. Despite its imperfections, the establishment of the NPT has provided the 
legal basis to detect and prevent nuclear proliferation, and its indefinite extension is a 
major accomplishment 

There is general agreement that excess highly enriched uranium can be blended down 
into low enriched fuel for use in nuclear power reactors. The blending process alone is 
considered adequate to raider the uranium unusable for nuclear weapons since the 
enrichment needed to retunn the blended material back up to weapons grade, is the same 
for either fresh fuel or blended weapons uranium Plutoniumn disposition options 
however an not readily agreed to. Since there is no ready supply of non weapons 
phuonism (such as plutoniun 240) which could be used to dilute and denature 
plutonium, and even reactor grade plutonium can be fashioned into a crude nuclear 
device, a blending approach similar to uranium is not considered acceptable.  

Pluonium cma be made into power reactor fuel and burned up in a reactor. Ample 
experience etxi in the fsbrication and use of mixed oxide fuels containing plutonium 
While the ecnomics of saing mixed oxide fuels am not considered favorable, at least by 
the U. S and specially in the near term, several countnies use or plan so recycle 
plutoniumas a matter of strategic national policy. While the United States has no such 
policy or strategy. Russia does plan to recycle plutonium both from spent fuel and excem 
weapois. The United Kingdom, France, Japan, China and several other Western 
European countries also sipport plutonium recycle.  

The United State plans on direct disposal of spent power reactor fuel. Direct 
weapons phltonium disposal in a geologic repoaitory in s glass form is under 
consideration. This would be difficult to recover and would be inaccessible for diversion 
except under saunae and cosily detected means. It is questionable however if it would 
satisfy the requirements of other countries since it is reversible If Russia is physically 
destroying their excess plutonium they are not likely to settle for anything less on the pan 
of the United States Even if the United State could convince Russia not to recycle but 
to store and dispose of vitrified plutonium, it is questionable if the non nuclear weapons 
states would be agreeable.  

The bunting of plutonium in the United States would create a number of problems 
First, it is not part of fuel cycle plas for commercial reactor. The regulatory basis and 
facilities, both fuel fabrication and reactors, to enable plutonium burning to occur would 
have to be provided. There is no current economic or energy driving force for U.S.  
plutonium utilization and there is substantial public opposition. But the objective of 
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08 0301 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 

Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 

a wep.M-Uob Frk Mat•,.. D•f r..o==k E=.-,---• Iz ,.,. reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered. . " 

Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based b 

,,, ,_I ,.-. •,,z • ..... ",-• • _- X'- -upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy • 

d ,considerations, and public input.  

.010000 Comment Number 2 

The Department of Energy has the responsibility to implement the President's 
- 1/08.03.01 Nonproliferation Policy by finding a path forward for the disposition of 

surplus weapons-usable Pu which is not wasteful. Disposition of this Pu 

V. •...•. .,.,. •.L.. .-.. ,~-.- --- "-,,' -would generate wastes and spent nuclear fuel. Operation of the disposition 

S,, '..... .,..,, ... facilities would meet applicable regulations and standards, and external 

2/01.00.00 regulatory oversight would be used as appropriate. Previous incidents at 

.3 , . tz -._.v.'. ..... /. . ,. .. Chernobyl and other locations would be used as lessons learned to prevent 
_ -- . . .,4.. ' reoccurrence.

6'
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-LAHNL 2oo 

May 2, 1996 

U S Department of Energy 
Office of Reconfiguration 
P0 Box 3417 
Alexandria, VA 22302 

U S Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026 

Re Public Comment on the Department of Energys Stockpile Stewardship and 
Management (SSM), Storage and Disposition (S&D) of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Materials, and the Pantex Site-Wide Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statements (PEISs).  

Dear Sirs.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Department of Energy's 
(DOE) Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statements (PEISs) on Stockpile 
Stewardship and Management (SSM) and Storage and Disposition (S&D) of Weapons
Usable Fissile Materials, as well as the Pantex SWEIS Also, please cormder this our 
comments on the Pantem Site-Wide Environental Impact Statement (SWEIS) 

As we explained in our communication on these subjects during the past few yeWat, 
we were appointed by the City Commission of the City of Amarillo, Texas, on February 8, 
1991 to co-chair Panhandle 2000, a group of Amarillo-area citizens interested in the 
environmentally sound retention and expansion of Pantex. We were also requested to 
organize community support for Pantex Ours is a broadly representative organization of 
individuals and entities who reflect the strong support of the vast majority of area 
residents for DOEs work in the Texas Panhandle at Pantex 

The issues addressed in the three Drafts are of paramount concern to the people 
sharing the Texas Panhandle with the Pantex Plant and the DOE The dramatic 
employment reductions forecasted in the Draft SSM PEIS will severely impact the 
Panhandle economy, While Pantex is willing to participate, if necessary, in efficient 
downsizing of the nuclear weapons complex, any reductions at Pantex should come only 
after intensive cost and technical analyses to assure that national security needs are still 
being met in a cost-effective manner 
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We adamantly disagree with the statement in the draft PEIS that there is no 

significant cost benefit to siting HE at Pantex as opposed to the national labs, Earl 

Whiteman of DOE's Albuquerque Field Office admitted in the April 23 PEIS hearing that 

it would be more expensive to relocate HE to LANL and LLNL, but he attemnted to 

justify this saying it was "only for a one-time cost." This analysis raises serious questions 

as to the citeria used to detertyune the cost considerations for this and other transfers 

The capia outlay alone necessary for transfer is admittedly cost-prohibitive; and while 

tramnferring HE functions may be less expensive than transferring other functions, the least 

expensive alternative is to maintain those functions at Pantex. DOE appears to be 

overlooking or ignoring other glaring considerations like the upgraded facilities and 

trained personnel at Pantex versus those present (or, more accurately, absent) at the labsý 

The assertion in the Draft SSM PEIS that it might be cheaper to transfer HE to the labs 

than it would be to downstze as Pantex is fantastic and defies logic since transfer would 

still ultimately require some duplication of facilities. In order to reach such a conclusion, 

one must assume that capital, training. and other costs are not taken into account.  

Incredibly, the Draft SSM PEIS assumes that the labs, which have failed in every instance 

to successfully implement any production on the magnitude necessary to meet national 

security needs, could for the first time accomplish this with high explosives. At the public 

hearings. Mr. Whiteman admitted that Pantex has both capabilities necessary for high 

explosives work (the quality assurance component), while he labs only have one (the 

ability to "*e*s" explosives, but at a level which does not match Pantex). Finally, DOE 

must account for the costs and safety risks associated with transportation of high 

explosives components between the labs and Paitex There is no justifiable reason for 

initiating the unnecessary costs and increased risks associated with transferring HE 

functions to the labs

C. New eonstruction/stewardship activities at PanteL.  

Until recently, DOE concentrated research and development functions at the labs 

and production functions at the industrial sites it appears DOE is headed in a new 

direction. While the drafts propose to continue concentrating all stewardship functions 

and to transfer particular industrial functions to the labs, ts.a DOE overlooks the potential 

for Pantex to perform new stewardship functions complimentary to its current 

management functions. The scientific, technical, and managerial competence presently at 

Pantex, combined with additional technical resources from Mason & Hanger, Battelle, and 

the Higher Education Consortium, offer the human and material resources necessary for 

the future needs of the SSM Program 

Pantex has the necessary resources, with the required safeguards and security, to 

meet the goal to downsize and/or consolidate facilities while providing an effective and 

efficient production capability for a smaller stockpile. Facilities are currently in place to 

perform almost all the necessary mission alements of the stockpile management program, a 

fact that should not be overlooked as the DOE seeks to preserve the integrity of the 

nuclear stockpile under increasing budgetary constraints,

M-123
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The obvious advantage of Pantex is. by utilizing the facilities already in place.  
DOE could eliminate the capital cost for establishing the same capabilities elsewhere The 
cost of unnecessarily duplicating facilities (currently in place at Pantex) at another site 
would cost the DOE tens of millions of dollars in infrastructure alone, notwithstanding the 
additional expense of related transportation, environmental remediation, start-up and 
training costs required at a redundant site which would cost taxpayers additional millions 
of dollars.  

Another fact that should not be overlooked is that Pantex is the candidate site 
located nearest to the LANL, the preferred site for the Atlas facility, and the planned site 
for plutonium pit fabrication This facility is key to DOE's ability to address stockpile 
reliability and safety issues by means other than nuclear testing due to the indefinite 
extension of the nudear testing moratorum in July 1993. The conclusion to be drawn is 
that the location of SSM Program functions at Pantex would not only take advantage of 
current storage and dismantlement capabilities, but would also capitalize on the 
geographical proximity of Pantex and LANL that would be conducive to the exchange of 
technological information necessary for effective management of a smaller nuclear 
weapons complex 

In addition to Pantex, the Texas Panhandle also boasts of the Amarillo National 
Resource Center for Plutonium (ANRCP) which is taking a lead role in environmental and 
nuclear research. The ANRCP is operated by the Higher Education Consortium, 
comprised of three of the nation's preeminent university systems (The Texas A&M 
University System, Texas Tech University System, and The University of Texas System) 
Consistent with the SSM Program non-prolifiration objectives, the Consortium is 
coordinating the U.S.-Russian Summit Working Group on the Disposition and 
Accumulation of Fissile Materials in order to ensure that the nation's arms-control 
objectives are met The involvement of the Consortium adds an academic dimension of 
research excellence and third party monitoring that ensures continued competency of the 
people who must make the scientific and technical judgments related to the safety and 
reliability of nuclear weapons We want to stress that we view the role of the ANRCP as 
complimentary to the labs, and supplementina& not supplanting, their functions 

The Consortium and the development of the ANRCP are logical extensions of the 
current allocation of functions within the U.S nuclear weapons complex In light of 
continuing changes in the national security picture for the U S, and given the importance 
of resolving dismantling issues and issues related to the future stewardship of the nuclear 
stockpile, the siting of research mid techncal func-ons at Pantier for the S&4 Program 
is highly qpprprrate 

The sigificant nuclear stockpile still present in the former Soviet Union under 
sometimes suspect surveillance makes our continued cooperation with Russia regarding management of the nuclear stockpile critical to international security The key role the 
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010000 Comment Number 2 i.i 

Amarillo National Resource Center for Plutonium is plying for DOE in SSM and fissile The issue of strategic reserve, as it relates to national security needs, is •" 

a, ctivities with Rusia arue for an expnded role for Paiem addressed in the Stockpile Stewardship and Management PEIS.  

Accordingly, it is appropriate to consider Pantex as an altermative site for future 

defense missions. The location of new activities at Pantex would ensure that core 

technical capabilities are preserved at a location that can secure them at the most efficient 

cost to the American taxpayers.  

U. S&D PEIS.  

A. Fisaile MaterialsIPtutonifum Storage and Dlspoftion at rantex.  

In addition to DOE's hesitation to name a prferred site for HE, we are also 

concerned that the Draft S&D PEIS did not list a preferred site for plutonium storage and 
Z 

disposition. Whether the decision reached is for "No Action" o nsolidate." plutoniumn 

will continue to be present at Patmex through assembly/diassembly operations President 

Clinton lat year announced that he was declassifying 39.2 metric tons of weapon-grade 1/08.03.01 
plutonium as excess to national security needs. Of that amount. 21 .3 metric tons arec 

located at Pantex. For this reason alone. Pantex should be the pref itared ste for storage.  

disposition, and utilization. Doing so would avoid the economic and other attenlant costs 

of transporting plutonium to a new site as well as the massive infrastructure costs of 

unnecessarily recreating a Pantex-like facility at another site.  

I. Storage.  

As aforementioned, Pantrx is already safely storing most of the weapons-usabie 

surplus plutonium from the dismantled stockpile. Pantex presently has more than 8.500 

plutonium pits stored on site and can easily he expanded to hold more than 20,000. We 

fully support the proposed action in the SWEIS to expand Pantex's storg capabilities to 

20,000 pits. The plant is also scheduled to be upgraded to prepare the storage bunkers for 

receipt of plutonium pits relocated from Rocky Flats. This will increase further the 

plutonium stockpile present at Pantex.  

One major concen is. as it is currently drafled, the S&D PEIS does not emphasize 

a continuation of the Strategic Plutonium Reserve necessary to meet continued national 2/01.00.00 
security needs. Once again, storage of the strategic reserve is a logical mission at Pantex 

as an extension of its assembly/disassesssbly functions and long-term plutonium storage 

consideration. Neither the SSM PEIS nor the S&D PEIS takes the logical next step by 

naning Pantex as the site for storage of strategic and surplus plutonium. At the hearing.  

Ead Whiten•an of DOE said at the hearing "it made sense" to collocate strategic storage 

and assembly/ disassembly to minimize transportation, and to collocate strategic storage 

with surplus storage, since the strategic stockpile may be declared surplus at some point 

Mr Witemuan said that Pantex has a facility which is "exactly the right size" for strategic 

storage. and that there was sufficient space at Pantex for all functions. DOE should not
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01 03 00 Comment Number 3 

only recognize that storage should follow disassembly, but also that certain disposition Comment noted.  
options should follow storage to mnimize transportation and other costs It is important 
that a stockpile of strategic reserve remain a stated objective of S&D functions included in 
either plitonium storage or pit fabrication duties. Since Pantex also is in dose proximity 

to LANL, the preferred site for pit fabrication, designating Pantex as the alternative site 
for a strategic reserve would be the most con-effective choice 

With regard to storage, the focus should be squarey on the issue of storing the pits 
safely, and we fully support storage of plutonium and other fissile matertals at Pantex 
under both the "no action" and "long-term" altesnatives, given adequate assurances that 

such storage is safe and environmsentally sound In addition to extensive environmental 
safety protections already in place, Pameex has built an elaborate security system to protect 
stored plutonium from potential theft. Safe storage is critical for maintaining the integrity 
of the stockpile and our commitment to international safety Pantex is the only site 
currently capable of this level of protection to prevent possible proliferation of stolen 
weapons-grade plutonium 

Ensuring safety and accountability of our surplus plutonium stockpile can best he 
accomplished through the construction of t new consolidated storage and staging facility 

at Pantex_ Such a facility would 

"a Strengthen national and international arms control efforts by fostering 
continued and enhanced cooperation with Russia on transparency issues, and 

bilateral agreemnts to monitor dismantlement and maximize options for the 1/08.03.01 
disposition of surplus weapons-usable fissile materials, 

"* Ensure that storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials is cont.  
carried out in compliance with envirosnent, safety, and health (ES&H) 
standards, 

"* Consolidate all suclear materials which would provide significant cost savings 
for surveillance, storage, and disposition.  

Siting a new consolidated storage facility at Pantex also would further the "stored 
weapons standard" which envisions the same high standards of security and accounting 
applied to storage of nuclear weapons being maintained for weapons-usable fissile 
materials throughout the process of dismantlenent, storage and disposition. Pantex has 
put in place, and is accustomed to maintaining the high security and accounting standards 
for nuctear weapons storage for decades as the Complex' sole site of disassembly 

Siting long-term storage at Pantex also will help us achieve the Administration's 
nonproliferation goals No current treaty requires us to disassemble nuclear warheads, but 
only to disable the delivety vehicle, the warheads can remain intact under treaty, and the 
US. is disassesbling voluntarily and unilaterally If the U.S is to strive for reciprocity, 3/01,03.00 
and encourage Russia and other countries to "go the extra mile" and disassemble nuclear 
arms as opposed to nerely "dismantling" them, Passes, baing the sole U S. site for 
disasseitbly, would be the consummate site for storage of fissile materials. .  
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We dinm" wath DOE's fondidh t do undr eather the "No Action Aheroste or 

th "Lo•Tm Sto and Disp, - Altserntivea" that Psut ho the nreateg 

potet• to mpaism adverse asnulative unputi This coduia is 'm - wholly 

breed on what DOE tam as the "N 04, 11mpact 1re11 in wdi" Pat- is ste&- P"r 

onhesmion f"ils to take into coiasiwtion the fat tdin DOE already owa the 10.000 

=ea on whk pan= losed1 and that more land is available for any ew or upgraded 
ffcdtMies a, no cost to the p dal 5 wu tnmt- Fwther. P-- ia locaed 14 miles from a 

cmntrl ft the feindilnl that rdoAl gcoono, mc (aich a leve of road urvic m the 

gyt of ouction), mid public a-d4 oocuponal healh and afety' i would be 

eater at pmum i, hiomr. fLo eFample, to imply thdo -mtrte tu -peatin spct 

would be wower at pem is abtd. sinca (I) Pintet -uttly houses the van t01jo01y 

of pAnimuan pits. thus avoiding the i5on's share of any transport (and the eppurt mI 
udlgetjy, awtomnental, and politilem c elated thereto) if it wm selected m the 

preerred alterntive for S&;D; and (2) is the site doaetI to LANL. the popoed I e for 

pit fabicatib. Even if one were to acoept sich a findig regardig Pans . the diffeces 

betwee candidat et would be so utal to detuind that they not ha seriously cowridered 

man acomate or nswigUial aiterion on wheh to hse selection.  

Kf DOE dicos not to commt a new aonsidatad a fbecilty. we would 

support the uprgade ofs"Ptex stonge capability neesary to comply with otwet deign 

and euvroount, sdety. and henlth rapiraersts 

2. Dispeaelt Alternataive 

DOE has sot yet decided on the predfted alternative for dispositio or the sieat 

for dis posion, but whatever decIIii is readiaed. Panto should be the prefed site siam 

i is already the currn amp ut for ptoeman removed from dimnaned wmspows and 

the ste or, tir plutonium reeve 

Whir the hapkneriion of amy 6,s o option must bhe a-irotumenally 

sound, the whboav abrijo of whict options will be chosenm will be hosed Iwgely an 

Nomed srcuPy wldniormU especially the suces or failure to reach accord with 

Rumi on these iase& 

While the U.S. should take any umilateral etions it dea6 appropriate if its 
n l sectity intatrss are -itmieI the voitlatyof othe former Soviet 'sqei and 

the chtuigll world some dictate ota ree¢srocit pside our acdoms The Drab S&D PEIS 

idmtif tree fijor antativas = camn abr plhtomum di•ospnoiti maeolrlieatOn 

in glams or c-* forM h buntf in reamors MOX Asti or deep buial at boreholes 

either diecty or i imniaobild form

How do these optimos fit io recprocty? The White House Fact Slons on 
Noprl- rsit. on tains the policy staei 1, thtte U.S. ould "sne to ' sbee..the 

acumnalation efstockples of .. umen aid pbuomum" koutic those from cvil nKcl

4/09.00.04 

5/10.00.00

6/08.03.01 

1/08.03.01 

cont.  

7/01.03.00 
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090004 Comment Number 4

Based on comments received, the Summary was revised. The bar charts 
providing the comparison of impacts for both storage and disposition were 

deleted from the Summary. The related text was revised to clarify the 

comparison of impacts and to delete reference to "adverse" impacts. There 

was no intention to portray Pantex, the Pantex region, or the Texas Panhandle 

region in a negative fashion. Each DOE site was analyzed and studied in the 

same manner and presented in the Draft PEIS accurately per these analyses 

and studies. The cumulative impact analysis in Section 4.7 does not attempt 

to rank the potential for cumulative impacts at the sites. The Summary has 

been revised to better reflect the cumulative impact analysis in Section 4.7.

100000 Comment Number 5

The Pu material at Pantex, as well as Pu and HEU at the other five sites, was 
assumed to be present for the transportation analysis. For the storage 

alternatives, Table 4.4.3.2-2 of the Draft PEIS indicates Pantex would have 

the lowest number of potential fatalities. For disposition, almost all surplus 

pits were assumed to be at Pantex. This is indicated by Pantex having the 

lowest number of potential fatalities for pit disassembly in Table 4.4.3.3-1 of 

this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Upgrade Storage Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010300 Comment Number 7

The PEIS addresses the environmental impacts of the reasonable alternatives 
for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of cost, schedule, technical, and 

Nonproliferation Policy impacts are described in separate documents to 

support DOE's ROD. The cost, schedule, and technical analyses were made 

available for public review beginning in July 1996. The nonproliferation
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programs It is unrealistic to believe that any disposition decision by the U.S. which does 
not contemplate the use of plutornum as fuel will cause other countries - other with or 
without nuclear weapom - to abandon the use of plutonium in reactors. For example, 
Russia, with its large investment in its nuclear infrastructure, and its lack of financial 
means to convert to other forms of energy, is highly unlikely to forego the use of nuclear 
power, including the use of phttortum Also. European nations like France, which lack the 
vast natural resources of oil. gas, and coal which the U S enjoys. have littl incentive to 
give up their reliance on nuclr power. If that is the cme, and in full recognition that 
reactor-grade plutonium can easily be used in weapons, the U.S. will be compelled for 
"reciprocity' and national security reasons to maintain plutonium in pits for some period 
of tire and plan to utilize it tlwough the mixed oxide fuel option The U.S. cannot lead by 
positing unacceptable or unfeasible optionts it must recognize the circumstances which it 
and other nations face, and pursue a course which will benefit its national security goals.  
and possibly other goals as well.  

We are not convinced that plutonium is more of a liability than an asset Why can't 
we make swords into plowshares, and utilize these resources - which took no much tine.  
effart, and money to develop - and examine the peaceful uses of these materials? 
Exannation of possible beneficial uses is one of the primary purposes of the research 
being conducted at DOE research faalities across the country. We strongly support, as 
par of this nesarch, the review of long-term options for plutonium disposition, including 
environmental onmsierations This review can involve research and policy study on the 
best fores of plutonium for storage, disposition, and utilizatioo. storage options, security 
and safeguards and other isues.  

Further, we believe that this option, with its emphasis on education and research.  
will help reverse the 'brain dram" which could adversely affect the Nuclear Weapons 
Complex as its prntiamy hfnction changes The Defense Nuclear Facility Safity Board has 
said that the goversent is losing most of its veteram experts. While DOE has attempted 
to address this problem tloitiugh instituting a program to attract new young scientists to 
the Complex, we believe that more young scetists will have the incentive to develop and 
maintain expetise at these disciplines if the types of serious research which the "benefical 
us" opton offem is avmble tligh DOE 

The questionable efficacy of the "irreversibility" ofvitrification or boreholes argues 
for use in reactors, at least for pits and other "MOX-able" plutonium. While we recognize 
that some plutonian "scrap" can only be disposed through avrenues other thdm MOX, the 
extraordinay advances in science, especially in this important area, render naive the notion 
that sometitne in the near fiture the technology to "reverse" vitrification, borehoks, or any 
other such *waste generating" process will be readily available to those who desire it 

Accrdingly, we support a course which will provide a tansible demonstration to 
the afected citizens that there exist long4erm disposition options which both fit our 
national security interests as well as a conmon sense desire to reap a beneficial use from 
thee materials. The Administration should consider a joint program between Russia and

8/01.06.00 

9/08.03.01

M-123

analysis was made available to the public beginning in October 1996. DOE 
also conducted a series of public meetings, prior to the issuance of the Final 
PEIS, to discuss the analysis on the Nonproliferation Policy as it relates to the 
Proposed Action and alternatives.

010600 

Comment noted.

080301

Comment Number 8

Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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Comment Number 10

the U.S. (and pe•h" other countries) which actually would take a plutoaium pit PAt, 
mate pliuoami oxide&, f cat ixed oxide fl, and bum tde fid in a commercial Ilght 
water react".  

Sudi a policy would met the "spet fuel standard by akingi tdie phronurn as 
asihle flr weapons use as • ot plutonium in spent nuclear ful fom commercial 

power reacto, It abo recognimz the act that the only course to afe disposition is to 

separate the gem though fission. It also looks beyond the spet fu tst•dard by 
nmxnint the option arahbl to DOE aid the Administration with regard to 

3. Kiylnaimeuatl Safety and s eatll Crdterba 

a. Akplhiea &=h Risk Analysis: 
The 1994 'Finding of No Signifiant Impet msing fom the Evo ut 
Assessment found as asir CralWaccident ocunring at Pantex to he an 
ina Ibll event- not justifying the predhnion of additional soratge at Pantei.  

Even so. the plant gupequarly worked with the Department of Defemne and the 
FAA to reduce fights peths ove Paeic. and took other steps to ameliorate the 
situation. However, the Draf SWEIS does no acoun for the reduced flights 
thereby ex=ageratng the probability for dplene accidents at P•mex ad thei 
reuig impacts. m incredibtly hsains the probability of a crash from the 

1994 -FONSL" In the ecent h= Nan Foucd rsponded to tht eoncnee by 
msai that DOE is fornulaing its own amalysis not deperidlt on FAA daw but 
"lo ltd there were serious problaes with DOE's analysis, which would be 
addressed. tn its initial aalyids, DOE is wwrio% snet only credible work already 
completcd, but also the obvis reduiMn iS aidt poential for uWe in 
detemining the Es&H or iitins now fioctiom at Pat. This underines the 
peWotion for &it and equal criateria for U in acawratelY I - g the various 
mean ide coideratin We urge DoE to enect the analysis mad avoid the 
wrongful prechuion of Psnitex for lon of aditional firrctiomn 

b. fjivfrauintal lmpees of Poetntial Increased SAD Iant : 

In the Draft SD PEIS. DOE duia e*a Pugex eving the "rast 

poteshei to awepetmo adverse comultive impacts from an increased role is 
phitouneisaitorage mid disposition, However. this chwwteimio is way beyond 
the moe of DOE's cumy amlysi NEPA reatIona require dith 
evidromaital inpect stateinesit discu sis tgificaut imipacts and support these 
with evidence. DOE han taken lIce-. to ignore these regidatlo by discussing 
poF , sMy mOW suaceptibiity withot basig these in Ad. We object to this type 

of chduucterizitioi which unfitly and inaccurately misrepresents Pitex's ability 
to bode a incread role in S-D) These c ,nio sis also totay cotntradict 
those containedat the SWEIS which chedacteme the impacts as "meimar sd 
negigihe,- It is impetative that DOE tneite unte osect the " 

befre making its final decnons for plutortten satorge and disposition mmons.

10/09.09.04 

11/01.00.00

M-123

Appendix R has been added to the Final PEIS to discuss aircraft crash and 
radioactive release probabilities for proposed storage and disposition 
facilities at Pantex.

010000 Comment Number 11

Based on public comments, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised. All 
revisions appear in the Summary of the Final PEIS.

090904
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Comment Number 12

4. Cost savings due to avoidance of transport of special nuclear materials.  

Regardless of the final decision for storage and disposition, DOE must make 
accurate budgetary comparisons a primary consideration in its analysis of where to site 
these finctions DOE' should insist thba budgetary comparisons between Panter athd 
other sites are accurate, and inchdk capttal and tantsporttiton costs, and also take into 
conmderation the political consequences of transfers from Pantex We also urge DOE to 
compare on a "side-by-side" basis all six candidate sites for (I) Conduct of operations, (2) 
Implementation thereof, (3) Secuiity, (4) Relationship between management, unions, 
community, (5) Quality system programs. (6) OSHA/ ES&H envelope. (7) Engineering 
systems, (8) Radiation safelty. (9) Applied technology, (10) Training prognras. (t1) 
Explosive and nuclear safety programs, and (12) Employee involvement in daily 
opeation.  

Accurate comparisons between all sites under consideration should once again 
make Pantex the preferred site Maintaining and exqanding the interim storage facilities at 
Pawcx would all but eliminate the significant transport costs. and the attendant 
environmental and political risks involved with moving these functions to another site 
Eliminating the unnecessary transportation of radioactive materials, will translate into less 
cost and greater public safety and protection Ignoring or miscalculating the risks and 
costs assocated with weapons materials would be a serious omission.  

We are confident that any fair comparison of economic and political costs will 
favor Pantex over the other sites included in consideration, since recreating this 
infeastriacture at another site would he cost-prohibitive.  

S. Economik factors.  

Pamtx is perhaps the most cost-effective alternative for any new construction of 
SSM and S&D ficilities if DOE pursues that course. First, labor costs are low. The 
exiting work force in the Amarillo area has the skills necessary to meet the construction 
and operation requirements for any new funcitons mad to do so at highly competitive wage 
rates. Waih a civilian labor force of 110,200. the Amarialo Metro Areo can provide the 
project with a latge, well-oducaied, and comparatively inexpensive labor pool. Average 
wage ousts for snanufacturing employment in Amarillo are 11% below the national 
average. Second, utility costs are highly competitive. According to the Utility Data 
Institute, the SPS industrial rate curreitly ranks in the lowest I1 percent among U.S 
inv•stor-owntd utilities. SPS has a long history of low rates and presently offers the 
lowest rates among invstor-owned utilities in Texas. If new facilities were operational 
now, SPS's standard rate for this dass of firm service at 30 percent load factor would 
average 3 2 cents per kWh Also, an to house new construction is readily available The 
Departmemn of Energy presently owns the 10,000 acres on winch the Pantex plant is 
located More land is available for any new facility, at no cost to the federal government

12/07.00.00

13/09.08.04

M-123

Comment noted.

090804 Comment Number 13

Selection of the Preferred Alternative for the Storage and Disposition PEIS 
was based on numerous factors, including socioeconomics. All of the 
candidate sites identified in the PEIS are considered reasonable alternatives 
for long-term storage. The site selection reflected in the Preferred Alternative 
is based, in part, on the ability of DOE to use the available work force and the 
existing infrastructure to minimize the cost of implementation.

070000
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I :E
PANHANDLE, TEXAS 79068 

June 6, i9')

(806)33S-1050

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

Hr. J. David Nulton 
U.S. Depertment of Energy 
Office of l.sile Materials Disposition, KD-4 
Torrestal Building 
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.  
Washington, DC 2058S 

Re: Storage and Disposition of Wheapon-Usable Fissile Materials 
Draft ProgremlatIc Environmental Iepset Statement 

Dear Mr. Nulton: 

Our qrassroots group of Panhandle Area Neighbors and Landowners 
(PNAAL) believes very strongly that this doculmnt i. inadequate In 
so many ways. In light of this and In addition to our endorsement 
of the Nay ' 1.ttsr to Secretary of t nergy Hazel O'Lary, 
requesting that DOE produce an adegusts draft P318 after all our 
concerns have been addzessed, w oublit the following comeents.  

The document lists reasonably foreseeable future actions that have 
te potntial to be I -plemented at Pantex as:Long-ttrm Storage and 
Disposition Alternatives, WaseI Management Alternatives and 
StoCkpile Stewardship and Management Alternatives.  

As is tated numerous times throughout the document, -Pantax has 
the gn eqttst potential to experience adverse C-llative impacts 
in all areas except for biological resource; w beg you to keep 
these statements in your fl-ne1 document and reinforce thae with the 
historic facts fr.o this ares and with (Heaven forbid) "comen 
sense'.  

M the people who live adjacent to Pantex we realise more than 
enyone else the tremendous adverse impacts the sits preaently hae 
on our water resources, air quality, land resources, soil, 
vegetation, public and Occupational health and safety, the present 
agricultural economy, cultural resources, and soclo*conomics. With 
the addition of any one of the possible future actions at Panteo 
thls ace. stands to lose not only its economic base and stability.  
but also those resources which cannot be defined with tacts and 

figurean 

We feal that it is necessary to let you know that the people of the 
A 0arillo Area are graly concerned about the possibility of 
plutonium storage, processIng, I Wste disposal, reactor 
possibilities, etc., as outlined in this document.

HCR2 BOX20

1/08.03.01

M-280
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2/01,04.00 I

Plutonium stage is extremely dangerous, the facilities Pantex 

presently uses are insufficient, outdated and totally Inadequate 

for future storage. To construct new facilities at Pantex to store 

plutonium, when there are more than adequate facilities at Manzano 

weapons Storage Site at Kirtland Air Force Base, is completely 

unrealistic and economically not expedient. For the DOE to 

disregard this alternative in the Draft PSIS is reprehensible. The 

Manzano WSS Is considered a reasonable alternative in the Pantex 

Site wide 2I1 - it should also be analyzed as a reasonable 

alternative In the S&DPRIS. To disregard 1anzsno WSS because of 

nearby population, our concern is - are the people of the Texas 

Panhandle expendable? After all, we are helping to produce the 

food that the people of Albuquerque eat! 

The plutonium processing options do not belong over the OgallIla 

Aquifer, which is our sole source of water. The contamination 

created at the facilities where this work has been done should be 

proof enough to the DOE that to contaminate another site is 

ludicrous. There Is no technology to prevent this disaster from 

happening at Pantex, which lies on top of the Ogallala Aquifer and 

in the center of production agriculture.  

The disposition options are not adequately analyzed. NOX fuel 

should not even be considered because of environmental, non

proliferation, economic, health and safety reasons and impacts.  

The nuclear industry is pushing this option with no regard for the 

communities which have to endure all the undesirable consequences 

of such processes. DOE should eliminate this option entirely.  

This ares must not be subjected to any reactor or reactors, not 

only because of impacts on the environment, we do not have 

sufficient water, but also because of the waste generated. Burning 

Pu In a reactor does not totally destroy the Pu and the waste 

generated by these reactors will be radioactive and in all 

probability remain on site. Pantex does not have the facilities to 

handle this type and/or amount of waste and storage over our water 

source is unjustifiable.  

The agricultural economy of the Panhandle/ApSrillo area is totally 

disregarded in this P3i1. This Is the Cattle-Feeding Capitol of 

the world. The cereal grains produced here are sent all over the 

world. We feed the hungry of the world, while at Pantex DOE builds 

weapons of mass destruction to kill people. The dichotomy that 

exists here it heart-wrenching.  

You may have just learned that our Ogallala Aquifer has been found 

to have contamination from the high explosives used at Pantex. Now 

does the DOE plan to compensate the people of this area for this 

tragic happening? What will the final result be for agriculture 

and our agricultural products? What will the DOE substitute for our 

water supply? Now will the economic stability of this area 

survive?

M-280

010400 Comment Number 2

Combined storage of pits and non-pit Pu at the Manzano WSA was originally 
eliminated as a reasonable alternative in the Draft PEIS. After considering 

separate storage of pits from non-pit Pu, the option to store these pits at the 

Manzano WSA no longer appears unreasonable. The Manzano WSA was 

evaluated in the Pantex EIS and Section 2.1.3 of the Final PEIS. The Final 

PEIS was revised to clarify the consideration of the Manzano WSA for 

combined storage, and a description of the WSA was included in Appendix P.

090404 Comment Number 3

Waste/hazardous material treatment/handling operations are regulated to 
minimize the potential for releases of hazardous substances to the soil or 

surface water which could then migrate to the groundwater.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

090804 Comment Number 5

3109.04.04 

4/08.03.01 

3109.04.04 
cont.  

5/09.08.04 

6/09.00.04
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The Proposed Alternatives for Pantex would be performed on existing DOE 
land and would not disturb any prime farmland. Furthermore, because the 

Proposed Alternatives would operate in full compliance with all Federal, 

State, and local environmental regulations, the operations would have no 

adverse impact on grain production. Thus, there would be no impact on the 

agricultural economy of the Panhandle/Amarillo area.
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The DOE had better take care of the problems they presently have at 
Pantex and not consider any of those future actions listed in the 
SLDPEIS for location at Pantex. There are other places to handle 
the processes necessary to carry this country into the 21st 
century. THE DOE needs to STOP weapons research, development, and 
testing. The cold war is over - now its time to dismantle and 
dispose in logical, common sense ways. Stop construction of new 
facilities - it time to lay to rest this nuclear beast forever! 

Sincerely, 

Doris & Phillip mit 
Co-chairs 

Enclosure

1/08.03.01 
cont.

090004 Comment Number 6

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the water 
quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. Waste/hazardous treatment/handling operations 
are regulated to minimize the releases of hazardous substance to the soil or 
surface water which could then migrate to the groundwater. However, since this 
aquifer is being depleted (that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the 
current recharge), Pantex operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala 
Aquifer and are analyzed in the PEIS. Also, current and future operations at 
Pantex are not expected to impact the soil used for agriculture and farming in 
the Pantex region.

M-280
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THE IMPACT OF AGRICULTURE z" 
ONTHE•"i 

HIGH PLAINS TRADE AREA 

In the pursuit of new industries, we oftentlime fail to reorogi, ard build on an existing T 
pdnas ad stable industry in the area - AGRICULTU'IM The rctnd leading industry in the 
sate of Texas, agriculture essmtially is based on renewable manatees and offers eormous 
comnomic befit for technology-based gains in productivity.  

' uTan ka the nation In the produtdion of cattle and calm., cafton, wheat and 
sorgum. Teomamb masoug the top ten state In the production of 17 of the nation's top 
25 agrilfturall emsondties.  

0.s., T.& F~w- A.,wnko ht..., If". 
Q: 

The dollar value of the agricultural industry to the High Plains Trade Area (HPTA) eoDnomy (3
is immense, cla to $4 bmillon dollars a year. In all likelihood, this figure underestimates the 
value pf agrbsinea due to the omission of government offices uich as the U.S. Department 
of Aglrkultare, Agricultural Stabilization and COnmvation Service, Department of Wildlife and 
Fiseries, ine t feed stores and other =a agribusinesses, agribusness publicsatins 
whose saffs and printing facilities am located in the HFrA and secondary processing of 
agriulural product One of every four dollars or cash see from cous and livestock 
cma from. the 24-county HPTA.  

]PrA crop annually b• in rm•ees eac•ndlg $591 mimllon as detailed below: 

Wheat $182 million 
Grain Sorghum 136 million 
Cor 103 million 
Cotton 63 million 
Sugar Beets 30 million 
Vegtables/Other 77 million 

Seven of the ten leading counties In wheat production In Texas are In the HPTA.  
These sev counties (Dallam, Moore, Sherman, Hansford. Ochiltrce, Deaf Smith, and Carson) 
to grew 25.8% of the state's total wheat production in 1990. Ahlma half (46%) of all S, Steat n In Texas; cause frem the lHpTA. This area produced 59.35 million bushels 
of wheat in 1990 of which 34.147 million bushels wete irrigated. Texas produced 38.5 million 
bushels of irrigated wheat; in other words this area of Texas produce 89% of the state's 
brigated wheat. HPTA also produces 25.2 million bushels of dryland wheat, or 27% of the 
state's non-irrigated wheat. 36% of Texas continuous crop wheat comes from this production 

Pauner, Castro, Hale, Dallam, Moore, Hartley, Sherman, and Deaf Smith counties 
produce 63% of Texas com.

M-280
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Of the ten leading counties in sorghum production in 1989, five are in 
Hanssord, Deaf Smith, Ochiltre, Moore and Carson counties. 72% of the Irri 
and 5% of the non-irrigated sorghum produced in Texas came from the HPTA 
of all sorghum produced in Texas came from HPTA.  

In soybean production, four of the ten leading counties are in this tra 
Floyd. Lamb, and Swisher - which produce 42% of the state's soybeans. Five 
trade arn produce 61% of the state's production of sunflowers. 28% of the I 
upland cotton is grown in seven counties in this trade area, 16% of all upland 
is grown here.  

LIVESTOCK ]PRODUCTION 

The total sales for livestock and livestock products were 1.849 ritU 
which b the Iated year on which facts were avallable.  

This trade area has been referred to as the cattle-feeding capital 
Approxhmately 80% of the world's supply of grain-fed cattle are fed in the 
Texas ranks number one In fed cattle production In the United States. supplyl 
nation's fed beef. Of the state's production, 76.1% comes from this HPTA.  
22% of the tWtal of all cattle and calves in the State of Texas, accounting for 3 

AGRIBUSIOMS EMLOM ENTF 

The agribusiness sector includes: retail trade; wholesale 
trade; manufacturing; agricultural services; transportation and public utilities: fins

this trade area.  
gated sorghum 

in 1990; 26% 

de area: Hale, 
counties in this 
Texas irrigated 
cotton in Texas 

lion for 1986, 

of the world.  
United States.  
ng 25% of the 
This area has 

million head.

a n d r e a l e s t a te . O f th e to ta l a m a w o r k f o r c o f 1 "1 5 ,4 9 1 p e r o ns , ap p r ox i m at e ly 7c 3 n, 0 a 
anekm (27%) work in jobs related to agribusiness in this area, excluding government employees. The 1916 payroll of agribusiness firms accounted for $446.21 million, 24% of 
the total area payroll 
of S1639,966,000.  

Of" 'he 19 mansufacnurjne tndtcstrn eroups in the FIPTA. seven ore classified as 

SM U food and kindred products; textile mill products; apparel and other textile products; lumber and wood products; furniture and fixtures; paper and allied products; and leather an leather products. During 1986, these seven agribusiness industnes employed 11,407 
people or about 51% of the total employment In manufacturing. Payroll is $220.5 million, 
42.4% of the total wages paid in manufacturing in the HPTA.  

A rbineIss fi•rn wfrhin the wholesale trode cateeprv employ 4,897 people with an annual payrol of $88.5 million, which is 44% of total employment and 43% of total payroll in 
wholessle trade.  

Qdihe elehg retatl trade cateorifes tInted in the HPTA. three are aoribusiness related. Thes 
we building materials and garden supplies, food stores and eating places. These three industries employed 13.843 people with an annual payroll of $115,955,000 in 1986. These figures 
rejassent 19% of the total employment and 9% of the total payroll In HPTA retail trade.  

M-280
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Agricultural seevice is the third largest rategry. including veterinary services, animal services, 

and landscape and horticultural services. It has approximately 1,074 employees and accounts ! 

far $15.15 minion in anmual payroll. Eight companies were engaged in the warehouse and 

storing of commodities, with a payroll of $4.3 minion, and about 200 employees. Agricultural 
creit institutions employ 94 persons, with a payroll of S1,795,000.  

Ahe above data does nt iclude the payroU of omodUY organi•ono. such assae stt 
headquarers of the wheat growers, corn growr. sugar been zrmwers. catle feeders and the 
American Quarter Horse Asocaon which are all locaed in doe trade area.  

People recognize the High Plains Trade Area as an agricultural region, but 
few realize the magnitude of the industry in terms of revenues, tax base, and 
employment for area residents.  

AGRICULTURAL OUCK FACS 

Texas ranks first in the number of farms and ranches and first in the amount of farm and 

ranch land. Texas is the third largest agricultural state. It accomuts for the nation's second 

highest farm income at some $12 billion annually. Texas ranks first in the value of farm real 

estae, fi in cash receipts for livestock and products, second in cash receipts for all 

omnmodities and fifth in cash receipts for crops.  

- IVXAS ri Sas ONLV 6% OF Tut NATION'S FROOc•zS COMMODITIES, YEr TEXAS 

RANKS 5O DIN THU VALLE OF RAW COlMMIDITTES FfDUM •. FOR EVERV PERCENTAGE 

POINT WK AMn) TO OURt FkOCESSI TOTAL, WE WOUD ADD 90,4111 JORS AND 9 BILJLON 

DOiOLAR TO TH1• EAS ECONOMY. WE ,•X5ST 1`1 14 OWN ow ODIJcfoW 

Gre'. T.t Fare - AS-,k- Dt-t p . .Mad lý-iZ. J-e 27. IN& 

The economic clout which we have we need to use, value-added gromineo would brine 

bmilns of donlars Into the HPTA. Historically, growth and development in Texas have been 

closely associaled with a progressive and productive agricultural industry. The production of 

agrlhelural products expands ecoomick activity In Texas far beyond the farm gate.  

Suppliers, prcesor, distributor - all agribusiness - benefit from agricultural production; on 

ploi.AI OF FARM SAcLS P Tvh4ULATES OVER S3.40 IN ACTIVTTY WITN THE TEXAS ECONOMY, 

That's what IS happening. Here is what COULD happen. If ares economnk developers 

pashed to develop some of the facets of agriculture as they have pushed to develop other 

hidusstr, AND if they brought to optimum use of value added in the - and various items 

that am psrduced in the Texas Panhandle, the economuc impact of agriculture of the entire 

area would be In excsm of four Super Conllders.  

Put A& In your economic-osultlplier and see what you come up with!

M-280
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The Impact of AGRIHUSINESS TN THE TEXAS HIGH PLAINS TRADE AREA. October 
1989. Richard Edwards and Sieve Am . Texa. Agricultural Extension Economists; Jim 
Smith, Potter County Extension Agent; Texas A & M University System, published in 
cooperation with the City of Amarillo, Amarillo Economic Development Corporation and 
Southwestern Public Service.  

1989 and 1990 Texas Apricultural Statistics, Texas Agricultural Statistics Service; Texas 
Department of Agriculture; U. S. Department of Agriculture.  

Governor's Task Force on Arncultural Develoornet. Lubbock Hearing Testimony, June 27, 
1988.  

Reommendations of the Business Development and Jobs Creation Task Force. submitted to 
Governor William P. Clements, Jr., January 1987.  

June 1991, Doris Smith, HCR 2, Box 20, Panhandle, TX 79068, (806)335-1050.

M-280
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May 7. IM9 

DOE-Offc of Fndle Materials Disposition.  
Cdo SAIC-PEIS 0

P.O. BM •23 
WashingtM. D.C. 20026-3786 

RE Comments on Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable 
Ftk'le Materials Draft PEIS 

The Disics purpose is provide for the conservation. preservation. protection.  
recharging and the prevention of waste of the underground water reservoir 
through Subtitle E. Groundwater Management, Chapter 36, Texas Water Code.  

In filfilling our charge, I would agree with the two statements on page s-46 of 
the smmary.  

[eg - Term Stoage Alternatives 

"Amog the DOE sites under consideration. Pantex has the greatest potential 
to eaperlence adverse cumulative impacti, particularly because of its relatively 
small compact area. Water resources and biological resources would be 
vulnerable, and land resources air quality, cultural resources. socloeconomic,.  
public health and safety, watemanagement. intersite transportation, and 
environmental justice could be susceptible to adverse cumulative impacts."

F-032
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PANHANDLE GROUND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT No. 3, 
WHITE DEER, TX, C. E. WILLIAMS 

PAGE 2 OF 2

Page 2 
May 7, 1996 

Dfspoitlou Aternatives 

"Implementation of the varous proposed disposition alternatives to one or 
more of the DOE sites has the potential for incremental cumulative impacts 
in addition to the cumulative impacts identified above for the long-term storage 
alternatives. Among the DOE Sites used for analysis purposes, Pantex would 
have the greatest potential to experience adver cumulative impacts." 

After review of the document, it is apparent to me that there are better 
locations for the referenced mission& than at Pantex. I am not willing to accept 1/08.03.01 
the risk that they might have on the Ogallala Aquifer.  

C I. WIlliams 
General Manager

F-032

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Waste/hazardous material treatment/handling operations 
are regulated to minimize the potential for releases of hazardous substances 
to the soil or surface water that could then migrate to the groundwater.  
Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 
be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.
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PANHANDLE PLASTIC SURGERY, AMARILLO, TX, : 

JOHN C. KELLEHER, JR.  

PAGE 1 OF 2 

PANHANDLE PLASTIC SURGERY, P.A.  
JOHN C. KELLEHER. JR., M.D., FACS.  

April 3, 1996 

U.S. Depart*.nt of Knergy 

Offic, of Pisaile HaterSial 

P.O. 500 23756 

wsshington, D.C. 20026 

Re: Stockpile Stewardship and NMnagement and Storage and 
Disposition of seapons-Usable Pissile Moterisls.  

Desr Sirs: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Dpeprtment of 
9n rgy's (Dog) Progrsmatic Invironmestal lmpact Statements (PFIs) 
an Stockpile Stewardship and Management and Storage and Disposition 
of Usapoos-Osabls aissile Haterials. Please also consider this my 
Coinot on the Psntea Bite-Wida Draft zneiroomental Impact 
Statement, since most of the issues addressed in these documents 
sre identical.  

Of utmost concern has always bean safety in the Pentea Plant and a 
certainty that the operations will be conducted in an 
environmentally sound manner. As s physician, I wsnt to ensure 
that :enteoxeapansion ai timlementd in a way that does not impair 
the health or safety of ares residents or have an adverse affect on 
the *nvironmeot.  

wCi.o the DOE has selected pastea as the preferred alternate for 
aseely/disaasembly, they failed to recognisa Pantex as the 
preferred candidate site for new and/or €onsolidated atockile 
asnegeent facilities. In doing to, the DOE has overlooked the 
best site for maintaining the integrity of the new U.S. nuclear 
stockpile asd attaining maimum efficiencies asd cost savings.  

I feel that Pastas is the beet site for new construction/ 
steardahip activities. Any comparimsos the DOS looks at should be 
"cloely esxained, especially being sure that comparisons are 
accurate including capital required, transportation, training, 
remediation, and other costs.  

Pentex ia obviously the beat site to continue high explosives 
fabricstion, having performed this for more than 40 years with an 
excellent safety record.  

phis A Rownsuni opey a SSopyya ofowee AseAX',aSo fsuy

M-014
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PANHANDLE PLASTIC SURGERY, AMARILLO, TX, 
JOHN C. KELLEHER, JR.  

PAGE 2 OF 2

Comment Number 1

U.S. Depsrtcnt of Energy 
april 3, 1996 
Page '..  

I would urge the DOE to designate Pantee as the preferred lternate 
site fo t al eexsting and new stockpile mcnegenant and stewardship 
fucti ons .. el as consolidation of all plutoniu storegeacd 1/08.03.01 
disposition in any related functions. Thank you very much for the 
opportunity to cosment on these docucents.  

Sincerely, 

• Kelleher, Jr., N.D.

M-014

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
Pantex. Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080301
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01,0600 Comment Number 1

Department of Energy 
POBox 3417 
Alexandria, VA 22302 

Dear DOE.  

Your claim that you want citizen involvement and the best possible 

alternative for dealing with nuclear weapons and waste sounds terrific, yet 

I cannot help to find numerous contradictions in your statements in the 

SS&M and PEIS.  

You fail to note: 

I)We are trying to get rid of our plutonium and HEU, not make 

more of it in new and old reactors. Building more reactors can, in turn.  

spur the development of more nuclear weapons by the use of reactor 

byproducts. This plan for reusing plutonium in reactots breeds the 

pmliferation of nuclear weapons not only in the US but also in other 

countries. Countries can star with the guise of using "commercial" 

reactors and secretly build nuclear weapons(see North Korea). Also, by 

remusing the plutonium, we will get more hazardous waste than we 

originally had.  

2)DOE's visions need to be long-term, not short-term. Sure, nuclear 

reactors can give us energy in the short term, but is it worth risking the 

health and well-being of our children for 20,000 years to come? No. No.  

No. Even though death may not be immediate, radiation leads to death by

1/01.06.00 

2/01.00.00

M-208

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.  

Spent fuel produced under the weapons Pu disposition mission would be 
essentially the same as fuel normally produced in commercial reactors (both 
have Pu in the spent fuel form) which would not be more hazardous. The 
spent fuel would meet the same criteria as the commercial reactor spent fuel 
that would eventually be sent to an NWPA geologic repository.

010000 Comment Number 2

It is only prudent and responsible to include both short and long terms. If Pu 
disposition is not implemented in the short term, the "clear and present 
danger" of nuclear proliferation could cause significant long-term irreversible 
damage to mankind.

O
PARUCHURI, KAVENDRA 
PAGE 1 OF 3
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PARUCHURI, KAVENDRA 

PAGE 2 OF 3

Comment Number 3

changing DNA. No level of radiation is proven to be safe! Taxpayers end 

up footing many health bills that result from the radioactive poisoning that 

the DOE has allowed.  

3)DOE needs to stop lying to the public about infonnation that it has 

presently and about government deception in the past. DOE continues to lie 

to the people(see the reactor and people at Hanford. Washington who were 

poisoned by a radioactive cloud that the government secretly released).  

Unless the government opens its records to the public, we will never get at 

the truth.  

4)DOE needs to consider mon alternatives. By using the same 

contractors over and over, DOE fails to see new ideas and methods of 

disposal. Independent scientists. academics, analysts, and experts(working 

on their own; nt for corporate America or the government) need to 

coilaborate to research and find the safest method of disposal. Alternatives 

like vitrification must be considered.  

5)Worker and community safety need to be the number one priority.  

Also, DOE needs to he consistent with the global urgency of eliminating all 

nuclear weapons. Nuclear reators need to he shut down because as long as 

there are nuclear reactors, a potential for bomb making is present

6)DOE really does not car about public opinion despite its claims.  

This debate is the most pressing issue facing Americans today, yet why did 

the government nationally encourage participation. I see Army

3/01.00.00 

4/01.00.00 

5/01.00.00 

6/08.02.00 

M-208

The Department of Energy has declassified a great deal of information 
regarding weapons-usable fissile materials. Inventories and locations of these 
materials were documented in a report released by the Secretary in her 
Openness Initiative in 1993 and again in 1996.

010000 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy considered a total of 37 alternatives for Pu 

disposition, and selected nine "reasonable" alternatives for further analyses in 
this PEIS. The screening process to select these alternatives was documented 

and reviewed by the Interagency Working Group (membership includes 
various Federal agencies and the White House Office of Science and 

Technology). DOE efforts also considered and built on the extensive previous 
work of the NAS.

010000 

Comment noted.

080200

Comment Number 5

Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 

meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 

such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 
made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 

available on the Program's electronic bulletin board.

010000
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PARUCHURI, KAVENDRA 

PAGE 3 OF 3

commercials all the time, but I did not see any commercials about SS&M 

and PEIS. Why was the local Nashville football debate set above the 

nuclear debate? 

In addition, the PEIS(all 3,000 pages) is too confusing and 

complicatedly written for most citizens to understand. The incessant use of 

jargon terms, although useful in a DOE spelling contest, only serve to 

perplex the reader.  

The terrible truth is: no citizen has time to read 3,000 pages of 

jargon. I suggest that the government create a nationally televised forum in 

which the DOE goes up for questioning on this issue. I'm not talking about 

a one sided DOE lecture. I'm talking about intensive scrutiny of the DOE 

by independent scientists, environmental activists, community leaders, 

academics, and other people who are against proliferation. If the DOE is so 

certain that it has all the options, let the members of DOE take on the 

unheard voices in front of the media and the American people.  

If read, I'm sure that this letter will be dismissed as a letter from 

"just another one of those hippie freaks." Rest assured, I am not a hippie 

and certainly am not a freak.  

Outraged United States CITIZEN, 

Kavendra Paruchuri

7/08.00.00

8/08.02.00

M-208

It is recognized that storage and disposition of surplus weapons-usable fissile 
materials is a complex situation and necessarily involves the use of many 
technical terms. DOE has made every effort to keep the PEIS a readable 
document. The size of the document not only reflects the complexity of the 
proposed proceedings but also provides the public all of the information 
needed to fully participate in the decisionmaking process.

080200 Comment Number 8

The National Environmental Policy Act requires the government to make 
documents such as the PEIS available to the public for comment so that the 
scrutiny of all members of the public can be applied to the Proposed Action.  
DOE also holds a number of interactive public meetings at which senior DOE 
officials present information, answer questions, and accept public comments.  
DOE strives to hold meetings and open avenues for comment in such a 
manner that there are no unheard voices.

t'J

080000 Comment Number 7
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PEACE ACTION TEXAS, DALLAS, TX, 
JAN SANDERS 

PAGE 1 OF 4 

Jay Rose 
Office of Recontiguration. U S Dept of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave. S W 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

April 24, 1996 

Dear Mr. Rose, 

Ptease find here comments on the PEIS's that have recently been issued related to the 
reconfiguration of the Nuclear Weapona Complex. It is with great seriousness and concern that I am 
writing 

The comments are limited and incomplete due to the complexity of the subject, the voluminous 
nature of your 'dictionary-size' reports, and the shortness of the time to comment.  

I represent, in principle, the positions taken by the statewide group of which I am chair, Peace Action 
Texas, and of the national organization, with which we are affiliated with the same name Together 
we are the largest grass roots peace organization in the country, we are an NGO to the United 
Nations and cooperate and support similar peace organizations in others countries 

As a peace activist who has been for years an advocate of nuclear disarmament, a Comprehensive 
Test Ban and a world treaty for Non Proliferation. I am celebrating the fact that we are finally on the 
path. Indeed. we are now living through a time of historic opportunity Our actions, our policies will 
effect generations throughout the world for thousands of years to come I hope and pray that we 
have the will and the moral courage to grasp this opportunity 

The United States can and must lead the world on a path to peace --- peace with one another and 
peace with our fragile planet Our decisions and actions related to our Nuclear Weapons Complex 
will be a major part of that journey for mankind 

Since y 

Jan S ders; 
Cha , Peace Action Texas 

j o , ci r tZi • n ow v o te nr a ia wa.,i " eO ,, na w iiA t0a7 M _ p ad - fto -ra the al oa a b. o o 
ni •dar waspons, -d SA prc' w n-boýtnz raso& n n of .onf and consem.a a wro of pasta ...... r 

an Sandem, Chfiar 7
3

l6 M.dabarýan, Dfa., "IR 75230 (214)69 9388 1 
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PEACE ACTION TEXAS, DALLAS, TX, 
JAN SANDERS 

PAGE 2 OF 4

Comment Number 1
Commet 

by Jm Senters 
re the Draft Prog ElinoMentall I ct tafement for tW Sdlqclile Stewwdefp and 

Manaement of Nucler Wespons mN 
lie Soruge mad Dipodsion of Ndlear Materiabs 

Pmc k ouli comoamI calld tie DOE1 one weakt pri or Onli Aratnil w*eg lo ge tnli 
sleduloi mnd long al lso #0 could most lit -i for air fare travea fromn Dode TMe 
aohedkM m aiM 1o me. so gand In lhi wek Indeed local members said that had beow a problem 
tvui• Wi lead 'line b~r U' lla iwi.  

I m• concerned ao•d Wivee of Vle PEISs. bhe I needed 1o be WI" places a once Monday 
evwn ig d was Isnoeata. Because I wa •i• Id 1 everyehi ou be over by noon on 
Tue•day I was rat able ava myself of the aition seson on Tuesday fternoon 

I woild ormourlet• DeptL i plinAng lite meensg hetiwnga or worikhops to 
ausonamclly noftif Was who have participated hIntie psg mid 10 nasy natonal 0ff1,e of groups 

iM would be l I Irov g pulc Input on fte tio at gal.  
The maesips? Public Inp. quewson mwd comments we not reiy being Mught In tlis 

round of reviews 

Cliuaons and Reouems 
1) I mw1'N Ie 1o htae f to ime fi documeits. memoramdwe orl egistion from le President 
aid lie Congirneg to • t ft DOE "o maintin ti of sty and ebity of li wndlru nucgear 
tpons op kps" pS- h I W t ie be of wfhsml Wist W Me In being s •ued ID maituin 

In lie reedy aeeoar? !ow was Oll number dolntimied? Was ter publ debae on lila? 
I ems surpriased IDbe tuld In Aremlt that fme number (NMM ems Iada= a matter of 

national aecrit Is tie mutner ssmall ti tie Weuld *rjdsr deserrence' would be questioned? 
In ight of the oflln e of lie Sov"e UrAMn. fte iunlg of toa NPT treaty etesnlon mnd the 
disusions of CTa and tie Wot SW we do indd lve in free ami open saoiety- plan to reques 
a Fredom of Irdonnaton request for Ila inlonmnan. hsimptsio le t ond , 0 lie euea of 
soe and mnvioenmental Inpec when lie numbers nrwin the liousend 

"Supckile iueerdshii mid managemenmt capabilities are Independlent of foresee"bl furture 
.todqe .d " S-3 11 Is hypocritical D sy lim we wl loie ftwod loaerd nucler desrmmiient, 
our NPT poion' but we want to keep on lie re•dy the capabilty of puftt a bomb together 

2) In IgN of •i* n-glat1ons lo a CTB mnd tie Testing Msoifleam that has been in ~ed under 
boli a Republcam erid Oemoastc Peside* . shy Is lie Nevada Tet Ste boing rmaitned nd 
funded? 

3) WVy must an iternatie to u10derground nudear leang be developed to vertly ie "ae"y and 
reiabityofweaponsS-1 Ourersehasbeen tesed, repad. & maalnfedtor yars We 
hvme acumulated a huge stocIp! and en incredise aunt of knowledg. Ddn't we tern how to 
do it? How can lie addition expee be defended? 

4) In 1Wit of the knoedbgo (an hk of it) lut we have aoqued in lie 50 years of lie atomic ea 
"ehy would we even consider the continuation or te new constnrction ist would result in le

1/08.02.00

M-216

The Department of Energy, including the Office of Fissile Materials 
Disposition, makes every effort to automatically notify those who have 
participated in the past of public meetings about the availability of 
documents.

080200
Z3 
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PEACE ACTION TEXAS, DALLAS, TX, 

JAN SANDERS 

PAGE 3 OF 4

Comment Number 2

Crein of more low and high leovl waste? We Me sruggimg with 'h waste we already havel To 
conrnud new facilibes that worM provde the puhinrium procaswn that oramrty was at Rocky Flats 
in the am oof nucl dlmisnwnrrt seens to make a mockery of otrstrea I t eeUrls th 
intelgence of the American taxpayer nd is a ,ncredt threat to the ev~rorwnrt 

5) In 'he aternanve o coinenakate the acgtW .y ransate thal the ability io •uld new nuceda 
bon, that moves the Rocky oib pl•ulonam procgeang to Pentax. I wold Mike to ask a nhy or al of 
th other DOE ta••etnes m 'cad over an mawler? 

6) Clarity for me VWo d epnortance Owed on to ehkinpet of jobs ost or Job giared in wry 
perisrLw are m i mnwig you reconwmandaborns 

I hope • Ieciive nsawere o the above questions. i l•ght of thesesqionas I w eld o take 
wane dew poieons on On isses 

Podmote and Urgigs: 
1) Develop a p togrn tWhad corntae the orderly dsa ntly of our nucaw rtanal Use fhs 
disassenbly atron io lead end prvdea m incntive hto the other rniciew powers ti do 'he sune 
Concnrdate our nesseci and oonderable tawai e3nates on 'he ade disposa of the ethal 

Use "ie nuctle tbe and or traie Nd a encatd workers •'houghot the compler i a 
collaborative way ho iniat otheiranudew powersI In ely 9soi of the nuclear artrafti over a 
period of MWie with open - WOeCW aNd anchange of rple 

2) P tovd Amercarn citiens; with ritorminalon thW wil enable theme to participate in tha 
dervapomeri of a routnd nd sat enier pu~b policy The removal of the "dassiad Irt nati•nal 
kauty blankat wll sa Vha dne for ansparency in dwling with owr Iternal global 
nghbo s.  

3) W otw DOI sh we not oar aqrdera ot the size and Importance as the Oggeata. I w Uo ge 
the -rge No pkiAonrim or Vha vbied or ceramic 1reanerib of hia waid amny of ts other stes 
There is no good location. bIt we do Iotw #hat d rado-acive m~rii from pkoniuan eadors he 
wet sWly it aI be heri for what nrmnber of yeais7-25.000' or just a lew hundxrdl 

4) I ohm gly oppose Ih use of 3,1*35 pkirearn ty ha nuclar energy comnpas here or abroad 
a co•tnrues ha wde - sum. hreafta ha anv•ow• ent t every movement and handhng of he 
mt*n al : Nd a eaves pibamrn the spe•nt• h that onM beg rlveted lnuctrwea ts. Iknow 
it as hot rdtaA et M bt ha pkulonikan as sti there and pkluhinkian isa crucal component of the 
bomb.  

5) Sthu down ha Nev•da Te SIts Cornwlt KID a soan energy tesing are or is ha iri to hot? 

6) Shut dowm one of 'he la. Does h myth of •hoo"mpettfio sn"lt raei? Vit.w I lekwned that 
Nagnasad bomb was from tha d " A mae me gneve with ttm is 'a we might have usd 
Naga is id eates Convt ha renmring ta•t wlo n a Ot 0eo rt dO hae r~emc on wasde 
tipo•,l or neutrlzatin of radIo-actIve materials.

2/09.04.08 

3/08.03.00

4/08.02.00 

5/08.03.01 

6/08M03.01

M-216

Potential impacts to groundwater quality are considered to be minimal at all 
facilities due to hazardous material/waste handling and treatmentl/disposal 
Federal and State requirements. Due to the current and expected future 
depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer, the potential to affect groundwater 
availability is a concern at Pantex.

080300 Comment Number 3

Socioeconomic factors, such as the number of jobs lost or gained under each 
alternative, have been analyzed in the PEIS. That information will be 
presented to the decisionmakers in making decisions on the storage and 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. Socioeconomic 
environmental factors include the number of direct jobs (construction and 
operation), indirect jobs, local area infrastructure (police, hospitals, 
transportation, and education), and environmental justice.

080200 Comment Number 4

The PEIS and its source documents referenced in Chapter 5 (References) of 
the PEIS are unclassified to the extent practicable without compromising 
national security. The classified information needs to be protected in order to 
reduce the probability of the nuclear materials being taken by terrorists, 
foreign or domestic. DOE is committed to an Openness Policy. A significant 
portion of the information used to prepare this PEIS was declassified in the 
last 2 years.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

090408
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PEACE ACMION TEXAS, DALLAS, TX, 
a'- JAN SANDERS 

PAGE 4 OF 4

7) Stop she c ,nnection betweaes echnologica researc and deovopmen nd wE ard kiling. t 
our acenrls wotid b•nM from thu developme• t of a Sper comPLt. fine. Place It In one of our 
gret univerafties or hospitals or at tho Peace Inultuto not for new bomb making.  

8) Peace Action hee as one of ft four program wae to support for economic converson from a 
wer.-doefwue oro cle economy to a pee economy. N Inocudes job conversion mid/are training 
of wdaters loyl to aaid dependent aa t&her a ocalties hwdo been on ie lge govn t 
defense coneracts. We would not lueour becks on thek need nor would we ever fpport the 
continaton of bomb mating aa a jabi progra. The DOE should not allow the boostelam of the 
Chamber of Connerce• of one area (Panhand•e 2000) dIctate them decslona of naliorinl and 
Internationa lI ori And fiey, 

9) Peamce Action has taken a posltion in Ranpof of Aboliton 2000. a worldwide moverment to aboish 
nuclear, weapons by the yew 2000. Therefore. I urge that you consider the StW t1 treaty Woa that.  
a saWlt owud Onu very attrale goal of Ahboftn 2000. To allow the Stat 11 Veasty to lmin anyway 
our teaereup Mi the Non Pmlferaion wotr (p S-7) woikd be wrong.  

Some furtolr obunvations. questlons arid comments: 

With a stocktie numbering in the thousands. which waa bitt l over a period of yama. I would make 
the logical assumptionrthat It was age over a period of tnne as well Mea It we cannrribfed parte 
from one o 11oD hr to mate repiar arid to maklrtan as mWy as poaIle. hlow kong dt take for 
us to drop to Zeo? II. uaring Ofe wear down period, we took a leadership role In le Non
roe rn movement, we couild produce a much eater and eam world, than we would have II 

were brisling with new wponan s "capilltyo 

in rncets yeere the miitary genlusa o this cottary hae produced modem, non nuclear weapons thit 
approlach the dte*duclive power of a nucleear warhad. As a; n pacvocalo, I'm not particularly 
proud • that, but-t w'o point that the einmonertal eisks from the raw materlals. the transpot.  
the manufactuing. oe assembling mid the deployment of tdoee weapons are not as grea or 3s 
klng Wang as those asmoclated with na ear ombe" How can we put ou" own people and our own 
environment at lhis level of health and safety risk when we have In hand faer altwnaves7? Have 
we. m th• buid-up ad now in the proepec of the "atewerd*l of an arsonis capable of blowing 
up Mh world, deterred the bomb from being dropped on us by others, but insated have we not 
-ropped on our Air7e? 

The piwer the nearwarllp of lhe powie of the nuclear bomb is At. It undermins the moral 
character of ths counwy that we we willing to octllnue to ponesa weapons of mans destruction of 
this magnitude mid by On possession thveaten the peoplea of te world With their Use.  

Diming the height of te arms race during the Cold War tf Bishopa of lhe Catholic chfrch 
chaingad fht bomb making and th f tle Bishops of le Methodit chuch in their tIn Defense of 
Creaton' pastoral Iseler challenged even the possession 

I intenid to copy thmn comments to fth PreSiden the Secretaies 0 ees and Energy and to my

7/01.06.00

M-216

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

010600 Comment Number 7

Comment noted.
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PEELLE, BOB, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 3

Storage and Disposition of Weapons pissile Materials 
Comments on Draft PEtS 

April 2.1996 

Bob Peelle 
130 Oklahoma Avenue 

Oak Ridge. TN 37830 

Summary: 

1. The *no disposition' option should be chosen for surplus weaponl plutonium in the short run. Since treaty obligations 
probably require effort soon to reduce the amount of weapons 
plutonium stored, a plan must be developed to reduce the 
total amount of plutonium through its use as fuel in suitable 
nuclear reactors. Note that mixed oxide fuel use in current 
light water reactors would not reduce the total plutonium 
figure very much.  

(Total Pu = weapons Pu . reactor fissile Pu.) 

2. The number of storage sites for weapons plutonium should 
be reduced (not necessarily to one). This thought 8s based 
on efficiency and the need to abandon some storage sites.  

3. Plutonium and MHU storage should not be co-located. If the same site must be employed, strict separation between the 
areas used for each material should be assured. This suggestion is based on the assumption that fissile materials 
will be processed to some extent at each storage site. The 
health physics needs at the facilities can efficiently be met if workers at the HEU storage site are sure that plutonium 
cannot be present.  

Details leading to Recommendation 1: 

The author recognizes that this recommendation rests on different bases trom those generally adopted. These are: 

a. DOE and relevant agencies in other responsible 
nations should show concern for the long term future of our 
society. Here, I suggest a time horizon of 1000 years for 
our nation and at least 1000 generations for human 
civilization.  

b. Energy resource depletion will eventually be a problem, so we should avoid compromising the resources that will be required. If breeder reactors come to be needed, 
plutonium reserves will be of great value for startup.

1/01.00.00 

2/02.00.08 

3/08.03.01 

4/02.04.08 

1/01.00.00 
cont.  

OR-001

010000 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy's Proposed Action is to conduct disposition for 
surplus Pu and provide safe and secure long term storage for nonsurplus 
weapons-usable fissile materials to support national defense. The intent of the 
Proposed Action for Pu disposition is not to pursue total Pu destruction, but 
to convert the Pu into a proliferation-resistant form that meets the Spent Fuel 
Standard as recommended by the NAS. DOE, in considering the Spent Fuel 
Standard, evaluated the adequacy of the Standard versus the greater degree of 
destruction achievable with other options such as the Advanced Deep Burn 
Reactor Option and the Accelerator Option. It was judged that the Spent Fuel 
Standard is adequate since it would convert the weapons Pu to a form that 
would make it as difficult to retrieve and reuse in weapons as the Pu contained 
in the much larger existing volume of spent fuel from commercial nuclear 
reactors.

020008 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

020408 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.
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Comment Number 5
c. After a few hundred years, spent reactor fuel (or 

Cs-137 spiked plutonium) can be safely processed by national 
groups or by terrorist organizations.  

d. For either good or evil purposes, spent fuel 
repositories will be mined once fission product radioactivity 
has decayed to the level that the work can be done safely.  
If weapons grade plutonium (or HEU) is present, use in 
weapons will be considered.  

a. Terrorist nations or organizations are assumed to be 
able to do anything that is possible. It is stated that 
reactor grade plutonium can be used to make nuclear 
explosives. ( National Academy of Sciences, *Management and 
Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium' (1994) p30. I don't 
have the underlying reference) 

A quick response to my approach might be *... future 
generations will have to care for themseves." They must, but 
we should give them a chance for success whenever we can.  
Disposing of weapons plutonium quickly seems unimportant if 
much larger amounts of reactor plutonium are present and 
becoming available. The best course must be to pause and 
think hard before taking hasty expensive action.  

Needs for careful analysis in the final PVIs 

Topics are listed below that need to be discussed in the 
final PEIS if the present recommendations are to be 
considered. Perhaps the author failed to locate adequate 
sections that are already included in the draft PEIS.  

a. Show the estimated switchover and operating costs for 
plutonium storage as a function of how many storage sites ate 
maintained, for a fixed total amount of plutonium.  

b. Indicate the extent to which chemical and/or physical 
processing are expected to take place at the major plutonium 
storage sites. Surface treatments and machining should be 
included. The interest is in supporting estimates of likely 
environmental releases.  

c. Estimate the extra capital and operating costs expected 
to be required if storage facilities for HEU and plutonium 
are co-located in such a fashion that health physics 
operations must distinguish during field monitoring whether 
alpha particles have been emitted from uranium or plutonium.  

d. Indicate what can be foreseen about the security of deep 
underground storage against a determined national effort to 
utilize guided drilling from a surface location external to 
the secure area at a storage location. (Note remarks in the

1/01.00.00 
cont.  

5/07.02.00 

6/02.00.08 

5/07.02.00 
cont.  

7/13.00.00

OR-O01

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in a 
Technical Summary Report for storage beginning in late July 1996.

020008 Comment Number 6

A basic assumption for this environmental analysis is that the materials are 
already in a stabilized form before they are received for storage. Actions taken 
for materials stabilization are covered by analyses under the Environmental 
Management Program.

130000 Comment Number 7

The security aspects of the storage and disposition alternatives will be 
developed further in detailed designs for the selected alternative(s).

070200
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August 1995 American Nuclear Society panel report trutection 
and Management of Plutonium', page 26.) 

e. Is spent fuel easy to process safely to extract 
plutonium once most fission products have de.ayed, say after 
300 years? 

f. The acceptance of the finding that availability of 
reactor grade plutonium (high percent Pu-240) is as sensitive 
for proliferation concerns as pure plutonium 239 has grave 
policy implications. If the statement is fully true, the 
problem with surplus weapons-grade plutonium pales compared 
to the total plutonium nonproliferation problem.  

Is it likely that the extra difficulties and dangers of 
building nuclear explosives with reactor-grade plutonium 
would discourage national or renegade terrorists from using 
this route to terror? Should DOE reverse its finding? If 
so, the idea of using mixed oxide fuel in light water 
reactors would be much more sensible than it is under the 
current 'all plutonium is equivalent, dictum.  

g. How rigid are the treaty obligations relative to how 
soon disposition of excess weapons plutonium must be 
accomplished? 

h. Have reactors been developed for which discharged fuel 
does not contain as much plutonium as spent fuel from light 
water reactors now does? What about CANDU or equivalent 
reactors? My memory is that heavy water reactors can utilize 
most of the plutonium they produce.  

The above comments represent only myself. I am a 
nuclear physicist retired from ORNL and a fellow of the 
American Nuclear Society. I was long a Roane County 
Commis sioner.

7/13.00.00 
cont.  

8/15.00.00 

1/01.00.00 
cont.  

OR-O01

15 00 00 Comment Number 8

This would require appropriately designed facilities including extensive 
chemical processes. While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as 
an indirect result of potential disposition actions any subsequent reprocessing 
and extraction of Pu from that spent fuel is beyond the scope of the PEIS and 
the fundamental nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort.
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PETERS, DON, POCATELLO, ID 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Comment Number I
Contient ID: 
Date Rceived: 
Name: 
Addrss: 

Transcription:

P0020 
April IS, 1996 

Don Peters 
Pocatello, ID

T'n for using the expertise that is available at the INEL to glassify nuclear waste. however, the 
storage problem has got to be solved. If the State of New Mexico continues to stall on the 
utilization of the storage facility that bas been built down there. it should be closed, and if they 
stall saying they need mods around their cities, to me that's just another stall. The ovethead that 
is being spent at taxpayer's expense down there for, in my estimation, no good psrpose should be 
terminated, and i f Nevada is going to pull the sane thing, then we should be taking a hard look at 
that. Idaho has got the expertise and an area tha can process this material without undue harn if 
it's left above ground and not in storage. If the storage pioblem should ever contaninate the 
aquifer out there, the down stream area of Idaho could be seriously damaged. That's my 
contnments.

1 1/08.03.01 

2/12.00.00 

3/09.04.03

P-020

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, existing 
agreements, and public input.

120000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.

090403 Comment Number 3

Hazardous material handling/storage operations are regulated to minimize the 
potential for releases of hazardous substances to the soil or surface waters 
where they could migrate to the groundwater.

0

080301



PETERSON, DANIEl. E., SEATTLE, WA 
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Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) Public Comment Form 

N- rr(opeional). *Darsic F_ -. 
Address (option)al) +L - A-'. , /"c 

'5i arrlo. in/u 9s ?11(5 

Plk-a write dowa your co--eto and drop thiJ form in the marked bones before you lenae 
iooghtt These forms 'Ill be ubaittrtetJ to the Departrrm of Eanergy as pWn of the foretal counerunt on 
din, PEIS If you are unable to compl-s thiJ fotrs tonrght, written comnermas can be mriled to.  

=r~an of wg 
of RFattl Ma-i

5 5
s Dstporitiou 

P.0 Box 23786 
Wi.a gos. D.C. 20026-3786 

or. you can ll doi toll-fre number to 1-ane commenotas by phone: 1 800 820 51.56 Coamenti mutt be 
submaured by May 7. 1C99 

The Deparotmer of FPiergy bas a3leotifed r hin typo of techtologes as optiosm for disposing of 
woapoam-sablo fumile materials The Depastsem his also considered a 'no action altoernaine" wtoch 
would =ret at long -torm storage of Jbe materials. Please write down your commenrt on the following 
thnee typcs of opt ions for disposal and the storage option.  

1. Materials Irrobilization/Vitrinration - Immobilite fsile materiaJs by minig them with gliuoi gta-s 
bonded eol-,. or •enasrn 

2. Deep boIehole dIsposal M-atrtnhl would be disposed in hoerolies at ean 2.5 miles deny, in 
geologically stable formnationrs. Materials could be disposed directly into the dep borehole. or matrrrls 
could be eestbilrzm fird . ari thee depstedr intao the deep borehole.  

Arc 7T~i ~nn * /r~t'~l £in~t 6~-.-~ .o" n

c's..,ri I'

3. Recloef Oparaas - Surplus pluonnnie/highly e-ched unioaon would be made into MOX boi for uoe 
i raclenur reactors. dstrmying by fmion a major portion of the weapons grade materials.

I , ý /

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/08.03.01

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

08 03 01 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

4. Stamage Optieiaa - USDOE wmould cminum existing stoagg prace.o fur innpoti-rable, fuile 
materials at orreent locationa and/or crmioltidh that aotaigo al o• e Or moro of thd designated iries

M-111
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01 03 00 Comment Number 4 

The PEIS focuses on the environmental impacts of each alternative. DOE's 
decision process will be based on the results of the Final PEIS, together with 
information from technical and economic studies, national policy objectives, 
and public input. This process will provide the United States with the basis 
and flexibility to implement Pu disposition efforts multilaterally or bilaterally 
through negotiations, or unilaterally as an example to Russia and other 
nations.



PETERSON, MERRY ANN, SEATrLE, WA 
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Comment Number 1

Storage and Disposition ot Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic 
Environmental mpact Statement (PEIS) Public Comment Form 

Name (opc.tioal):f e 
Add-m (optiontal).  

Please wrist down your common, and drop tib for. is the mtarked boxes before you losve 
dossE•bL Thse forma wdil be submited to Me Dqparunev of Ersru u part of the fornsid conmsent on 

If you are unable so comopiva this forsm toight. wr•tten coront s; can be moaled to 
DW - of Enermy 
Ofas. of istile Materials Dispoesnon 
P-0 Box 23

7
8

6 

Washington. D.C 2OD26-3736 
or, yo e si "[Il thi l tU-rfee -sber to l•ose ortosrs by pbot 1 800-8"20-5156 Comments most be 
submtiad by May 7. t9, 

lhe Department of Energy bas tdentified hbee type. of technologies as options for disposing of 
eagora-sab•fiseink rnutseial. The Depa•liten hbo aiso comidcmd a 'no action altle"nsr whitch 

w~oudd tostalt" eong-ter• stoelge of these nmai•seal, Please wnr do"ts yoirt contisoe on tbe followin 
three type. of optiom for disposal and stoesa e option.  

I. Maefoijh istmobablsatio•/Vitrfnsita imooobilite f-ijie osatriats by tmixing tiett with glass, glats 
bomned teolius. t cramics.  

2. Deep borele disposa - Matcrabl would be disposed in botrholeb at least 2.5 rnil. deep, in 
grologicioly stable fotoaions Matetrisi coiuld be disposed dirtctly into the deep borehole, or mateertls 

couid be iiizted frst. aLid Lt., deposited ino the de-p borehole.  

3. Reada" Opticatt - Surpalb pbstooustt/htlbiy enriched utneitrn would be made rnso MOX fuct for use 

to t rs tetoe. destroying by btision a torfjoriuto of the woa]sosm grade m'iteneta 

I aivdr4sJ 4- ,-J. _ce is 1. 1 i 7f..P 

4. Stmg Optiots USDOE wo,,id conunue exosting storage prcctice fttor weapoto-u bic flisuie 
mausersts at cre-nt locationts ao•d/m comolidate thas storage at ose or toot of the droigoated site 

'-L _____________________

1/08.03.01 

1/08.03.01 
cont.  

2/06.00.08 

3/08.03.01

M-116

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decision on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

060008 Comment Number 2

The commentor is correct. Whereas there is a net reduction in the Pu 
inventory by an appreciable fraction, typically 25 to 35 percent, and perhaps 
as high as 50 percent, the total inventory is not destroyed. Note that the 
residual Pu is encapsulated in a highly radioactive spent fuel assembly and is 
no longer considered to be weapons-usable.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile materials 

will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.

080301
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PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, DENVER, CO, 

SAMUEL H. COLE 
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May 7, 1996 

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 

Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Comments on the Storage & Disposition Draft PETS 

Pleas" accept these comments on behalf of the Colorado Chapter of 

Physicians for Social Responsibility on the Draft Programmatic 

Environmental Impact Statement for the Storage and Disposition of 

Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials: 

Introduction 

The United States government bears the awesome responsibility of 

protecting its vast quantity of plutonium stored in Colorado and 

other states from ever ending up in a nuclear weapon. Decisions 

the United States government makes on the future disposition and 

storage of plutonium must also protect the public, workers and the 

environment from hazards associated with the plutonium.  

(Although these comments specifically refer to plutonium, they also 

pertain to highly enriched uranium, as applicable.) 

spolcif Comments 

1. Dispoeition option should be limited to Imiobilization: The 

only option the Department of Energy (DOE) should be considering is 

immobilizing the plutonium which would 1) stabilize it, 2) help 

prevent theft or diversion and 3) would make a very important 

statement to the rest of the world that plutonium has no value or 

ue.fulneas thereby discoraging other countries for using It too, 

whether for civilian or military purposes- The immobilization 

process most promising is vitrification. A pilot vitrification 

facility should be studied for Rocky Flats without delay. Because 

plutonium at Rocky Flats is likely to be stored on site for many 

years, the DOE should begin making plans for storing it in a manner 

that addresses nuclear non-proliferation and safety. Absent from 

the draft PETS are any such plans for the possible scenario of 

longterm storage of plutonium at Rocky Flats. This should be 

included in the final document in the context of exploring 

vitrification at Rocky Flats.  

2. Reector fuel and deep borehole disposal should not be under 

coinsideration: The use of plutonium as a fuel for nuclear reactors 
would be unwise from two standpoints. First, such an option is not

1/08.03.01 

1/08.03.01 
cont.  

2/01.05.00 

2101.05.00 
cont.  

3/08.03.01

M-169

--.-

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010500 Comment Number 2

Rocky Flats Environmental Test Site is not included in the PEIS as a 
candidate site for any of the alternatives evaluated. DOE has made a decision 

to move all weapons-usable materials out of RFETS and clean up the site.  

Any decision to vitrify Pu will involve RFETS only to the extent necessary to 

provide for stabilization of materials prior to their transfer to another 

DOE site.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
disposition alternatives. The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the 

United States will not recycle Pu. Burning weapons-usable Pu in reactors 

does not utilize the recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from 

this process will not be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with 

U.S. policy since no Pu is being recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the 

Pu would be converted into a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.  

The Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel is a reasonable alternative that 

converts the surplus Pu into spent fuel that meets the Spent Fuel Standard.  

Dependent upon fuel management, it is likely that no additional spent fuel 

would be generated beyond that of a conventional uranium fuel cycle.  

The Department of Energy is committed to waste minimization and waste 

minimization considerations will be included in the implementation of the 

selected disposition alternatives. Decisions on the disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, DENVER, CO, 
SAMUEL H. COLE 
PAGE 2 OF 2

congruent with nuclear non-proliferation since it treats plutonium 
an a useful product and would legitimize similar actions by other 
countries. This would make it difficult for the United States to 
determine the true motives of plutonium possession by other nations 
as military use of plutonium could be disguised as civilian use.  
Second, the MUX fuel option creates an enormous amount of 
radioactive wste - in a sense diluting the radioactivity of the 
fuel. Therefore, the DO is encouraged to adopt a Nuclear Waste 
Standard in considering its disposition options in which the option 
chosen most produce the leat amount of vest*.  

Information is scant on the science behind the deep borehole 
option. Nevertheless. there are health, safety and environmental 
concerns that should be thoroughly addressed should this option be 
explored more closely.  

3. DimpltLoa should be congruent with future activities at macy 
Flats: The PETS mat better address bow its disposition and 
storeg" decisions are congruent with the activities at Rocky Flats.  
The path forward in the document must address how the work at Rocky 
Flats fits into that plan. Processing should make the plutonium 
proliferation resistant.  

4. The processing end transport most be kept to a ini: To 
protect the health and safety of workers and the public, processing 
and transportation of plutonium in the PETS must be kept to a 
minimum.  

S. Plutonium t be subject to outside regulationz 'DOZ' 
Advisory Committee on External Regulation has recommened the 
independent oversight of DOE's plutonium activities. The PITS 
should likewise do the same.  

6. Plutonium Inst be labeled a waste by the DOE: To seriously 
discourage nuclear non-proliferation in the world, the DOB should 
determine, for the purposes of this PETS, that plutonium is a 
waste, has no value and should be Immobilized, perhaps in glass, in 
extremely secure conditions.

3/08.03.01 
cont.  

4/01.00.00 

5/01.00.00 

6/01.06.00 

7/01.04.00

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  

Executive Director

M-169

010000 Comment Number 4

The schedule analysis is presented in a separate document along with cost and 
technical analyses to support the DOE's ROD, which would lay out a path 
forward for implementing the Proposed Action.

010000 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.

010600 Comment Number 6

Comment noted. DOE is still evaluating external regulatory options for its 
activities.

010400 Comment Number 7

The determination of whether or not Pu should be considered a waste is 
beyond the scope of the PEIS. Furthermore, whether or not Pu is a waste will 
not change the range of disposition alternatives addressed in the PEIS. NEPA 
requires that the environmental impacts for all reasonable alternatives be 
considered. While immobilization is clearly a reasonable alternative, so are 
the Reactor and Borehole Alternatives. The nonproliferation risks of each 
alternative will be carefully considered and factored into the ROD for 
disposition. Cost, schedule, and technical analyses have been conducted by 
DOE and will also be factored into the ROD.
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080301 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at NTS. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

S•./j•' 1/08.03.01 

PC-001 
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Comment Number 1

807 R Rollinl wood Rd 
Aiken, S. (C. S9 o 
May 6, 1996

U. S. Depatment of En=w Office of Emsie Materials Disposiion 
P.O. Box 23786 

Washington, DC 20026-5156 

Dear Sir.  

Re: Commrataas o Draft prIS 'Storge asd Didp0utl" of Wfapos-Usable Fissile 
UAsirlas" 

I would like to provide the Depart.ent my comments on the recent PEIS. I have a single 
co lsent at my view of what alternative should be selected. I have several cosnents on 
the mnucrials pruentd in the PEIS and how they should be modified to improve the quality 
of the document.  

Proposed Action.  

The Department should select the MOX alternative for the proposed action. Myijadgment 
is based upon the following points.  

The surplused plutonium has large fuel value and should not be discarded. My view is 
hrat this pluturnum should be fabricated into fuel tad used to produce electrical eny.  

Recycle of the irradiated MOX-SNF should be used again to produte mom energy, 
etc.. As the Department of Energy has indicated the U. S. dependence on imported oil 
has increased from -33% to -67% over the last 15 yea•s. This plutonium should be 
used to help ram-around this dependence on inpiled fuel by this counry.  

Use of the plutonium can be accomplished in a safe and secure nmemer. This use will 
not increase psoliferation. It can be safeguarded; all we need do is to turn our energies 
to developing this approach. This development can be accomplished in the same tise 
diat production of MOX fuel takes. Other nations have safely used this recycled 
plutonium while safeguarding it.  

* This turning from an illogical postum (that of not musing all of our energy sources) will 
show the world that the United States understands wosld needs and is prepared to help 
with pranier approaches that nmus all of the needs for anerp and provides a tight 
safeguad systen to ensure that the surplused weapon matesials ae not stolen ad pose 

mcandesti•e threats to world security.

1/08.03.01 

M-165

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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The coseffectiveness of this altcmative should include the cost of replacing the energy generated by using the surplused plutonium with fossil fuel at todays oil prircs and also at the cost of this replacement oil in say 20-years Consideration should also be given to costs if the foreign oil producers decade to limit pumping of this oil to raise prices.  

Specific Comments.  

* Re-vise the last sentence of the sumtinary, to show that when used properly these stocks 
of weapons-usable materials do not poise a threat to world security.  

* Page S-4 the MPS references DOE-STD-3013-94. Please havc a copy of that standard 
sent to me.  

In several places in the PEIS ($ee page 5-18 ias an example). the statement is made that "la use of the high penrntiage of ninonty and low populationus in certain counties sur.rauding SRS, the potential exists for these populations to be disproportionately 
ae by an accident" This statohseni is not incorrect when all of the information preseunted in the PEIS is used hat it does not apply only ao SRS. it applies to moat if not all DOE sites. At best, it is inflammatory to the minority residents and points out that in the areas surrounding SRS. minorities are at risk. From my understanding of the executve onder pertaining to this subject, it tequires DOE to evaluac -highly adverse" and " disptoportmn" impacts. This PEIS did not evaluate either of these. Revise to place in perspective and apply to all of the DOE sites in the PEIS.  

The PEIS assumes a threshold of l00 person ntm as some standards below which analysis is not required or given. The source and intent of this <I00 person-rem floor 
is unclear 

SThe schetule for implehmrning the various alternatves should play a more important 
roll in the PEIS. It is clear m me that the large driver for this PEIS is the ned to get this weapon-usable plutonium under strict control as soon as possible. This raises seveald questions not addressed with sufficient clarity near the front of this PEIS.  
Several related points that need addressing early in the report are: 

Safeguarding of U. S. governments Pu.  
Safeguarding of other governments Pu around the world. As I see it the prime justiinfation for these actions ts the Pu stored in the former Soviet counTries. If this 
is the cas the PEIS should show how actions in the U_ S. will affect these other 
cousties' protection of their Pu.  

The deep borehole technology described in the PEIS sores to be in a vety early stage of development and not sufficient for it to be a viable alternative in this PES. As I have seen in other proymn, a proponent of a new technology underestimates the task of itinging such a technology to fruition and underestimates the associated risks. This section should discuss this itents in ufflicient detail that the reader can assess the alternative. Environmental affects of this alternative assume only technical risks. What about political risks and stakeholders concern of "disposal - not in my state-. The Department has been hung-up on these disposal issues at Nevada for many years.

2/09.00.08 

3/09.08.08 

4/09.09.08 

5/01.00.00 

6/04.00.00 

7/04.03.00

Sinccrtlý 

W. Lee Poe, Jr.

M-165

090008 Comment Number 2

By meeting the Stored Weapons Standard, the storage of weapons-usable 
tissile materials managed by DOE will not pose a threat to world security.

090808 Comment Number 3

The PEIS evaluates demographic data for all of the candidate DOE sites. SRS 
has potentially affected minority and low-income populations within 80 km 
(50 mi) of the site. Although the health analysis for SRS indicates that there 
would be no significant adverse health impacts from operational and 
accidental releases of hazardous and radioactive materials, the PEIS 
acknowledges the possibility that dispersion of radioactive emissions could 
flow in the direction of minority or low-income populations. This could 
happen if an accident occurred and the wind conditions were unusual.  
However, the PETS notes that the probability of such an accident is low and 
that under average meteorological conditions (based on the prevailing wind 
direction), accidental release of radiation would not lead to a disproportionate 
exposure to these populations.

090908 Comment Number 4

The Final PEIS has been corrected. 100 person-rem is not a standard below 
which analysis is not given or required for NEPA purposes. Proposed 
10 CFR 834 (see 58 FR 16268) would require that potential annual 
population dose be limited to ALARA and generally total effective dose 
equivalent be limited to 100 person-rem/yr from all pathways combined for 
DOE activities. The radiation exposure to the public is limited by the 
maximum individual dose of 100 mrem/yr.

010000 Comment Number 5

Analyses of the cost, schedule, and proliferation impacts are discussed in 
separate documents to support DOE's ROD. The cost, schedule, and technical 
analyses were made available for public review beginning in July 1996. The 
nonproliferation analysis was made available to the public beginning in 
October 1996. A series of public meetings to discuss the proliferation analysis 
were conducted by DOE prior to issuance of the Final PEIS.
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040000 Comment Number 6 

More detailed information on a borehole technology is available in the " 
Technical Summary Report and related borehole alternative summary reports 
made available to the public beginning in late July 1996. ...  

040300 Comment Number 7 

As described in Section 1.5 of the PEIS, environmental considerations, 
technical, economic, domestic and international policy, and schedule 
analyses will support the ROD.
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0803 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  
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Amari. ubli Meting Oral Cmmeat - April 22 &23, 196 

Public Meeting Comments 

Pults Site 
April 2 & 23, 19•6 

Evening Meeting - April 22, 1996 

Plenary Session 

C: [Prepared stateme of Senator. Mac Titombery (see attached)].  

C: [Prepared statemen ofRepresentalive, Larry Combest (see attached)].  

C: [Prepa statement of Stalte Senator, Ted Bivens (see attached)].  

C [Prepared statement of State Representative. David Swinford (see attached)].  

C: [Prepa statement of Mayor of Amarillo. Kal Seliger (see attached)].  

C: [Preplred statement o`City Commissioner. Dianne Bosch (see attached)].  

C: [Prepared stateme of Amarillo Economic Development Corporation, Vance Reed (see 

attached)].  

Evening Meeting 
Breakout Seuions 

C: Fuel fabrication is not a new technology for uranium oxide, but we are talking about the 

technology to produce plutonium oxide. Significant changes to the facilities and processes would 

not be required.  

C: There would be a one-half percent increa The language of adverse impact when the 

impac would not be significant and it is not used at any ofthe other sies that have a slight 
uicrease is very harsh and misleading. (Note. This comnt mwa made after a Alsusslon 

cnce•ning adverse imatm of water asWe at Paonre) 

C: If DOE would not build the mixed oxide fuel facility at Pantex then the land would be 

used for something else. For example, if the land was used for farming, more water would be 

used than ifthe land was used for a mixed oxide fuel or storage facility DOE needs to compare

1/06.01.08 

2/09.04.04 

3/09.04.04

Note: A number of documents submitted during the public meetings were 
recorded as part of the minutes. The same documents, in some instances, were 

also submitted as hand-ins at the end of the meeting. In those cases, the 

documents are analyzed once, either as part of the minutes or as stand alone 
documents.  

Listed below are the names of the organizations/individuals who submitted 

documents as part of the minutes and the page numbers containing DOE's 
responses to the comments:

U.S. House of Representatives, 
Congressman William "Mac" Thornberry 

U.S. House of Representatives, 
Congressman Larry Combest 

State of Texas, Senator Teel Bivins 
State of Texas, State Representative, David Swinford 
Amarillo Mayor Kel Seliger 
City of Amarillo, Commissioner Dianne Bosch 
Amarillo Economic Development Corporation, 

Vance Reed 
No Name Submitted

060108

3-1088 

3-691 
3-107 
3-1003 
3-107 
3-140 

3-16 
3-521

Comment Number 1

Fabrication and use of MOX fuel using reactor grade Pu is a mature, 
industrial scale technology in Europe with at least three vendors actively 

fabricating MOX fuel. There are some differences introduced by the use of 

weapons-grade Pu, which DOE is addressing as part of an ongoing weapons
grade MOX fuel development program.

090404 Comment Number 2

The depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer is a serious concern for the Panhandle 
region. Pantex is the only DOE site considered in this PEIS where depletion 

of water resources is a concern. Since the Ogallala Aquifer is being depleted 
(that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), Pantex 

operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and are 
analyzed in the PEIS.
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Amarillo Public Met-lin Oral Comments - April 22 &23, 1996

the disposition processes with other land usages rather than zero usage DOE is overreacting to 
the water usage at Pantex 

C, But it is not a fair perspective, if there is a small change with not a large adverse impact 
We (the citizens of Amarillo) are very sensitive, when this language is used against the natural 
resources that we have As stated before, the water usage for farming wmold be for irrigation.

3/09.04.04 
cont.  

2/09.04.04 
cont.

C: DOE needs to dclaify predicted water use, define the baseline, and put water use in 
perspective to other local uses (i e. irrigation) (Note: This commenttsammorizel patiipans' 4/09.04.04 

concerns rrgasrdng woter asoge) 

C: DOE gives the impression that they have ranked sites If DOE has ranked the sites then 5/09.00.08 
DOE needs to provide the basis for and an explanation about how the ranking will be used

C DOE should not consider small impacts that have no significant effect DOE needs to 
change the language so that true impacts are expressed and insignificant ones are not 6/09.00.08

Enening Meeting 
Summary Session 

C, Any pernon opposed to using Pantex for any of these processes would oppose anything 7/08.03.01 
proposed in Antarctica 

C. By trading one fuel for another, the waste would be different In order to replace mining 
and milling. the United States would have to build a mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility, which 8/09.11.08 
would increase the amount of waste

C I am consetned about using the mixed oxide fuel process, which winl contaninate the 
plutonium, rendering it no longer as a proliferation threat Vitrification could accomplish this 
without the additional waste 

Morning Meeting - April 23. 1996 

Plenary Session 

C. The slide from the storage and disposition brief showed public input to the Record of 
Decision in reference to the preferred alternative However, there has been no discussion on what 
the preferred alternative might be and the public is trying to provide comments During the 
discussions last night on this issue there were no answers. DOE has seemed to make the

9/08.03.01 

10/08.00.00

AM-O01

09 04(14 Comment Number 3

The disposition environmental analyses in the PEIS are provided so that the 
decisionmaker can choose a disposition technology or combination of 
technologies. Site-specific analyses were provided in this document to 
provide a range of environments that could be affected. All comparisons are 
made to the No Action Alternative, so that a conservative analysis of the 
impacts is performed.

090404 Comment Number 4

The No Action Alternative water use estimates for the year 2005 were used as 
the baseline against which each of the alternatives are compared in Chapter 
4. Consistent with NEPA, the potential for impacts from operations at Pantex 
is analyzed; analysis of users outside the ROI is not within the scope of this 
PEIS. Since Pantex contributes to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer, the 
impacts are analyzed in the PEIS.

090008 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy did not intend to give the perception that the sites 
were ranked. Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS 
was revised. All revisions made appear in the Summary of the Final PEIS.

090008 Comment Number 6

Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised.  
All revisions made appear in the Summary of the Final PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
Pantex. Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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preferred alternative moot to this process.  

Morning Meeting 

Breakout Sessions 

C: I urge DOE to colCcate the storage Ibilitahes for strategic and surplus materials.  

C: The radiological impacts chart showed that for storage there would be mmarlna impacts 

and for disposition the impacts would be within standards.

110/08.00.00 
cont.  

11/08.03.01

C: Can DOE reference the standard or criteria that reached this basis, (Note: Thus comnment 

ws related to a dscussion ma acceptable radiation exposure levels to wofrkei) 12/09.09.04 

C: There is not any reason not to consider long-term storage or disposition at Patex. 7/08.03.01 
cont.  

C. The wording within the document should be checked. The summary there 3/09.04.04 
"adverse impacts to water usage at PaMnect.

Morning Meeting 
Summary Session 

No susmary ession 

Afternoon Meeting- April 23, 19%6 

Plenary Session 

C: [Prepared statement of Source Unknown (see attached)) 

Afternoon Meeting 
Breakout Sessions 

Q . Executive Order 12899 addresses the Federal actions to be taken on en'vironmntal justice 

A February 11. 1994 memo from President Clinton to all government agences and department 
heads requires that the socioeconomic effect, at site communities not just health effets are to •e 

analyzed?' Why have health effects only been covered in the draft Programmatic Environmental 14/09.12.08 
Impact Statements? (Note: This question did not appear to be answered in the course of he 

meeting.)

AM-001

09 1108 Comment Number 8

The PEIS acknowledges the fact that constructing and operating a MOX fuel 
fabrication facility would increase the wastes generated at any sites selected 

for analyses. The wastes generated for the MOX fuel fabrication facility are 
presented in Section E.3.2.3. The impacts associated with operating the MOX 
fuel fabrication facility are presented in Section 4.3.5.1.10.

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080000 Comment Number 10

A Preferred Alternative was not identified in the Draft PEIS for two reasons.  
First, DOE wanted to obtain public input on the alternatives before 
identifying a Preferred Alternative. Second, DOE wanted to develop 
additional information on technical, cost, schedule, and policy considerations 
independent of the NEPA analyses. The results of the technical, cost, and 
schedule analyses were issued by DOE beginning in July 1996, and the 
results of the nonproliferation study were issued in October 1996. This 
information will be used in reaching a ROD.

080301 Comment Number 11

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage alternatives will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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C. The currailative potential for adverse impacts in the storage and disposition summary show 
that Pantex has the highest impacts. I know adverse is a technical term used by the National 
Environmental Policy Act, but it is a scary and emotional term Can DOE re-¢xatamte this and 
state exactly what adverse means 

C: I am concerned about the cumulative impacts in the storage and disposition document and 15/09.00.08 
sumnmay, the document itself and the summary do not relate. I can't understand the basis for the 
tatuetrns eadverse imacts) On pages 1, 19, 20, 28 and 31 ofthe summary, "could have adverse 

uipacts" is stated for several sites, however, on S-72 "sites are expected to comply with ambient 
air stanhdards and gusdefires" both ofthese statements are referring to the upgrade alternative I 
do not understand why Pantex. Savan•nh River Site, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, and

Q: The Council on Environmental Quality Guidelines published in 40 CFR 1500 defines 
cunmlative impact as the impact on the environment which results from the incrementl impact of 
the action when added to other past, pren and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless 
of what agency or person undertakes such other actions Caurmlative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over period of time. Why is 
there no analysis of the incremental socioeconomic impact of this action when added to other past 
and priesef actions such as the cancellation and closure of several government programs? (Vote: 
Tnis quesol did not appear to be answered in the coarse of the meeting)

16/09,08.04

C: DOE needs to address the issue of the definition for adverse impacts with the Council on 1 15/09.00.08 
Environmential Quality. cot E,• m,• o ,.Icont.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Summary Session 

No sunmutry session 

The meeting was recessed, DOE representatives stayed until the 6 p m adjournment During that 
time one individual came and a statement was presented to DOE by Cecil Wilson concerning the 
newspaper artide by Mark C. Self (Copy attached)

AM-001

090904 Comment Number 12

The Federal radiation exposure limit for an individual worker is 5,000 mrem/yr 
which is set forth in the Federal Code (10 CFR 835). This is the basis for limiting 
the radiation exposure to workers on DOE sites. Furthermore, DOE has also 
established an administrative exposure level of 2,000 mrem/yr (DOE/EH 
0256T) for the workers. DOE requires all sites to maintain worker radiation 
exposure levels ALARA, preferably below the administrative level.

090404 Comment Number 13

Since the Ogallala Aquifer is being depleted (that is, the withdrawal is 
exceeding the recharge), Pantex operations contribute to the depletion of the 
Ogallala Aquifer and therefore are analyzed in the PEIS.  

Additional groundwater drawdowns from the Proposed Actions for the 
various long-term storage alternatives are expected to be very small. The 
Summary was revised to emphasize that, under the No Action Alternative, 
Pantex's water use from the Ogallala Aquifer is expected to decrease 
significantly by the year 2005, and that additional withdrawals attributed to 
the long-term storage alternatives are expected to be very small (less than 
0.5 inches [in]/yr).

091208 Comment Number 14

Socioeconomic impacts are analyzed in detail in all of the environmental 
statements noted by the commentor. The PEIS analyzes potential 
socioeconomic impacts for all of the Proposed Alternatives. For those 
alternatives that would add a new mission to a particular DOE site, there 
would be no adverse socioeconomic impacts. In fact, the analyses indicate 
that the impacts of these alternatives would be small but beneficial to the 
affected regional economies. There would be no environmental justice issues 
associated with these alternatives. For those alternatives involving phaseout 
of storage facilities, the job loss would be very small in all cases except 
RFETS. Even in the case of RFETS storage facility phaseout, the 
employment loss would only have a minimal impact on the local 
communities and the regional economy. Hence, there would be no 
environmental justice impacts from these alternatives.
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090008

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to make a few remarks 

Many of the others who will testify 
will discuss the outstanding record of the Pantex plant, 

the unparalleled level of community support which the plant enjoys, 
and the willingness to consider other missions 

as we sort out the nuclear weapons complex after the Cold War.  

I'm going to focus on some broader questions 
which certainly affect Pantex 

but also the larger security needs of the country.  

I do so not because I disagree with the other points 

or because I don't think they are important.  
Pantex's record, its people, its community support, 

and its openness to other possibilities are its key trengths 

and no one else can match them.  

But during my tenure in Congress, ou A " 
I have attempted to make a serious study 

of our nuclear weapons complex, 
in part because I represent one of its crown jewels 

and in part because I believe 

that a rhodem, effective nuclear capability 
is absolutely necessary to our national security.  

I won't say that I have learned all I can or intend to, 

and I won't represent to you that I know all the answers 

during this time of change and turmoil.  

But I am confident that I know enough to raise some serious questions 

that relate to the subject today and to our children's security.

AM-O01

Based on comments received, the Summary was revised. The related text was 
revised to clarify the comparison of impacts and to delete references to 
"adverse" impacts. Also, language in the cumulative impacts section of the 

Summary has been revised to better reflect the impact analysis in Section 4.7 

of the Final PEIS.

090804 Comment Number 16

The proposed storage alternatives at Pantex would involve relatively small 
numbers of new workers and would not have a large impact on the regional 

economic area. In fact, adding new missions at Pantex would counter the 

projected decrease in workforce over the next decade that will result from the 

reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex. The Phaseout Alternative 

would involve the loss of only five jobs and even with projected future 

reductions, the cumulative impact would be small. These issues are discussed 

in Section 4.7.2.4.8 of the PEIS.

Comment Number 15
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This is, of course, a time of great change 

brought about by the end of the Cold War, 
by the fact that the DOE was not as careful 

in the past as it should have been, 

and by this administration's decision to stop all nuclear testing.  

Stockpile Stewardship and Stockpile Management 

In my view, stockpile stewardship and stockpile management 

are important for the nation 

regardless of whether we conduct nuclear tests or not.  

We should use a number of methods to make as sure as we can 

that our nuclear weapons are safe and reliable.  

In doing so, we are making a serious mistake 
if we neglect to factor in the importance 

of highly skilled workers at production plants.  

I tend to agree with those who argue that we need smart people in labs 

and maybe even that we need smart people at two labs 

to compete against one another.  

But every bit as much as we need smart people in labs, 
we need experienced, knowledgeable people in production plants 

who know how to take a design or a procedure 
and produce a product that meets the requirements 

safely and efficiently 
time after time 

so that we have weapons that are safe and reliable 

on which we can stake our children's freedom.  

That's what people at plants like Pantex do.  

AM-0ol 
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It's like if you're building a house, (Z 
you need architects to draw up the blueprints and to consult with, 

but there is absolutely no substitute .  
for skilled carpenters, and plumbers and painters ,3 

who know how to get the work done, 
who know what problems there may be 

in translating the blueprints and procedures into precise components; 
and who have a proven track record 

of having done it -- time after time.  

I am afraid that an undercurrent in DOE today, 
that sometimes even rises to the surface, 0

is a lack of appreciation 
for the importance of those workers on the assembly line 

at Pantex and elsewhere.  

If we lose them, we are a weaker nation 
and no number of PhD's at the labs 

will replace what we've lost.  

I find it incredible that DOE would ask more and more 
of at least one of our production plants 

and yet allocate less money for it to fulfill its mission.  

If we can't keep the trained, experienced personnel at Pantex, 
the country won't reach its goals for Stockpile Stewardshp and Mgmt 

We will begin to lose confidence in our nuclear deterrent, 
and we will have been penny wise and pound foolish.  

I am also concerned 
that we are just focusing on dragging out the life 

of current weapons 
without taking positive steps

AM-O01
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toward replacing our existing weapons 
which will all too soon be at the end of their intended design life 

A real question is whether we will be able to build nuclear weapons again 
and how.  

There are many improvements which could be made now, 
others which we will want to make in the near future, 

and all the while we have to be prepared 
to deal with changes in Russia, China and elsewhere.  

I'm not sure we're ready.  

High Explosives 

Let me address the one issue in the PEIS 
for which no preferred alternative was included, 

that is high explosives

When you compare apples to apples, 
no one seriously disputes 

that the most cost effective option 
is retaining the existing mission at Pantex.  

The sole justification to moving high explosives 
to Los Alamos and Livermore 

is that we need to keep knowledge and competence 
of high explosives in the Labs.  

OK - but we need to keep it at the production level too.  

You can do all the research you want 
and have all the knowledge you can handle, 

but if you can't reliably and safely translate that knowledge 
into real production, 

you have nothing.  

AO"
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There is no reason in the world 
that the Labs can't continue to send people to Pantex as needed 

for the manufacture of high explosives, 
but to remove high explosives 

completely out of the production complex 
would be a big mistake.  

Disposition 

The issue of what we're going to do 
with the excess plutonium and uranium is of key concern here.  

As you know, we've got several thousand pits stored here 
with more being added every day.  

I am disappointed that the PEIS gives so little guidance 
on what's to be done.  

We need to get on with making these key decisions.  
Two weeks ago at Los Alamos, 

I was able to see firsthand some of the work involved in the Aries project.  

We have some very promising technologies, 
but the country needs leadership.  

and our area needs confidence that DOE knows what it is doing 
and is doing the right thing.  

As long as I am in the Congress, 
I will be involved in making these decisions 

and I will do everything I can 
to see that our area is protected, 

to see that our nation is secure, 
and to see that our children have the opportunity to live in freedom.

AM-O01
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U.S. REFRESENTATIVE LARRY COKICST 
(T7XAS--I9) 

THE U. . DEPARTMDET OF ENERCY'S 
PUBLIC HYARINGS 
AMARILLO, TEXAS 
APRIL 22, 1996 

I would like to thank the Dopartuant of Energy (DOE) for holding 
these saeris of public hearines in Amarillo so that our Panhandle 
neiqhbors can have on opportunity to share their views on the 
DOE's Programmatic Environmental Impact Statements (PeISe) on 
Stockpile stewardahip and Management (SS}) and Storage and 
Disposition (OLD) of Weapons Usable Fissile Materials. I an 
pleased to be a participant in these public hearings to discuss 
Pentax's future.  

Since the Pantex Plant's earliest origin, in World War II an a 
site that built conventional bombs for the U.S. Army, countless 
numbers of individuals from across the Panhandle have made 
instrumental contributions to the United States, winning of the 
Cold War. In the post-Cold War era, Pentax workers have once 
again answered the call to duty in peacetime and found a new role 
in disassembling nuclear weapons. I stand here today to tell you 
that Pantex is not only ready, but uniquely qualified to continue 
to enhance its role as a vital component of our nation's nuclear 
weapons industrial base as we prepare for our national mocurity 
needs for the 21st Century.  

I can fully appreciate the DOE's responsibility to reconfigure 
the country's nuclear weapons production complex for the 21st 
Century. As the Chairman for the U.S. House of Representatives' 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, I recently conducted 
a year-long review of what is comonly referred to as the 
"intelligence community," the classified qovernment agencies that 
collect information to advise the president and Congress on 
actions of foreign governments and terrorists. The legislative 
proposal I introduced as a result of this year-long review will 
ready the nation's secret intelligence-gathsring efforts for the 
21st Century. The approach I took in crafting this proposal 
brings theas agencies to end unnecessary duplication and work 
efficiently for better intelligence to keep America safe from 
nuclear proliferation, from terroriam, and from narcotics.  
America continues to need strong, highly-capable and ever
flexible intelligence community to provide the earliest-possible 
warning and analysis in a world that is still a vary dangerous 
place. I want our nation to continue to most the challenges of 
the next century, we should ask no less of our nation's nuclear 
weapon complex.  

In the post-Cold War era, many have called for a retreat of our 
resourcss and readiness regarding national security. I believe 
that the post-Cold War era with nuclear proliferation leaves our 
netion more vulnerable than ever. Now that we no longer have the 
Soviet Union, we never know where our next threat is going to

17/08.03.01

AM-001

080301 Comment Nnmber 17

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
continued and new missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition 
of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental 
analyses, technical and economic studies, national considerations, and public 
input.
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Sfrom. I urge the Dot to rjejt these spacious argumnto, 
end ensure that the macleer weapons complex of the 21st century Qý 
maintains our nuclear deterrent for the foremeeable future. with 
nuclear veapons remainaig a vital component of our national 
:emarity into the 31st Century, Pantex is the only facility that 
an fulfill this mission.  

Nowever, first and foremoet I - adamant that any currant and 
future functions at Panteax will ha conducted in a soft and 

enviminntaly eound meanner. The first priority for170.31 
expension tait Pantex is that it be implemented in a way tht does 1708030 
not impair the health or safety of area residents or have an cont. " 
ad1Ve1e af eont on the environment. I believe the" points care 
as e prerequisite to eny current or future activities at Pantex.  

I do not take thes point@ lightly. I was born and raised in the 
Panhandle. I grew-up not far trom the Pentaxe Plant on a family 
farm. I would never support any proposal or effort that would 
endanger the lives or environment of this region. This is my 
home and members of my family reside hare.  

I am proud of the Pentax Plant's reputation as one of the 
cleanest facilities in the DOZen nuclear weepona om x. They 
have been good stevards of the land. An a matter fact, if I were 
not in Amarillo today tal g out importance of Pantae to 
our ountry, X would be singing their areai from back in 
Washington. D.C. Today, in Washington, the DoZe Pantaxr plant is 
being reocgn,.ed as a 'Nodal racility' and will receive the 
"Mite ZoneosCe oing the Circle Awards for its affortes n weats 
minimization and recycling activities. only twenty-two federal 
facilities frm. acro the country received a 'NCloeing the 
Circle'•eawaE. Clearly, Pantex: takes its enviromeatal safetys 
responsibilities very seriously And I an pleased that this 
national award Is highlighting their hard work.  

In the DOen's draft •218, I am pleased that the department "selectd Pntex as the preferred alternative for assembly and 
disassembly. Wisely abandloning earlier plane to transfer those 
functions to the Nevada Teet site (TS) which would have been 
cant prohibitive and painfully inadequate to meet future needs.  
Zn addition. I an pleased the DOt draft recoqnuied the importance 
of Pantex to the country's nuclear weapons omplox.  

lantea is perhape the most cot-effective alternative for any new 
constrction of Stockpile Stewardship and Nnegement facilities.  
Among many of the reasons, labor, costs, utility rates and water 
and lend availability at Panten, as well as public and political 
support, are move agreeable than th•e at any other sits in the 
complex. lantex: should be considered as an alternative sits for 
future defeanse-rlated facilities to l ament aotivities at the 
national labs. Location of additional defense-related activities 
at Pentex would ensure that C technical capabilities are 
presrved at a lecation that can secure thes at the most 
efficient cost to American taxpayers. In deliberations, the o01 
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should inasit that budgetary comparisons between Pantex and other 

sites are aocurate, and include capital, transportation, 
training, reamediation, and other costs.  

With the production asmsmbly and disassembly functions remaining 

at Pentax, the high explosives functions should be present at the 

corresponding site. Zven the DOE draft admits that Pentax must 

retain high explosives capebilities to process the inventories 

already an site from dismantling. Tharefore, the least expensive 

alternative in to maintain high explosives functions at Pantax.  

I would also take issue with the draft P118 statement that there 

are no advantages to siting high explosives at Pantax as opposed 

to the national labs. The capital outlay alone nacaesary for 

transfer is cost prohibitive. Also of importance, should future 

neod arise for new weapons production it will be critical to have 

the high explosives facilitas at the weapons production and 
assembly sits.  

As the DOR considers its options regarding the dismantling of a 
significant portions of the nuclear stockpile and searches for 

productive and environmentally sound uses for the dismantled 

campontaw of our nuclear arsenal, Pantex and its functions are 

uniquely qualified for these new missions. Pantax has the 

necessary eafety, security and surveillance capabilities to 

acommodate and expanded role with minimal costs to the federal 
govmrnmant.  

Ono* again, I would like to thank the Department of Energy for 

holding these hearings on the future of Pantex. I firmly believe 

the Pentax Plant will con tinu to play a vital role in our 

nuclear weapons ocoplex viel into the 21st Century. I applaud 

all of you who are here tonight to maes your view* known on this 

critical issue. I pledge to you that I will work with 

Representative Kea Thornberry and the rest of the Texas 

delegation in Congress to ensure that Pantex is a vital component 

of our oountry'@ nucler weapous industrial base. I appreciate 

the opportunity to participate in this public hearing, and 

respectfully request the DOE to consider my recomsmndations.  
Thank you.  
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SENATOR TEEL UIVINS "P/ pa ..- ,,,, DIMTICT 31 
T-M 

Cft SFAX: 
Wi) 2)4-li.' 

poMI 31 

April 22, 1996 1.' '• 

U.S. Department of Energ 

Office of Fissile Materials 
• P.O. Box 23786 

Washington, DC 20026 

Thn You for the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Departmnent of 
Energy's Programmautic Environmental Impact Statements on Stockpile Stewardship 
and Management and Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials.  
Please also consider this my comment on the Pantex Site-Wide Draft EnvironmAntal Impact Statement, since most of the issues addressed in these 
documents are identical.  

First and foremost, I am adamant that any current and future functions at PanOex will b conducted in a safe and environmentally sound manner. Our first 
priority is to ensure any expansion at Pantex be implemented in a way that does not impair tye health or safety of area residents or have an adverse affect on fhe 
enviroamnte These goals serve as a penrequisite to any cunint oe" future activities 
at Panex, including expansion.  

L Generally, I am pleased that DOE selected Pantex as the pfcferrd 
alternative for assembly/disassembly, thereby abandoning earier plans thransfer 

those functions to the Nevada Test Site which would have been cost prohibitive 
and never been adequate to meet future needs. However, by failing to recognize 
Pantex as the preferred candidate site for new and/or consolidated stockpile 
management facilities, the DOE overlooks the best site for maintaining the integrity 
of the U.S. nuclear stockpile and attaining maximum efficiencies and cost savings.  

[I. SSM PEIS: 
1. Pantex is the best place to site new construction/stewardship activities.  

Pantex is perhaps the most cost-effective alternative for any new construction of 
SSM facilities. First, labor costs, utility rates, and water and land availability at
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Pantex, as well as public and political support, are more amenable than those at any 
other Complex site. DOE makes no mention of a strategic plutonium reserve that 
is necessary to meet future national security needs, even though the PEIS mentions 
that strategic storage should be co-located with disassembly. Pantex should be the 
preferred site for such a mission in coordination with its management functions 
In its deliberations, DOE should insist that budgetary comparisons between Pantex 
and other sites are accurate, and include capital, transportation, training.  
remediation and other costs.  

2. Pantex is the best site to continue High Explosives fabrication.  
Consistent with the strengths identified above for increased stewardship and 
management duties, the high explosives functions should also remain at Pantex.  
Because the production assembly/disassembly functions remain at Pantex, the HE 
fabrications duties should be present at the corresponding site. After all, the SSM 
Draft admits that Pantex must retain HE capabilities to process the inventories 
already on site from dismantling. Therefore, the least expensive alternative is to 
maintain HE functions at Pantex. I adamantly disagree with the statement in the 
draft PEIS that there are no advantages to siting high explosives at Pantex as 
opposed to the national labs. The capital outlay alone necessary for transfer is cost 
prohibitive. In addition, should future need arise for new weapons production, it 
will critical to have the HE facilities at the weapons production/assembly site.  
More over, this is a highly trained group of workers at Pantex with vast experience 
in HE fabrication. Creating a new work-force at another location would be 
inefficient, expensive and potentially dangerous.  

Il3. Fissile Materials (Plutonium) Storage and Dispositions PEIS. As the 
sole DOE-authorized facility for the assembly and disassembly of nuclear weapons, 
Pantex has historically handled storage in a safe and efficient manner for more than 
40 years. Once again, acknowledging cost saving considerations, Pantex could 
continue to store plutonium, which is already at the site, and upgrade facilities for 
any and all storage options being considered by DOE with minimal cost and 
difficulty. Pantex currently safebouses more than 8,000 surplus pits and plans awe 
being made to ship additional pits from Rocky Flats to Pantex. It makes litle 
sense to re-create storage facilities at another site and the unnecessarily transport 
large amounts of plutonium across the country from Pantex. The budgetary and 
political costs for such a decision would be enormous.  

Of the three disposition options identified in the PEIS, it appears that only 
mixed-oxide fuel fabrication would be relevant to Pantex. Because this is an 
experimental procedure, I believe three criterion are critical before it be 
commenced: 1) It must be demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt that this 
plutonium processing can be done safely and in an environmentally sound fashion 
The sad truth is DOE's history with processing plutonium is not a good one 
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2) The commumnity of the Texas Panhandle must come together and support this 
tedMology being condcted at the PMnx Plant. Pantex currently enjoys 
widespnead community support. If this techlology meets criteria number one. I 
anticipate that the support could also go to the implementation of a mixed-oxide 
feel processing proVn. 3) Irpmden regulatory ovmeit is momn critical for 
ditq im than any oldmnam of DOE nuclear materials opertions- From a public 
policy Statlpohnt, it -ak-s no sense that there is no independent regulatory 
oversight of DOE's handling of nuclear imaerials. (While Congress created the Nucea Facilities Safety Board, it lacks the authority to shut down a plant.) 
Bec-us of the regulatory morass that corutly exists in the State of Washington, 
I beliee ta this regtnltoMr oversight should be vested in one agency outside of 
the DOE The lead agency could be a stft agency or a fede agency. The lead 
agecy would tim certsact with the other sote and federal agencies needed to provide sAnMless regulaty ovesighM without overlap of function and jurisdiction 

IV. ComduSi. Based upon these reasons I respectflly urge DOE to 
desiguate Pansx as the preferred altrmmtive site for all existing and new stockpile 
tuanagUt and stewardship functions, as well as, consolidation of all plutonium 
storage. Thank you for the opportunity to corment on these documents.  

Sincerely, 

Teel Bivins 

TB/tsb
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CITY OF AMARILLO 

May 3, 1996 

KEL SELIGER 
MAYOR 

UOS. Department of Energy 
Office of Reconfiguration 
PO. Box 3,417 
Aleandria. VA 22302 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials 
P.O. BoZ 23786 
Washington. DC 20026 

Re: Comment on Stockpile Stewardship and Management (SSM) and Storage and Disposiion 

(S&D) of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft Programnatic Environmental Impact 

Stateienon (PEISs) 

Dear Sirs: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on ihe U.S. Depanrtment of Energy'i (DOE) 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statements (PEISS) on Stockpile Stewardship and 

Manag•-ment (SSM) and Storage and Disposition (S&D) of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials.  

Also. please consider these my coniments for the Pantex Site-Wide Environmental Iripac 

Statement (SWEIS).  

As the mayor of Amarillo. I have an obvious personal stake in the activities ai Pantex as 

this plant is ihe largest employer in the region. But my first and foremost responsibility is io the 

wselfare of the people and environment which is why I am adamant thai any current and funire 

functioni at Pantcix will he conducted in a safe and environmentally sound manner. While the 

Amarillo economy would surely benefit from an expansion of Pantex. my first priority is to 

cnsurt any expansion be implemented in a way that does not impair the health or safety of area 

residents or have an adverse affect on the enviroanmet 

Thit being said, I noted with great interest at the April 22-23 hearings that naiy of ouar 

residents who mike their living "off the land" (including public officials such as Congr'ssman 

Mnac Thorboery and St. Rep. David Swinford) have recognized DOEs findings that there are 

"no significant ilpacts" of any plan ,•ed or current ac tvniites at Pantex W hile the saiftguard niiC 

the environment is a prerequisite to any current or future activities at Pantex. I want to ensurc 

that Paniex is not "passed over" for any functions wshich couild be performed safely Further.  

O. nu0n tIll AWIxRii Co Ttsss i n a xea7t C ea1 mt 
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such incorrect applications oa NEPA serve to mislead, and in sonic cases unjustly concern, our 
rcsidcnts. I urge DOE to correct its findings which unfairly discrniminaite against Panicx by 
rankings which are no( based on "significant- inipacts. " 

I. (;enerally. By failing to recognize Panicx as a candidate site for nets stockpile 
nsanagemcet facilities. the DOE overlook, the besa choice for consolidation of functions (o 
maintain the integrity of the U.S. nuclcar stockpile and attain naximurn effitiencies and cctt 

savings. Panicx played an imtponant role in our Cold War victory and the plant will coittinul 

to serve as the sole DOE site foe maintaining a safe and reliable nuclear deterrent to ineet our 
national security needs. z 

Il. SSSI PEIS: 
I. Pantex is the betl place to site new consStruction/stewardship actisities. I support I 

DOE's finding that Pantex is the best site for assembly/disassembly and related nsanageiiieint 
functions. Paniex is perhaps the mos cost-effective alternative for any new construction of SSM 
facilities. First. labor coins. utility rates, and water and land availability at Panics. as well as 

public and political support. are stcre amenable than those at any other Complex site. The 
location of new or consolidated activities at Pantcx would ensurc that com to.echnical capabilities 
a•e preserved at a location that can secure them at the ntos cfl-iciitm cost to the American people.  

In this regard. I recall, at the 1995 Notice of Intent hearings in Amarillo. that DOE said it "will 

nt build duplicative facilities. unlrss DOE drrlcs to d sor." If I ran the City of Amarillo this 

way. we would ci swinnmting in red ink. In its deliberations. DOE .ilandd insist that hudgctite" 
(-/iriqiiiVtiiwt iin-cet Pinatrat ont! 1prt/ire. aun acur urate. unit include. ccqiiltti u~nd irausunqntiitii 

2. 1Pantes is the best site to conlinuc Igigh ExpIrsives fabric'atmin. Consistentt with 

tle strenigths identified above for increased stewardship and managenieni duties, the HE functions 
should also retmain at Pantcx. Since assembly/disassembly functions will remain at Pantcs. it 

follows that HE fabrications duties should he present at te sa•ne site. Should the need arise for 
new weapons production. it will be critical to have the HE facilities at the production site 

Furt..r. DOE attchels at s
t
'v Asr.l 22-23 h-anings adsirtited that it would cost snor to swnec these 

functions to rhe labs. and that the labs lacked the critical quality assurance capability which 
Pantex already po.s-se.s How then can DOE ase that there is no cost advantage to either 

side? Again. DOE is ignoring not only the chcapesA site. Nit the best site foI maintaining our 

nuwltar deterrent.  

Ill. Feisile Materials Stuinage and Disposition PEIS. As the sole DOE-authlorizcd 

factiliti for af,-ithl ./d .as. .er.i '.' for nuaclear wv•etmf is, Patties h ' hiistorically hanidltd it •ese 
fumntions iiia a sate ari clticenti manner. Once again. ackitoslJdging cost sivitg' •tuniidcrati'ns.  

DOE should maintain the current savage of surplus and Strategic Rccrvc plutoniumti nitichl i, 

already ;n the site and upgrnad facilitics for cxpandcd Ion• .tcrm nussiuis. Pantce' currmitly 
safchouscs nmorc than 11.5(1 surplus pits and plans a being made to ship the pits troit Rocky 

Flats to Pantes It stakes little Isensc re-create storage facilities at aitolier site and then irzis•.mum
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large amonnt% of plutuont acro, Ihe country from Panr-. DOE said at the hcanng It rnadc 

seCnsC.' to collocaite strategic storage and asentbly/diassetbl.\ o W initmize transpon.ticn. a-d 

to collocate strategic storage wili 'upluis storge. s.ince the traitgic stocikpilr may be declarcd 

surplus a( .otie point DOF should nor only recognize that storage should foiloo ds-.embly.  

but also that ccrtaC dlspersitron optiont, should follow sCorave to itttlttmeiz transportatton ;tld 

other costs It additiont. sitrce ntost of the pluttontntt deented surplus s al ready al poRtte and 

grvnn Panes s close prosimity to LANL (the new site for pit fabrication). it makes practical and 

econontic sense to siteC anly pluoniun disposilion functions a( panies 

IV. Site-Wide EIS. I ant concerned about the "plane crash- analysis. As Mayor. ha-e 

k .en deeply tinvolved in ehrfus to rcd.jc¢ uve¢ ig ".s o .ec :z: p.anC , and other prevcntative 

measures. How can it be that the prlobablity of a cash causing a release has increased itL•t 

.OnCt I1M Finding of NO Significant Impa•t. alter Pantex and 0he Amarillo Airport' Even the 

DOE officials at the hearings cottceded that their analysis had serious problents, and needed to 

be corrected. I urge your office to correct these errors. and act to avoid wsrongfully depriving 

PunteX of f'uCure funCtions; for which it may be selected.  

V. Conclusion. Based upon these reasons. I respectfullY urge DOE Co dcigitnat Patltt 

as the pi'cfcir ..t allcrnative site for all existing and new stockpili: CiCnage rrntn functiotts as well 

as consolidation of plutonium disposition and control. Thank you for the oppor, tiity Co contntcriE 

on these reporls.  

Yours Ctlyv.  

Kcl Scligcr 

Mayor of Amrnnlht 
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HON. DIANNE BOSCH 
CITY COMMISSIONER 

CITY OF AMARILLO, TEXAS 

COMMENTS ON THE STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, 
S 

STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF FISSILE MATERIALS PROGRAMMATIC 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND 
PANTEX SITE-WIDE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

THANK YOU FOR THE CHANCE TO ADDRESS THE DEPARTMENT OF 

ENERGY IN THIS INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP FORMAT. AS AN 

AMARILLO CITY COMMISSIONER SINCE 1989,1 HAVE WITNESSED 

COUNTLESS D.O.E. HEARINGS ON PANTEX. THE GIVE-AND -TAKE 

BETWEEN THE AUDIENCE AND THE D.O.E. OFFICIALS IS VERY 

INFORMATIVE TO EVERYONE IN ATTENDANCE. THE M.O.M. IS TO BE 

APPLAUDED FOR THE USE OF AN INTERACTIVE FORMAT, AND SHOULD 

CONTINUE TO USE IT IN FUTURE HEARINGS.  

THE D.O.E. IS ALSO TO BE APPLAUDED FOR THE OPEN MANNER WITH 

WHICH IT HAS, AND CONTINUES TO, ADDRESS LOCAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS. WE ARE ALSO THANKFUL THAT GOOD 

MANAGEMENT AT PANTEX BY THE D.O.F.'S CONTRAC.TORS, MASON & 

HANGER AND BATTELLE, IIAS PREVENTED PANTEX FROM HAVING 

ENVIRONMENTAl. PROBLEMS OF THE TYPE AND MAGNITUDE FOUND 

AT OTHER D.O.E. SITES. AS IS EVIDENT BY TIlE LARGE TURNOUT 

TONIGIIT, TIllS COMMUNITY STRONGLY SUPPORTS PANTEX, AND THIS
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SUPPORT COMEs IN LARGE MEASURE FROM TIlE D.O.E.'S 

COMMITMENI1TO OUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT- THAT CONTINUED 

COMMITMENT TO TIHE ENVIRONMENT IS CRITICAL FOR COMMUNITY 

SUPPORT OF Al. CONTINUED OR NEW MISSIONS AT PANTEX.  

REGARDING TIlE STOCKPILE STEWARD SHIP AND MANAGEMENT PEIS, 

I STRONGLY SUPPORT THE CHOICE OF PANTEX AS THE PREFERRED 

AI.TERNATIVE FOR THE ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY MISSION. THIS 

COMMUNITY IS EXTREMELY PROUD THAT PANTEX PILANED AN 

IMPORTANT PART IN WINNING THE COLD WAR, AND WILL CONTINUE 

10 PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN REDUCING THE SIZE OF TlE NATION'S 

NUCLEAR ARSENAl IN TIlE POST-COLD WAR PERIOD. KEEPING THIS 

MISSION AT PANTEX IS NOT ONLY THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR AMARILLO, 

IT ALSO MAKE SENSE FROM A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE BECAUSE IT 

MAINTAINS A CONTINGFNT PRODUCTION CAPABILITY. AND II SAVES 

MORE IHATI 1.5 BILLION DOLLARS WHEN COMPARED TO TIlE COST OF 

TRANSFERRING TIIE WORK TO TIlE NEVADA TEST SITE

AS LONG AS WE ARE ON THE SUBJECT OF COST SAVINGS AND 

RETENTION OF PRODUCTION CAPABILITY, THE D.O.E. MUST NOT LET 

I HE HIGH EXPLOSIVE (I.E.) FABRICATION MISSION BE MOVED FROM 

PANTEX. PANTEX EMPLOYEES HAVE SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM I) 

THIS MISSION FOR MORE THAN FORTY YEARS, AND THERE IS 
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ABSOLUTELY NO REASON FOR TIllS WORK TO BE MOVED. WHEN THE 

WEAPONS COMPLEX WAS ORGANIZED, IT MADE LOGICAL SENSE TO 

LOCATE HIGH EXPLOSIVE WORK WITH ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY.  

IT STILL MAKES SENSE. FURTHERMORE, THE D.O.E.'S OWN ANALYSIS 

INDICATES THAT THE COST OF TRANSFERRING H.E. WORK TO NEW 

MEXICO LABS WOULD BE FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS. IT IS 

INCONCEIVABLE. THAT THE D.O.E. MIGHT SEEK TO JUSTIFY SPENDING 

FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS ONLY TO END UP WITH LESS PRODUCTION 

CAPABILITY IN A LOCATION THAT HAS NEVER PERFORMED THIS 

MISSION.  

IN TERMS OF STORAGE AND DISPOSITION ACTIVITIES. I WOULD FIRST 

LIKE TO NOTE MY PREVIOUS COMMENTS ABOUT THE NEED TO 

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT. I AM ENCOURAGED BY THE PREVIOUS 

COMMENTS ABOUT THE NEED TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT. I AM 

ENCOURAGED BY THE OUTSTANDING ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD THAT 

PANTEX HAS REGARDING STORAGE OF PLUTONIUM OVER MANY 

YEARS. I HOPE THAT THE D.O.E. WILL MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE AND 

CONTINUE THE SAFE STORAGE OF SURPLUS PLUTONIUM AT PANTEX. I 

ALSO HOPE THAT THE D.O.E. WILL KEEP IN MIND THAT PLUTONIUM 

FROM DISMANTLED WEAPONS REPRESENTS A TREMENDOUS 

INVESTMENT AND MAY PROVE TO BE A VALUABLE ASSET IN CIVILIAN
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USE. I URGE TIlE D.O.E. TO CHOOSE PANTEX AS TIlE SITE FOR 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND DISPOSITION ACTIVITIES.  

ONCE AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR TilE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON 

THE D.O.E.'S PLAN FOR TIHE FUTURE OF PANTEX. PANTEX HAS BEEN 

AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR REGIONAL ECONOMY FOR MANY YEARS, 

AND WE SUPPORT THE CONTINUATION OF ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND 

OPERATIONS AT THE PLANT. I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK ALL THE 

CONCERNED CITIZENS OF OUR COMMUNITY WHO HAVE MAKE THE 

EFFORT TO ATTEND THIS MEETING TONIGHT.  
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Mr. Vance Reed 
President, Amarillo Economic Development Corporation 

Comments on the Stockpile Stewardship & Management PEI$, 
the Storage & Disposition of Fisite Materials PEIS, and 

the Pantex Site-Wde EIS 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide Input to the Department of Energy regarding 

the operation of the Pantex plant I would like to address two primary issues tonight 

regarding PantexCs future: 1) the environment, and 2) jobs.  

Starting with the environment, I would like to reiterate this community's adamant 

position that alt work performed at Pantax continue to be done in a fashion that 

protects the environment. While the public has heard a great deal about 

"contamination' at Pantax. there has bean little media attention given to the nature of 

pollution problems at Pantax. Moat contaminants at Pantex are related to solvents 
and hydrocarbons that are very similar to those that would be found at practically any 

large manufacturing facility. This community Is very reassured by the fact that Pantex 

has not had contamination problems from radioactive materials, such as occurred at 

Rocky Flats and Hanford.  

The Amarillo Economic Development Corporation views Pantex In much the same 

manner as we view other large manufacturers in terms of presenting risks to the 

environment. For Instance, If we were recrulting a computer chip manufacturer, we 

would realize that these plants have hazardous waste streams Including arsenic and 

other heavy metals. The A.E.D.C. would only recruit a company that is committed to 

full compliance with E.P.A. and state environmental regulations. High tech businesses 

have created whole new industries and thousands of Jobs, while working with very 

hazardous substances. This shows that protection of the environment and job creation 

can go hand-In-hano.  

Likewise, we believe that Pantex can be a site where good, high-paying jobs are 

created in a work environment that Includes potentially dangerous materials. When 

AM-001
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measured in terms of total payroll, Pentax is by far the area's largest employer. With 

3,500 employees at the plant, a Job multiplier of 3.87 shows that Pantex is responsible 

for a total of over 13.500 jobs in this region. This multiplier was established by Dr.  

Ray Perryman at Southern Methodist University. The muiltier reftect the fad that 

the money that Pantex brings into the local economy supports many retall, medical, 

educational, finance, Inauranca and real estate Jobs. Al told, employment related to 

Pentex represents over 12% of all jobs in the Amarillo meitopolitan area. I urge the 

D.O.E. to correct the soci-economIc impact portions of all three EIS documents to 

acurrately reflect the impact of Pantex on our local economy.  

Because of the importance of Pantex to our local economy, the A.E.D.C. Is very 

pleased that Pantex has been chosen as the preferred site for continued assembly 

end disassembly functions. We also believe this decision Is in the best economic 

Interests of the nation, as It saves more than 1.5 Billion dollars to Amencan taxpayers

I also urge the D.O.E. to continue the high explosive fabrication mission that is 

currently performed at Pantex. Again, this not only protects jobs in our region, it 

saves American taxpayers 50 Million dollars compared with the cost of moving these 

operations to New Mexico.  

For Psnteaxs future, the O.O.E. should locate storage and dlsposition missions at 

Pantex, as long as they can be done in an environmentally safe fashion. I urge the 

Department to make use of the expertise of the Amarillo National Resource Center for 

Plutonium This resource center, which is operated by the University of Texas 

System, the Texas A&M University System, and the Texas Tech University System.  

can provide world-dass evaluation of disposition options. I believe the Amarillo area 

will prove to be an outstanding operating environment for those storage end 

disposition functions that have boen fully scientifically evaluated and safely 

implemented.  

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to address you in this workshop tonight.  
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Augusta Public Meeting OrarComments - April 30, 1996 

Public Meeting Comments 

Savannah River Site 
April 30, 1996 

Morning Meeting 
Plenary Semion 

C: Please clarify the time frame of the documents release 

C The cost should not drive the decision but it should be considered Tsurssng could have a 
stronger driving force and it has not been mentioned. You (DOE) did not mention future 
generations and the conservation of norenewalble resources. Other courm will have nuaeler 
technologies available and the United States will be behind technologically. ! am looking fbr a 
complete environmental analysis that includes cost, timing, impacts to future generations, and 

conservation of nonrenewable resources 

C: My initial fears about the Savannah River Site have been reassured, Sowing me to ignore 

all of the negative statenents I have heard in the past which did not have a basis in fact I ua now 

reassured that the site is safe and environmentally sound Savaninah River Site is logsical for the 

storage and disposition options The Savannah River Site community is involved and wants to 
keep the public and environment safe The site is the largest employer in the area and with the 
downsizing effort there have been some negative impacts from an economic standpoint. I urge 
DOE to use the Savannah River Site and its intellect and physical infrastructure We welcome 
you 

C. I would like to address two issues. 1) 1 am fearful that without having a continued needed 
mission at the Savannah River Site. DOE will lose this nuclear weapons cxpertis and experience; 
2) Savannah River Site has a good future use plan, the other sites may not I would hope that the 

other sites have a wildlife preservation plan for their undeveloped areas. DOE should make it a 
policy to not build on green field sites, but build new facilities by using brown field sites. a 
complex wide program. DOE needs to disregard the deep borehole option 

C: The Savannah River Site has touched everyone's life directly or indirectly. Throughmy 
work as Director of Planning for the Lower Savannah Council, I feel the Savannah River Site 
programs, mtapower. and experience are an integral part of this coeumnanity. Informing the public 
has been good and it is very important to know what is going on with the Savannah River Site and

1/01.00.00 

2/08.03.01 

3/15.00.00 

4/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 
cont.

Note: Some documents submitted during the public meeting were recorded 
as part of the minutes. The same documents, in some instances, were also 
submitted as hand-ins at the end of the meeting. In those cases, the documents 
are analyzed once, either as part of the minutes or as stand alone documents.  

Listed below is the name of the individual who submitted a document as part 
of the minutes and the page number containing DOE's responses to the 
comments:

American Nuclear Society, James Dewes

010000

3-32

Comment Number 1

Cost and timing (schedules) were not addressed in the PEIS since it focuses 
primarily on environmental analyses. However, cost and schedules were 
considered in a separate Technical Summary Report issued in July 1996.  
These factors will be considered, along with environmental impacts of the 
candidate alternatives, as part of the ROD. Conservation of nonrenewable 
resources for Reactor Alternatives is considered in this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for SRS.  
Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 
be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.

150000 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.SM-001
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091208 Comment Number 5
Augumta abfic Mtetlag Oral Cmmaents - April 30, 19% 

its potmtil. We (Citizen) would like to the Savannah River Site utilized. We (ctim) fed 
the Sxavm River Site has the ity and speience to do perfonm these opon. the econoa•ics 
are not only is the best -ssr-s for the Conmmunity but for the OUnted States.  

C: If the plutonium was tunedtiao a powder or dut fore. low income mar and minorities 
would be dispT0PofDdeoatY unpaceta if dispersed.  

C: It is inym'tta to bring the publc into dthi pt Wit is the wans wia 
outmrda th eta more diveree coup is not heo at this mI to larn and raise ther co A 
mo iverse group would asts DOE in deciouruking and they would be involved i the 
pmee 

Q: Why ca't DOE reopae and piress the fiel rods and radoactive material at the Barnwell 
plate 

C: I understand that DOE hats five reator contwalsng spent Wi that have been sutg for 
five years, whry doen'~t DOE Lac them Why is DOE loting them sitting there? 

C, Participant sbowe aslide nothde fissure use of Savaaasah Rtiver Site. (alide attached) 

C: The Barm ll plant dozed fifteen yea o. It was shut down by President Cana, he 
shut the plant doam widtout conductig the Natonal Envwonenua Policy Act process. It is not 
encouganm that ote coumntes have done processe that the Urted Stas did not encurge 
and they hoew preftmied them successfifly. for escample. reprocessing So whty does the Umted 
States dank we can infusence them now? 

Q: Re cing the calculation ofpoential risks in the sanmary, Savamah citizens are in the 
rag ofthe shte fir getting coaan. Did DOE look at the Savanmah River Site only for the rnca 
ofradiation or did DOE look at a of the industrics as the area combined with the Savawsh River 
Site that could ceua effect 

A. [ believe it covers the oursldaive imnpcts from the Savannah River Site only. DOE will 
review that again to make it dearer.  

C: That is not ir to the citizens of Sava k Mitre should be a cotitation of the 
Savannah River Site and industry impacts. It could show that we may live longer if the Savannah 
River Site was dosed.

2/08.03.01 

cont.  

095/0.12.08 

6/08.02.00 

7/15.00.00 

8/01.04.00 

9/01.03.00 

10/09.00.06 

111/09.00.06

A review of the geographical distribution of minority and low-income 
populations and meteorological data indicates that if an accidental release of 
radiation were to occur, these particular populations would not be 
disproportionately affected. The prevailing wind conditions at SRS, for 
example, would not lead to dispersion of the Pu to cause these populations to 
receive higher doses than other populations.

080200 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy announces, in advance, public meetings on NEPA 
documents with the intent of involving all interested parties. These meetings 
are advertised in a number of ways in order to encourage full public 
participation. Eight public meetings were held concerning this PEIS to 
present information contained in the Draft PEIS and to receive public 
comment. All comments submitted received equal consideration.

150000 Comment Number 7

This would require appropriately designed facilities including extensive 
chemical processing. While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as 
an indirect result of potential disposition actions, any subsequent 
reprocessing and extraction of Pu from that spent fuel is beyond the scope of 
the PEIS and the fundamental nonproliferation purpose of the disposition 
effort.

010400 Comment Number 8

Existing DOE reactors were operated for the purpose of R&D. Most of these 
reactors are of smaller scale and would not have sufficient infrastructure to 
support the Pu disposition mission.

010300 Comment Number 9

The goal of the materials disposition program is to utilize processes that place 
Pu in a form that meets the Spent Fuel Standard, a condition where the Pu is 
as inaccessible and difficult to retrieve and reuse in nuclear weapons as the Pu

Wj
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C Under Stock Stewardship and Manaterm ot it scens that more pits will be mde and 
under Storag and DiSPoution, DOE is triyng to figuare out Wha to do with the pits Tins domsit make seme for One doomment to make more plutonnu and then the other does not know what to 
do.  

Q: The possble use of two optons being an "eith&e or situsation has no been addressed How long would it take to viYrfy 50 tons? How long would it take to process 50 tom m a readn? How long would it take if both options were used for the 50 tom7

12/01.00.00 

1 13/05.01.08 
I 14/06.00.08 
1 15/01.04.00

Morniag Meeftg 
Brealkat sena 

C. DOE needs to realze that with the public meetings and breakout sesions there will aw,.1.  be a rowo ofpopl that • ,••iot well-,ered on the topi. DOE needs to addres teism "iiar i 1&W.02.00

C: if DOE coud c-nam oinw to using the Esopen calpbility the space would be available 
Wha &. the caacty or the lad test a bM y or test demonstration rwan and lirst Core loading will be avaiabl. However. it leo to he cornanitted early, instead ofwatn and 

the capacity being fidl 17/15.00.00

Q* Whot.5 the ea-- nglative of using mixd oxide fue? ffN.te Thlu ceai..mihw dlsceanu ahn aw l whe Chreer fr bwiix" airo fad wit 1 18/06.01.06 n,.-r- 4, uhen, s rof .•j)

Q. Why ia the cortunercial industry in the United States considered to be a prolifiration risk? why Cm,*t the Conmercial Industry be trusted so reprocess when DOE nusts Mario Fxicit (Notee.  The ,eympatrpo at Agg anesshig &W not dvaev erurawWI respoiad go Ike assur) 
C: In an lterna•iom• Atorc Enery Agency report that looked at large s=ale procesung plants and nak doxde prodoetion it said there is no peolieration risk. For Eurpe. the Internationa Atomic Energy Agency is coocened about nonproliferation 

C With thin answer, I would think the reactor option would be discounted bcamuse of the 
waste generted.

119/01.06.00 

20/01.06.00 

21/08.03.01 

SM-0O01

In accordance with NEPA regulation 40 CFR 1508.7, Cumulative Impacts are defined as impacts that result from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. With respect to radiological impacts from normal operations, the contribution from the Vogtle Nuclear Plant (located across the Savannah River from SRS), considered a present action under this definition, is included in the cumulative 
impacts presented in Section 4.7.2.6.9. There are no other facilities in the area of SRS that release radioactivity to the environment.

No other Federal, State, local, or private reasonably foreseeable actions were 
found that would contribute to cumulative impacts for the time period being 
considered. When possible, planned projects before the year 2005 No Action 
baseline have been incorporated into the No Action Alternative. The No Action Alternative takes into account existing site operations and includes the Impacts resulting from planned changes to operations until the year 2005.  
Projects planned for beyond the 2005 No Action baseline would be in such a preliminary stage as to make analysis speculative.

No new weapons are being produced, but the United States needs to maintain 
the core competency and capabilities to produce pits to support national 
defense in a dynamic world. Existing pits declared surplus need to undergo 
the disposition process to fulfill the goals of the President's Nonproliferation 
Policy and to provide visible evidence of irreversible disarmament.

Q),c~

090006

01 0000

that is present in spent fuel from nuclear reactors. While the PEIS discusses 
the generation of spent fuel as a result of potential disposition actions, any 
subsequent reprocessing and extraction of Pu from the spent fuel is beyond 
the scope of the PEIS and the fundamental nonproliferation purpose of the 
disposition effort. The fact that the PEIS evaluates disposition of surplus 
weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but does not further evaluate 
reprocessing of the spent fuel, does not preclude future changes in the U.S.  Nonproliferation Policy.

Comment Number 10

Comment Number 11

Comment Number 12

090006
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050108 Comment Number 13

Auximta Public Meetlng Oral-Comneats - April 30, 199% 

C: It is not in the draft Programnunic Enviroesaweal Impact Statement (Nie" TMs 
comen st wam mie at the end of a disessioo, reg" jag low DOE aeroniedfor waMt.  

ea ad by tAt mix•ld uideford opdan em coamyud to the wrte genrted by aomlna 
umaing atd bruaing ofthejfaeL DOE cmmWe to do #* ow thk ths m the finl 
Pftgmmmtc Et.ý'ma vd nmpact Satasent) 

C: Salt dnfts would be released to the aquatic environment and the wetlands with the reactors 
mentioned =rier thin ue cooling towers There are several edangered anianas along the 
SIvaNaash RIer which would be impacted. this should be amnayzed The salt is corroding the 
beaches in Savannah 

C: The deep borehole option would pace the plutomium n itself The barrier is the length of 
the hole. Then there is the mixed oxide fuel reactor, which could create energy giving it an 
econoI c value. Both options create nucle waste, however ided oxide fuel may crete more 
waste. The United States has the potential toreprocess thef adnow. The iammobifization and 
deep bo options will require very sophisticated technology and equipment to retrleve the 
pktomum. Wouldn't it be easier to reproce the plutonium in case it is need Later, since it is 
harder to retrieve material n maommbolation or from the deep borhole.  

C: if you look at the amount of plutonium being diased today and the amount of 
plutonium generated in commercial reactors over fifteen to seventeen years, it is about two 
percent of the total available 

C If the United States does not use mixed oxide fuel it will lose technology and expertise, 
The United States was a techiology leader now will become a beggar 

C: My co e and question regard e-ces (urplus) plutonium Peopl don't derstand 
the diffene between the commenrial spent fuel imme and the mnexces material. This 
confiation should be cleared up How will DOE get the material to the spent fuel standard and not 
change the isotopic content? 

C: I have heard today that on one hand DOE does this and on the other hand DOE does that 
It seem that some things have beets taken out of context when DOE as suppose to have put this 
altogether and considered everything The United States just keeps chasing its tail. There are 
some people who canmot grasp the information and get the corrct perspective. one statement 
says DOE is doing this to get rid ofplutonism then DOE is generating plutonium It bothers me 
that staetmens contradict each other

22/09.11.08 

23/09.06.06 

9/01.03.00 
cont.  

24/15.00.00 

25/08.03.01 

26/01.04.00 

I 27/01.00.00 

28/01.00.00

Current plans call for vitrifying 4 or 5 t (4.4 or 5.5 tons) of Pu per year, 
resulting in a 10- to 12-yr campaign for the full 50 t (55 tons).

060008 Comment Number 14

The details vary with selections of reactor designs and specific core designs.  
Typically, a very large LWR is capable of consuming MOX fuel at a rate of 
I t (1.1 tons) of Pu per year. If 5 reactors were used, then the irradiation 
campaign would be about 10 years, not including an approximate 10-yr 
period required to make the fuel available to the reactors.

010400 Comment Number 15

The length of time depends on the throughput of each facility and how many 
facilities are being used, which in turn is determined by the urgency of the 
mission and the amount of available congressional funding. Analyses of the 
cost, schedule, technical, and Nonproliferation Policy impacts are described 
in separate documents to support DOE's ROD. The cost, schedule, and 
technical analyses were made available for public review beginning in July 
1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made available to the public 
beginning in October 1996.

080200 Comment Number 16

Comment noted.

150000 Comment Number 17

Comment noted.

060106 Comment Number 18

The use of MOX fuel is analyzed for the Reactor Alternatives in the PEIS to 
provide an understanding of their potential environmental impacts, and how 
these impacts differ from those of the other alternatives. No attempt is made 
to rank the alternatives since all of the impacts are within acceptable 
environmental, safety, and health limits.
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010600 Comment Number 19

Augusta Public Meeting Orar Comments - April 30, 1996 

C. DOE is foolng itself, if it (DOE) thinks that it can influence another country to do what 
the United States wants DOE needs to look at what can be done and how to mov forward 
instead oflinking it with an unpredictable party I am trying to ju3tify what our time is being 
spent on.  

C: The agreemen on disposion seems to be an element of uncertainty The United States 
should use the technology it has now to deal with our problems and not wait for the Russians.  
Things are taken out of context, one idea is jumped on then it is dropped, the public ends up 
getting the wrong impression. I am sure some of the public today is searching for information.  

C. Future generations are not mentioned in the draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement What happens when the United States runs out of fossil fuels? The National 
Environmental Policy Act states that the impact of making energy resources inaccessible or 
irretievable should be considered. What is the impact for the year 3000 it not the impact for the 
year 2010. Will DOE look at the alternatives, for example operational reactors, partially 
constructed reactors, and new reactors? These would supplement the energy of fbsil fuels and 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The cost and cost benefits need to include the cost of research 
and development of other plants, when will it be made available.  

C: What are the barriers DOE perceives for closer coordination with the United States 
program, to include light water reactors, perhaps even to burn the Russian plutonium in addition 
to the United States plutonium and what is being done to bring the barriers down? 

C. There is momentum for the Canadian option because of pairing I don't think that the 
United States pairing has been explored enough, it needs a harder look.  

C: Russia won't givc us their material for free and the Canadians will be getting the energy 
value, I don't want my taxpayer money that has been used and will be used to be spent for that 
way 

C: DOE should contact Phyllis Laser of Texas for information on the problems with deep 
boreholes in Texas.  

C: The amount of waste generated from mixed oxide use seans to be a lifetime figure not an 
annual figure, could DOE get a specific answer and sent it to us' 

C: I would suggest that in the final document thin should be reworded so that the whole 
conclusion rather than just the bad part is stated. (Note: This comment refers to comments in 
the summary relating to environmentaljustice impacts.)

29/01.00.00 

30/01.06.00 

31/01.04.00 

32/01.06.00 

33/01.03.00 

34/08.03.01 

35/09.11.08 

36/09.12.08

The Department of Energy does not consider commercial industry a 
proliferation risk, as evidenced in the Existing LWR Alternative which uses 
commercial reactors to carry out the Pu disposition mission. While the PEIS 
discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of potential 
disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of Pu from 
that spent fuel is beyond the scope of the PEIS and the fundamental 
nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort.

010600 Comment Number 20

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 21

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

09 1108 Comment Number 22

The Avoided Impacts section of the PEIS (Section 4.9) has been updated not 
only to include avoided human health impacts from mining, milling, and 
enrichment operations, but avoided air quality impacts, avoided waste 
generation, and other avoided environmental impacts. This section includes 
the displacement of uranium fuel by MOX fuel.

090606 Comment Number 23

A detailed analysis of potential impacts from salt drift was not presented in 
this PEIS because design parameters have not been developed for the 
alternative. Section 4.3.5.4.6 of the PEIS states that potential impacts due to 
salt drift may be evaluated in additional environmental documentation, if 
required.

SM-001
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Cý In the tables of background radiation (Volume 1. Chapter 3 - tables for each site), the public should be given the range of background radiation for a 50 mile area The ability to compare the person rems from background radiation to the person rems at the Savannah River 37/09.09.06 Site, would show how minusoiule the increase is. Not having a comparison of the numbers does not show a true reflection This information needs to he put in context 
C fuhelye: was not i th tetmied of id h fu elopin the following is what you would expect from auraniu fuel cycle. 340 cubic meters ofhigh level wate glass, 5 million additional cubic meters ofnull tailtngs. and 3,400 cubic meters ofrichet tails This would e the waste generated if 38/09.11.08 the mixed oxide option was not chosen. 

i 
C Regarding the movent of the pitt from Pantex to the Savannah River Site which could be surplus and strategic. It is unwise to store them together in sume facility and an unwise 39/08.03.01 
decision to approach.8 

.0 .0 
C: DOE does not want the strategic pits to be &Kisd.  
C: There are a significant amounts of oxides. 

140/15.00.00 
Q Can DOE a•laify the minori•est satnemc. is DOE saying that minorities will not be affected? jlvor The . .ponse prosjj at the mefting did not appear tofufly rapond to the 41/09.12.06 issue.)I 
C: Because the minorities are affected. more public relations is needed for the minorities Minorities should have sone voice in this decisionnsabng process 42/08.02.00 

C: The same was thought for Carlsbad 20 years ago. (Note: This comment cameafrom a discussionoan the degpborehole andjits "ability and sit*esflecio Pobb.ilj) I43/04.03.00 

Morning Meeting 
Summary Session 

C: Two things: I) There needs to be outreach activities beymnd the present outreach activities to reach the minorities and low income areas and involve them in this process. Outreach through brochures, television, and radio is not enough. Particularly downstream and rural 4/08.02.00 cornrinumties Most minonties could not take professional leave today without penalty. DOE needs to think of ways so bring in the communities affected A strategic effor is needed to train these individuals. a bane ofunderstanding needs to be established; 2) The analyses need to take 45/08.02.00 

SM-001

Comment noted.

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

Comment Number 24 

Comment Number 25

Comment noted. The PEIS indicates that only the storage of all weaponsusable fissile materials (both surplus and nonsurplus) and the disposition of materials declared surplus to national defense needs are addressed in the 
document. The document also indicates that the Pu in commercial spent fuel 
is not addressed.

The purpose of the Spent Fuel Standard is to convert Pu to a form that makes it as unattractive and inaccessible as the residual Pu in commercial spent fuel.  Once the Pu is converted, it is very difficult to retrieve and separate out. Any Pu separated would become weapons-usable, regardless of its isotopic content.

010000 

Comment noted.  

O010000

The Department of Energy is proposing to take action on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials in the United States. Once the decision is made late this year, there will be a path forward for the storage and disposition of these materials. DOE also hopes that other nations will follow our example and seek our technical assistance.

Comment Number 28 

Comment Number 29

Ii

0803 01
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Ol10000
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15 0000

Comment Number 26

Comment Number 27
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into consideration the low income areas affected with the combination of the Savannah River Site and area industry iMpacts We (Citizens for Environmental Justice) don't want to come to more meetings without the involvement of black community. Local officials need to become more involved, especially in Georgia. It is a disservice for DOE to ask the public to wade through the size ofthese documents The average citizen has a third grade intellect We (Citizens for Ev"rosental Juatice) want facts from independent sources, not just DOE.  

C: People ofcolor need to become more informed We (DOE and minorities) should be working together. DOE needs more input from the minority population 

C: The employees ofthe Savannah River Site have not been represented, they received an emad about this meeting yesterday It would be nice for DOE to bring in these employees, maybe have a meeting at the site, they need to be included.  

C, The material from the Savannah River Site should be moved to either Oak Ridge or Pantem. Low income or people of color are largely impacted in this area.

45/08.02.00 

cont.  

46/08.02.00 

47/08.02.00 

148/08.03,01

C: We (minorities) don't want to fall into the syndrome ofnot in my back yard. The information needs to be throughly Analyzed to make sire that the rtsk to all humans is minimized 1 49/09.12.06 

Evening Meeting 
Plenary Session

Q: More precise information is needed for the deep borehole option. How will the different radioactive wastes be placed in these deep boreholes' Phyllis Laser has reported about the deep borehole process (not in relation to the Materials Disposition program) and the problem that have been ecountered in Taints with them Are there more public meetings on then suiects or is this the last7 (iVate: The response previded at the teefing did not appear tofullf respond to the isse.) 

C. The Aiken Chamber of Commerce would like to state on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce in the areas surrounding the Savannah River Site we are united for future missions I am representing 30,000 employees from 3.000 employers in seven counties with four Chambers of Commerce from two states with one message We want future missions for the Savannah River 
Site 

C: The Building and Trades Union, second the Chamber of Commerce comments and look forward to working with the Savannah River Site in the future.

50/04.00.00 

2/08.03.01 
cont.  

SM-001
SM-001

The Department of Energy is proposing to take action on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials in the United States. Once the decision is made late this year, there will be a path forward for storage and 
disposition of these materials. DOE also hopes that other nations will follow 
our example and seek our technical assistance. It is important for the United States to work with Russia on disposition options to help them focus their efforts, make technology decisions, and begin implementation of disposition 
activities. The United States is not likely to proceed with Pu disposition 
unless Russia takes reciprocal action.

This PEIS analyzes the environmental impacts of various reasonable 
alternatives now and in the foreseeable future, following NEPA guidance.  
Impacts in the year 3000 involve a great deal of uncertainties and would be unrealistic to predict at this time.

The use of domestic LWRs for disposition of U.S. Pu has been analyzed in 
the PEIS. Disposition of Russian Pu in U.S. reactors was not considered as an option. Disposition of both Russian and U.S. Pu in CANDU reactors was considered since it was proposed by Canada as a non-weapons state.

010300 

Comment noted.

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of the CANDU Reactor Alternative for the disposition of Pu. Decisions 
on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. This will include an appropriate level of analysis by Canada before any decision on burning Pu in a CANDU reactor is implemented.

Comment Number 33 

Comment Number 34

5,,

0803 01

Comment Number 30

Comment Number 31

Comment Number 32

0106 00

01 0400

010600
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F Augusta Public Meeting OralComments - April 30, 196 

C [Prepared statement submitted (see attached)] 

Evening Meeting 
Breakout Sessions 

C This program could benefit by accelerating the site disposition decision along with the storage decision. DOE should not follow tn the foot steps ofthe Foreign Research Reactor Spent 51/08.03.00 Nuclear Fuel Environmental Impact Statement decisionmaking process 

C From the long-tcem perspective. disposition seems to take the material from an "A is" i 52/0601,06 condition to a spent fuel form The full life cycle costs don't seem to be laid out in bhe documents The disposition of the material after it is used And fusure mortgage do not seem to 53/08.00.00 your (DOE) decisionmaking process 

C_ IAccep this as An openissue The unknown$ here should be translated into eonnomic or
en ....... impacts that get added to the analysis when they are compared to other alternatives that do not have the Same amount of unknowns. (Note: This comment was made following a discussion on whether or not ieostefrmm mixed axide fuel could be certified) 

C [Prepared statement of American Nuclear Society. Central Savannah River Section (see attached)]

54/09.11.06

Evening Meeting 
Summary Session

No summary session

SM-001

Impacts reported in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the PEIS are annual values for 
each of the storage and disposition alternatives. Impacts reported in Sections 2.5, 4.6, and the Summary of the PEIS are for the life of each alternative.

I
To better understand the natural background environmental radiation levels and the Proposed Action's incremental radiation levels, the natural background environmental radiation levels at each potential site involved in the Pu storage and disposition alternatives are presented in Chapter 3 of the PEIS. For the same purpose, the incremental radiation levels from Proposed Actions are compared to the natural background environmental radiation levels in the same area in Chapter 4 of the PEIS. In all cases, the natural background environmental radiation levels are the major source of exposure to the general population.

The Avoided Impacts section of the PEIS (Section 4.9) has been updated not only to include avoided human health impacts from mining, milling, and enrichment operations, but avoided air quality impacts, avoided waste generation, and other avoided environmental impacts. This section includes the displacement of uranium fuel by MOX fuel.

Comment noted.

Comment Number 39

Comment noted.  

I

0,J 

00

�.' *,t 

C-' 

C-,

The environmental justice analysis, Section 4.5 of the PEIS, summarizes potential environmental justice impacts for all the sites so that the decisionmaker has all information available. The Summary contains a condensed description of the impacts of the available information. Based on comments received, the Summary of the PEIS was revised.

Comment Number 35

0912 08 Comment Number 36

Comment Number 37

Comment Number 38

SM-001

0911 08

0909 06

0911 08

.08 03 01
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15 00 00 Comment Number 40 

Comment noted.  

MULTIPLE USE MODEL 091206 Comment Number 41 
The environmental justice analysis does not assess whether minorities would 
be affected, but whether minorities and low-income populations would be 
disproportionately affected. This is accomplished by combining detailed BUFFER- demographics data for the areas surrounding the candidate sites with the ZONE 2 results from the public health and socioeconomic analysis. The public health 
and socioeconomic analyses assess whether all of the surrounding populations would be affected by the Proposed Alternatives. These sections 

Hiking ZONE 1. W060% /do not distinguish among sub-population groups.  

Oil CORE 080200 Comment Number 42 i P Selective Moderately All members of the public have a voice in the decisions to be made on this Habitat cutn intensive 

Man o lculurevery important area. All comments receive equal weight and are given equal for wildlife i Iong-rotaUoin consideration. All comments are given to the decisionmakers so that good s 
sustainable decisions are made.  Low-density Hunting ° 

9 04 0300 Comment Number 43 

Comment noted.  

080200 Comment Number 44 

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate Source: R Noss. Nstu,-lA,,as In Frag,°tod Landscape,* Naura Ar .... . (1987).6. with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 
meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 
such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 
made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 
available on the Program's electronic bulletin board.  

SM-001
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I AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY - SAVANNAH RIVER SECTION STATEMENT REGARDING STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USEABLE FISSILE MATERIALS DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

My name is John Dewes and I am Vice Chairman of the Savannah River Section of the Amenrican Nuclear Socicty.  
Our local section consists of some &00 scientists and engineers in th Central Savannah River Area. On behalf of the Section, I would like to make a statement concerning the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Useable Fissile 
Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.  

We believe that all of the long term stompr options ar acceptable from the standpoint of environmental, safety and health. We also believe that any of the Long Term Storage sites proposed have sufficient infrastnicture to handle 
the engiseering & design of such a facility.  

We strongly support the recommendations contained in the American Nuclear Society Special Panel Report on die 
Protection and Management of Plutonium', a Panel chaired by Glen T. Seaborg, who discovered Plutonium 
almost 60 years ago. This report recommended implementation of the reactor irradiation option for disposal of 
surplus weapons.useabte plutonium.  

The stated goal of the PEIS is to make surplus plutonium inaccessible and unattractive for use as nuclear weapons.  We believe that the reactor irradiation option has several advantages over the other options in meeting this goal. It 
is the only option that converts weapons grade plutonium to reactor grade plutonium. This is a crucial point, 
because our weapons testing history indicates that, although possible, it is extremely difficult to build a successful 
nuclear weapon from reactor grade plutonium, and that the infrastructure required to either build a successful 
weapon or to purify the plutonium to weapons grade presents a tremendous barrier to diversion. The reactor irradiation option is also the quickest way to reach the goal of the Spent Fuel Standard for protection from misuse.  

Jill Lytle. Deputy Assistant Secretary, in her prepared comments for the Citizens Advisory Board Plutonium 
Fomm, indicated that she wanted a "sustainable decision", one which considers the issue in light of ether decisions under review and one that garners long term public support The decision should therefore reflect the 
long term need to protect the public from diversion of the materials in question. The French have recognized this issue, and arc currently taking advantage of the long term protection associated with the use of mixed oxide fuel 
for their civilian stockpiles of plutonium.  

We believe that if the mission of the DOE is to ensure a stable energy supply for our country's needs, then the energy value of the plutonium. estimated at 32 billion dollars, should be considered when selecting the preferred 
alternative. Plutonium is not a waste - it is the closest thing to a peace dividend our country will ever see. We 
also believe that the DOE needs to pay attention to scientific facts related to plutonium rather than irresponsible and 
irrational statements made concerning its toxicity and potential impact on the population.  

We strongly urge you to select the reactor irradiation option as the most beneficial and effective method for 
dispositioning of weapons-useable fissile material. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this 
important issue.  

'vPri•rinf and Manat••nen(of Plulonumn,. Amnrican Nucltr Society Special Panel Repot. Glen T. S.sbort. Aiigost 199

SM-OO1

The analyses in the PEIS take into consideration low income areas that could 
potentially be affected by decisions on storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials.  

Local officials in South Carolina and Georgia have been provided copies of 
the Draft PEIS, or it has been made available for their use.

Comment noted.

Comment Number 46

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 
meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 
such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 
made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 
available on the Program's electronic bulletin board.

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at SRS. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

One objective of the PEIS is to identify potential impacts from each of the 
Proposed Alternatives so that human health risks are taken into account in the 
decisionmaking process. DOE is committed to implementing a program that 
minimizes risks to all workers and all affected populations.

-...1 

0

%A

Comment Number 47

SM-001

08 0200 Comment Number 45

08 0200

08 0200

0803 01 Comment Number 48

091206 Comment Number 49
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04 00 00 Comment Number 50 

More detailed information on the borehole technology is available in the 
Technical Summary Report and related borehole alternative summary reports 
made available to the public beginning in July 1996.  

08 03 00 Comment Number 51 

The Department of Energy is working to make decisions on these very 
important issues in a timely manner using all available information such that 
wise, sustainable decisions can be implemented in a deliberate, properly 
scheduled manner.  

0601 06 Comment Number 52 

Technical, schedule, cost, and nonproliferation analyses along with the 
environmental analysis will be used by the decisionmaker in determining the 
ROD. The technical, schedule, and cost analyses were made available for 
public review beginning in July 1996. The nonproliferation analysis was 
made available to the public beginning in October 1996.  

080000 Comment Number 53 

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  
Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 
1996. Each of these analyses, along with the environmental analysis and 
public input, will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.  

091106 Comment Number 54 

Appendix H of this PEIS evaluated the various Pu waste forms for potential Q 
disposal in a HLW repository to include MOX spent nuclear fuel. The 
environmental impacts associated with the operation of the HLW repository ,r 
are not within the scope of this PEIS. The environmental impacts of c_ 
constructing and operating a HLW repository would be completed in a 
separate NEPA analysis. This PEIS analyzes the construction and operation " " 

of a MOX fuel fabrication facility and the associated reactors in Section 4.3.5.
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Rocky Flats Public Meeting Oral Comments - March 26, 1996 

Public Meeting Commentl 

Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Center 
Tuesday, March 26. 1996 

Afternoon Meeting 
Plenary Session 

C: I am in favor of moving this material off Rocky Flats.  

Afteroons Meeting 
Breakout (Combined) Session 

C: The population parameters should be kept visible in the matrix, because it is the great 
deterrent for not using Rocky Flats.  

C: I don't see security listed as a parameter, if we have to have 371(not identified as a 
building or area) and a new vault then security will have to be increased, therefore, increasing 
costs. I don't see maintenance and operation listed. These subjects should be considered in 
relation to the matrix.  

C: [Prepared statement of Kenneth Wcrth (see attached)] 

C: In reviewing the summary I noticed that whenever transportation was dealt with it was 
written in the summary as, "and intersite transportation would be susceptible to cumulative 
impacts." I recognize that there will be transportation of these materials. I think that the public 
will be concerned with the security measures associated with the transport of this material. The 
processes used to transport the material should be displayed and explained better to the public.  
A better statement of the security should be addressed in the final Environmental Impact 
Statement to further allay the public's fears. I recommend that a general statement saying, 
"Security measures are in place" be added, at least, in the final document, even if most of the 
security measures are classified.  

Q: Is there a policy forthcoming on the movement of the material by interstate highways and 
roads? (Note: DOE staff preent at the meeting acknowledged that they did not have an 
answer to this question and asked the participant toflfl out an isnansawered question card.) 

C: I don't think it's a good idea to give too much latitude to the standards or policies on how 
to deal with this material or to allow too many decisionmakers. If the United States has the 
capability, it should be used.  

C: Senator Nunn will speak on nuclear safety tomorrow on C-SPAN. I propose for 
Colorado to use interim storage of the weapons-usable material but not at Rocky Flats. A new 
vault for storage is not a problem but the vault should be placed on a military base for security 
reasons, do not place the vault at Rocky Flats. Northeast Colorado has minuteman silos for 
storage, why couldn't DOE use these silos for material storage?

1 1/08.03.01 

1 2/01.05.00 

3/13.00.00 

4/13.00.00 

5/01.00.00 

6/01.06.00 

7/08.03.01 

CM-O01

Note: Some documents were submitted during the public meetings and were 
recorded as part of the minutes. The same documents, in some instances, were 
also submitted as hand-ins at the end of the meeting. In those cases, these 
documents are analyzed once, either as part of the minutes or as stand alone 
documents.  

Listed below is the name of the individual who submitted a document as part 
of the minutes and the page number containing DOE's responses to the 
comments:

Kenneth Wert 

080301

3-1119

Comment Number 1

.All storage alternatives in the PEIS analyze the removal of all weapons-usable 
fissile materials from RFETS for long-term storage or disposition.

010500 Comment Number 2

The site selection process including criteria for evaluating candidate storage 
sites is described in Chapter 2 of the PEIS.

130000 Comment Number 3

The security aspects of the storage and disposition alternatives will be 
developed further in detailed designs for the selected alternative(s).

130000 Comment Number 4

In response to comments, DOE has expanded the transportation analysis 
(Section 4.4 and Appendix G) to include a more detailed description of issues 
involved in transportation of the weapons-usable fissile materials. This 
revision is included in the Final PEIS.

.t-

I
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14cky Flats Public Meeting Oral Comments - March 26, 1996 

C: Thanks to DOE Site and Headquarters personnel for coming ou- I am sorry for the 

small turn out to today's meeting. The people in this area have become satisfied.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Summary Session

No summary session

CM-O01

010000 Comment Number 5

Transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials will comply fully with 
applicable DOT regulations. Should new Federal regulations or policies be 

promulgated, DOE will comply.

010600 
Comment noted.

080301

Comment Number 6

Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
storage of weapons-usable fissile materials at RFETS. All storage alternatives 

in the PEIS analyze the removal of all weapons-usable fissile materials from 

RFETS. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile materials will be 

based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.

0 

0.  

Lb
0 

Lb 
�.i ,-,
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Rocky Flats Public Meeting Oral Comments - March 26, 1996 

Evening Meeting 
Plenary session

C: I would like to see more balance between the federal agencies and the private sector with the issue of handling hazardous wase. The more stringent requirements demanded of the private sector should be demanded of the federal agencie& During a visit to Rocky Flats it seemed the monitoring is slowing down, the plastic covering the buildings is decaying because of weather and other elements, this makes one wonder about the steps taken for monitoring. I would like to see the monitoring efforts for Rocky Flats increase and not decrease. Thank you for the opportunity to speak I think that DOE and Rocky Flats is moving forward but more work 
is needed.  

C: I think that all nuclear countries should work toward disposition of nuclear weapons, not jut the Russians. The Chinese are threatening to destroy Hawaii and Califonia, then there is the speculation about a recent Chinese nuclear test. DOE may be moving forward but they are going too fast. The President giving away plutonium to the United Nations was not a good idea.  He should be placed in jail. At prcsent higher importance has been placed on other trivial political issuts for example: Whitewater and Clinton's alleged affairs The United States should plnce the issue of plutonium before all of them. President Clinton took the responsibility for giving the pluoniumr to the United Nations.  

C: There are two objectives that need to be talked about tonightL One is the disposition of surplus weapons. Weapons using plutonium is a major problem. The second is the draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement as it is related to long ten-storage. I am disappointed that the presentation by Dr. Canter did not go into the technologies that are available. There am many issues about costs, security, and afety. however, DOE needs to include health officials in monitoring and making sm there are no problems.  

C: I would like to see more attention given to storage issues. The disposition of surplus weapons should be reviewed for a longer period of time, since it seems that there are still a number of questions about the technologies. Too much attention is being given to foreign policy. We need a stronger emphasis on making certain the material is stored safely and securcly now, and that it can be inspected by health officials as well as salguad agencies.  

Q: I low does the spent fuel standard relate to the technical alternatve(s) for inmnobilization? The value is limited to the retrieval of the material. Is the value of placing the plutonium in a nonproliferable form greater than having to retrieve the material out of spent fuel and spending more.oney? (Note: The response proWlded at tLe nuetibg did not appear to fully addherz tMe 

C: The interim storage vault decision for Rocky Flats is a wise decision.

8/15.00.00 

9/01.03.00 

10/01.04.00 

11/02.00.08 

12/04.02.00 

13/07.01.00 

114/08.03.01 

CM-001

OM-OQi

Comment noted.

The Department of Energy believes that the process for making decisions, including national policy considerations, will provide the basis for 
implementing Pu disposition actions that will encourage other nations to dispose of their Pu. The technical disposition process may not be the same for all nations.

Comment Number 8 

Comment Number 9

One of the screening criteria DOE used for selection of reasonable 
alternatives to be analyzed in the PEIS is environment, safety, and health. In implementing the selected alternative, DOE will meet the high standard of 
public and worker health and safety, and all applicable environmental laws 
and regulations.

The PEIS provides the environmental analysis for the storage alternatives and 
sites in sufficient detail to provide the decisionmaker with the information to 
choose the storage alternative(s) and site(s). This analysis will provide the 
basis for long-term storage capability for the period required to reach 
decisions and implement actions required to achieve final disposition.  
Disposition alternatives are also analyzed to provide the decisionmaker with 
the information to choose a technology(ies). Further technology 
demonstrations and designs may be required before site selection and implementation of a disposition alternative.

Immobilization technologies meet the Spent Fuel Standard which makes Pu 
as inaccessible for weapons use as the residual Pu contained in commercial 
reactor spent fuel.

c., � 
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1500 00

0103 00

01 0400 Comment Number 10

02O0008 Comment Number 11

040200 Comment Number 12
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C: DOE does not have viable disposition alternatives in the draft Progammatic 
Environrmenl Impact Statement - DOE needs to focus on safety and security. Immobilization 
of the material is not a wise decision. The long-•re storage options, glass or ceramics, should 
be poisoand witu material other than highly hazardous materials. DOE needs to initiate a 
national dialogue to decide what will happen with the surplus plutonium.  

Evening Meeting 
Brenkout (Combined) Semton 

C: On April 30, 1996, a second meeting (near the Rocky Flats Site) will be held for 
comments on this document. Rocky Flats is currently mising a ton ofplutoniwi, for which the public has not received an adequate answer as to where it went. The public has been told that 
DOE can explain how the plutomium became (was found to be) missing.  

C: I live here and I also work for the U.S. Geological Survey. Some of our guys monitor 
the soils and waste at Rocky Flats. I'm concerned with radiation and whether there is any safe 
way to dispose ofthis material. I don't think the No Action alternative has negligible adverse 
impacts. Or land, air, and water resources would be impacted. The No Action alternative 
seems to imply that it is safer not to touch the material. To me, the No Action alternative 
reflects that, if you don't do anything. you won't impact the economy, but if the material stays 
her it will still have a big affect on the environment and the people.  

C: The No Action alternative is required by the National Environmental Policy Act; 
however, several ecological impacts would exist. Choosing the No Action altemative at Rocky 
Flats sem snore viable then getting cows off public land.  

C: DOE neIt, to consider values that are not just about economics, such an the value of a 
nuclear wvaponafree world.  

C: I like the deep borehole alternative because it puts the material totally out of the way of 
hamning people.  

C: I would nm be in favor of the deep borehole alternative, the United Stata should get 
some me out ofthis material. I am in favor of No Action alternative. The United States needs 
to make svie that the world is stable before disposing of this material.  

C: The deep borehole altersative would have been safe many years ago. For example. three million years ago there was a natural nuclear African reactor where daughter products did not 
travel far.

15/01.02.00 
16/08.03.01 
17/05.00.08

18/15.00.00 

19/02.01.07 

20/08.03.01 

21/08.03.00 

22/08.03.01 

23/08.03.01 

24/08.03.01 

22/08.03.01 
cont.

Q: Would hea be an tuane with the deep borehole alternative, causing a dangerous situation' 
(Note: 7Te MPotle proWided at the ineefin did not appear tofuijy respond to the issue.) 25/04.00.00 

CM-O01

070100 Comment Number 13

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports for disposition beginning in late July 1996. Recovery of Pu 
from the "much larger and growing quantity of Pu that exists in spent nuclear 
fuel" is outside the scope of the PEIS.

080301

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
interim storage of weapons-usable fissile materials at RFETS. However, 
decisions on interim storage are not within the scope of this PEIS. The scope 
of the PEIS is long-term storage.

010200

One of the screening criteria for selection of reasonable alternatives is the 
feasibility/viability of the disposition technology. The reasonable alternatives 
analyzed in the PEIS are considered technically viable. DOE will 
demonstrate the chosen disposition technologies prior to their 
implementation.

080301 Comment Number 16

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Immobilization Alternatives. Decisions on disposition alternatives will be 
based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

050008 Comment Number 17

Comment noted.

150000 Comment Number 18

Accountability of materials at RFETS is beyond the scope of the PEIS. This 
subject is addressed in RFETS site-specific documents.

C~) 

0 

r0
0

Comment Number 15

Comment Number 14
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C: You can institute storage that deters proliferation or theft by a subnfional group. I don't 
think any of the option shwn heme tonight would stop use by the host nation, including decp 26/13.00.00 
borehole.

C: I think we should rcject the disposition options we haw right now and continue our 
research in that arca while making our long-term storage as prolifcration-resistant as possible.  

C: The deep borehole alternative seems very "out there", and I hope it is not a likely 
ahamative. DOE should try to get the energy out of the material. Deep bomhole seems like it 
was thrown in there just to have another option.  

C: Political insability is a crazy reason to move so quickly. One adnministration should not 
make this decision. atd it should not be made in a your, this decision is too important to rus.  
The United States moving quickly will not rush the Russians a dispose of their material.  

C: I would like to we a level of respect for the material, the materials seem to be larger than 
the stora facilities. I would like to am more emphasis on monetary ssues for ftsture 
gumrai . I am concerned that the United States will not be able to keep track of the matesial 
within the next 50 years. The United States created it and everyons needs to take responsibility 
for iL This is an enormoun responsibility. The public should inform Congress ofthis rl 
problem that needs to be dealt with.  

C: The United States can't expect that our example will be followed. The United States 
needs to work with all nations together, to make plutonium tand highly enriched unasums harder 
to use. Mixed oxide fuel we could spur a plutonium economy, this might be a problem. DOE 
should use Rocky Flats ass renearch location for a suitable immobilization technique.  

C: It is important to develop technologies and to share these technologies with other 
countrics in order to be a loder. Once the United Staes takes the lead, the United States will 
have groater benefits for our socicty and the world.  

C: DOE cannot characterize their waste. This is a problem.  

C: I would like to thank DOE foe a very clea presentation.  

Evening Meeting 
Summary Semlai 

No summary session

27/01.00.00 

23/08.03.01 
cont.  

28/08.03.00 

29/01.03.00 
1 308.03.01 

31/08.03.01 

32/01.03.00 

33/09.11.08

020107 Comment Number 19

The National Environmental Policy Act requires the analysis to include the 
No Action Alternative as a baseline to compare the potential environmental 
impacts. The No Action Alternative may not accomplish the purpose and 
need, as identified by the PEIS, which is the case for storage and disposition.  
However, should the No Action Alternative be chosen, ongoing actions such 
as material stabilization and security, health and safety improvements would 
continue under the current management direction to ensure that the 
environment and the people are protected.

080301 

Comment noted.  

080300 

Comment noted.

080301

Comment Number 20

Comment Number 21

Comment Number 22

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decision on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 23

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 24

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
continued storage of surplus Pu (No Action Alternative). Decisions on
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disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.  

040000 Comment Number 25 

No. As discussed on page 1-5 of the Deep Borehole PEIS Data Input Report 
(Direct Disposal), "heat generation by the Pu is not great enough to disturb 
the stagnant fluid regime at depth." 

130000 Comment Number 26 

Comment noted. The purpose of assessing the various reasonable alternatives 
in the PEIS is to find ways to execute the Proposed Action to meet the 
objectives in the President's Nonproliferation Policy.  

010000 Comment Number 27 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
continued storage of surplus Pu. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy consideratioms, and public input.  

080300 Comment Number 28 

The Department of Energy is not in a rush to make decisions in these very 
important areas of national security and proliferation concerns. DOE is 
following a schedule that allows the careful consideration of all relevant 
information, such as this PEIS, technical and economic studies, and 
commentors' input. Then, good sustainable decisions can be made.  

010300 Comment Number 29 

The intent of DOE's Proposed Action is not only to take the lead in Pu • 
disposition, but also use the environmental, technical, cost, schedule, and • 
policy analyses results obtained during the decisionmaking process to z 
enhance the flexibility of the U.S. negotiations with Russia and other nations, ZS 
so that cooperative efforts in Pu disposition can be reached through bilateral 
or multilateral agreements.
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080301 Comment Number 30 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the ' 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input. C 

080301 Comment Number 31 
The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
research of a suitable immobilization technique for weapons-usable fissile 
materials at RFETS. However, decisions on interim storage are not within the 
scope of this PEIS. The scope of the PEIS is long-term storage.  

01 0300 Comment Number 32 

Comment noted. The United States and Russia currently have ajoint technical 
working group that is assessing disposition technologies. The purpose is to 
evaluate and exchange information on technology already developed in each 
country to help the decision process and expedite implementation. A Report 
of the Joint Working Group issued in September 1996 considers reactor, 
immobilization, and borehole technologies, as well as economics and 
safeguards. Plans also call for conducting small-scale technical 
demonstrations to various dispositon alternatives.  

09 11 08 Comment Number 33 

The conceptual designs for the consolidated and collocated facilities and the 
disposition facilities have, as part of their design, waste management facilities 
that would treat and package all waste generated into forms that enable long
term storage and/or disposal in accordance with RCRA and other applicable 
Federal and State regulations and DOE Orders. As the designs mature, 
Process Waste Assessments, which include individual waste stream 
characterization, will be completed. No waste stream will be generated that 
cannot be treated and packaged into a form than enables long-term storage 
and/or disposal.
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Public Meeting Comments 

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
April I, 19% 

Afternoon Meeting 
Plenary Session 

C. I am pretty fiusiliar with the Governor's Agreement and it does not refer to ill the 
plutonium in Idaho as waste.  

C: In reference to the eradication of the plutonium I understand that mater•al from the first 
splitting of the atom is still in its original state I hea proposals but no solutions Like the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant where billions are being spent, and it is still not ready.  

C: (Prepared statement of John Commander (see attached)].  

C: I have discovered how to change matter through electron donors. An implosion machine 
emits protons, bost not annmma or x-rays. I do not have the ability to check the emission of alpha 
or beta rays. I wil submit the photographs taken which show this through the blue banls on the 
pictre. The implosion machine can dissolve materials with no rudue. I am an expert in Plasma 
Panicle Physics. I can create new DNA in persons enabling them to become younger When you 
add electron particles materials will change. I will also submit my carbon formula which violates 
the second law of thermodynamics. I have constructed a cyclotron which will get rid of 
pluionium-239 and waste Through this process the plutonium and waste would he placed in 
another time phase. If cells in the human body can be restructured, then why can't it work on 
metals and restructure solid matter? With my procedures hair would begin to grow back. It has 
worked for me. As individuals we are programmed to believe what we believe until proven 
differently. I have documentation for everything I have told you today.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Discussion Session 

C. . At present there is ongoing construction for two additional lanes going into the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory. These additional lanes wiil relieve the transportation burden 
placed on lanes now. (Nore: This commentfoilo's a discussion in the PEIS anslyses of 
Inipacta efleye of sen-ce of local roatd)

1/01.00.00 

2/12.00.00

3/14.00.00

4/09.08.03

IM-001

Note: A number of documents submitted during the public meetings were 
recorded as part of the minutes. The same documents, in some instances, were 
also submitted as hand-ins at the end of the meeting. In those cases, the 
documents are analyzed once, either as part of the minutes or as stand alone 
documents.  

Listed below are the names of the organizations/individuals who submitted 
documents as part of the minutes and the page numbers containing DOE's 
responses to the comments:

American Nuclear Society, John Commander 
State of Idaho, Governor Philip E. Batt 
Steve Herring

010000

3-40 
3-909 
3-363

Comment Number 1

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that DOE consider a range 
of reasonable alternatives for the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials. INEL and five other DOE sites are evaluated in the PEIS as 
potential storage sites. In addition to site evaluations, the document considers 
a range of storage approaches such as retention or off-site shipment of current 
inventories.  

The final decisions on materials storage will be based on programmatic cost 
and policy considerations, as well as environmental analyses. Consistent with 
efforts to foster the cooperative spirit that we want to see continue to emerge 
from our agreement with the State of Idaho, DOE will not make any decision 
regarding the storage of weapons-usable fissile materials at INEL without 
first discussing the matter with the State of Idaho.

120000

Comment noted.  

140000 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 2

Comment Number 3

0 

0
M
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C: Transport of material would have to be in compliance with Department orTransportation 
regulations and maximize the interstate system All interstate% in Idaho go across sovereign 
nations 

C: As defined in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, nonproliferation is the 
peaceful. beneficial reuse of the materials whenever possible. I don't think the United States can 
get other countries to stick this material in a hole, because they will want to use it The United 
States needs to lead by example through the way it deals with the material

5/01.06.00

C. It would be helpful to weight this issue (latent cancer rates) to be a zero as far as the 6/09.09.08 
danger to the public. If the ranking changes the issue should be reevaluated.  

C Ther is a problem with the (latent cancer) rates and numbers in the document showing 
three decimal places, this appears to make the rates and numbers more precise than they are , /0909.06 

C Personal cancers are difficult to accurately estimate. The risks from background radiation 
are often more dangerous than the true impact of'proposed activities The way they are presented 8/09.09.08 
in the document could be misleading.  

C In a magazine story. Dr. Unman discusses radioactive doses, he sited that the public is 
used to living in a radioactive environmentl He asks, have you gotten your dose today? 
However, studies of cancer cases through the United States. have looked at cancers caused by 
radiation. The results have seemed to be analogous with the corn belt and not near nuclear 
facilities

C I thought that an environmental impact statement was to look at impacts of the options 
that will be used, not at worst case impacts ofoptions that will never be used This is a waste of 
time and money if it doesn't reflect reality. 9/08.00.00

(Note: The following ew statements were made during a discussion about plutonium and 
spontaneous combustion between meeting participant&) 
C There was a fire in a glove box at Rocky Flats which burnt a facility down.  

C There were two fires at Rocky Flats that occurred about 10 years apart, but the facilities 
did not burn down 

C: Greenpeace is telling half-truths when they say that plutonium is dangerous Plutonium is 
the most hazardous when it is in weapons form, we're trying to get it out of'weapons. and that's 
good. Botulism is more dangerous than plutonium The United States is talking about 900 tons 
of highly enriched uranium and 200 tons of plutonium, approximately 1000 tons total. My cost 
figures estimate the material at S500 a gram. which would equal approximately that one-half I 10/08.0301 

IM-001

090803 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's observation and 
has revised text in Section 4.2.3.8 of the Draft PEIS as necessary.

010600 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.

090908 Comment Number 6

Potential human health impacts from the Proposed Actions are calculated and 
documented in this PEIS as required by NEPA. To inform the public and the 
decisionmakers, all latent cancer risks associated with the Proposed 
Alternatives are presented in the PEIS even if the risks are very small. The 
ranking or decisionmaking analysis for the alternatives is based on various 
factors including the human health impacts. Since the human health impacts 
are very small for all alternatives, it will not affect the ranking or 
decisionmaking analysis.

090908 Comment Number 7

In order to provide information to the public and decisionmakers, the human 
health risk and latent fatal cancers are presented in the Draft PEIS even 
though they are very small numbers. To aid the public understanding of the 
risk numbers, an explanation of how to interpret these risk numbers is also 
included in Section M.5. Due to the inherent uncertainties associated with 
risk assessment, the parameters related to human health risk assessment 
should be kept to two significant digits. Risk numbers that are more than two 
significant digits were modified in Chapter 4 of the Final PEIS. Presenting 
more significant digits does not affect the decisionmaking process, but 
artificially grouping ranges of numbers may disguise significant 
discriminators.

t
J~ 
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trillion dollars that have been spent on weapons Placing this material in the ground is 
irresponsible considering the money that has been spent.  

C The total amount of plutonium we are discussing could be stored under the table.  
However. few people understand critical mass, why the material can't be stored together, The 

size ofa hockey puck is enough (8 oz.) material to make a nuclear warhead. Botulism kills now, 
whereas plutonium will kill forever and ever. Plutonium can accelerate as does anything with a 

nuclear charge, DOE should explain critical mass, and how it is being dealt with.  

C: 22.4 kilograms of material placed together can obtain critical mass The only way to get 
dof it is to burn it. Other countries will believe that the United States is stupid if the matrial is 

placed in a hole This information needs to be taken to Secretary O'Leary

C. During the Cold War, the United States and Russia built up a weapons stockpile. The 
United States should deal with this in a responsible manner now so that our grandchildren don's 
have to deal with our stupidity 

Cý The document summary provides too much information on environmental impacts, for 

example, the tables give too much detail. It doesn't answer questions relating to critical mass.  
amounts ofplutonium, and the specific facilities that would be used. DOE needs to summarize all 

ofthe document not just the environmental impacts 

C- There isa political pany who wants to get rid of DOE I don't see how politics can be 
divorced from the decision process.  

C It was implied that the decision made would be political, not teclhnical Upper 

management of DOE needs to stand true to the oath they have taken and make decisions based on 

technical information I would like to know which way you think the decision will be made

10/08.03.01 
cont.  

11/09.09.08 

10/08.03.01 
cont.  
12/08.03.01

14/01.06.00 

15/01.00.00 

16/01.06.00

C: The public needs to be educated on critical mass. Only a small amount of plutonium can 1i1/0o.0.  
be burned at once. Twelve years to get sonething on line is out ofthe question The United 

States economy is shot. Isn't it true that United States economy is ruled by politics? cont.  

C: I don't know if I will be around in fourteen years to see if the decision is made to open 

Yucca Mountain. I don't think DOE will come up with any ideas in 40 to 50 years since nothing 17/12.01.00 
has been done since 1955.  

IM-O01

090908 Comment Number 8

To better understand the potential health impacts from background 
environmental radiation and the Proposed Actions, the natural background 
radiation levels occurring at each potential site being considered as a Pu 
storage and disposition alternative are presented in this PEIS. These site 
background radiation levels were compared to the natural background 
radiation in the same area.

080000 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy under NEPA is required to analyze the 
environmental impact of all reasonable alternatives. DOE used a formal 
screening process, plus input from a NAS Report, to develop the list of 
alternatives. This list was then discussed with the public during the scoping 
process. Modifications and changes were made as a result of public comment.

080301 Comment Number 10

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

090908 Comment Number 11

Critical mass is explained in the PEIS's Glossary in Chapter 7. The PEIS does 
present the potential environmental and health impacts for the Proposed 
Alternatives which includes analyzing criticality accidents.

080301 Comment Number 12

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

C: DOE is talking about a generic hole, however, when DOE begins site characterization on 

this generc hole all hell will break loose, as wnhat happened with the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 13/01.02.00 
and Yucca Mountain. People provide answers with no solutions.

0 
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C: The United States likes to rename things. so if DOE is eliminated, it will probably just be 18/01.00.00 
renamed or be iven to the state level ofgovernmem. The United States doesn't give solutions to Problem.I

C: Personally, I am concerned about human safety. Argonne National Laboratory-West has 
proven to have safe storage. It would be in the best interest of the state, nation. ard economy to 
continue with this project.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Summary Session 

No summary session 

Evening Meeting 
Plenary Session 

C There is the need to have an alterative that will store the material. That would enable the 

United States to use the material spin for weapons, if needed 

C: [Prepared statement of Idaho Governor's Office, Bob Ferguson (see attached)] 

C: (Prepared statement of Dr. Steve Herring (see attached)] 

C. I agree with the intent of the disarmament agreement with Russians, which would see 
highly enriched uranium and plutonium unusable for weapons, as soon as possible. It is easy to 
decide what to do with the material in the short term, if DOE could decide on the final disposition 
chosen. Those individuals who worked with this valuable material hate to see it thrown away.  
We would prefer to see it used in reactors. I am sure that the disposition alternatives are 
technically safe; however, the deep borehole alternative seems expensive. I would not like to see 
underground disposal interfere with disposal ofcommercial spent nuclear fuel. Don't downgrade 
Unmiun-233. it could be valuable in space reactors.  

Evening Meeting 
Discussion Session 

Q: With regard to disposition or immobilization of the material-would that be dose now or 
down the road? DOE should not preclude future use of the material. Plutonium has real value, 
the taxpayer has paid a lot of money for it and any value from the material should be given back 
to the taxpayer by energy or power. Deep borehole and immobilization is not an option. If DOE

19/08.03.01

10/08.03.01 
cont.  
12/08.03.01 
cont.

20/07.01.00 
10/08.03.01 
cont.  

I21/08.03.01

IM-001

01 0200 Comment Number 13

Comment noted.

010600 Comment Number 14

Comment noted.

010000 Comment Number 15

Based on public comments, the Summary was revised.

010600 Comment Number 16

This PEIS addresses the environmental impacts of the reasonable alternatives 
for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of cost, schedule, technical, and 
Nonproliferation Policy impacts are described in separate documents to 
support DOE's ROD.

120100 Comment Number 17

Comment noted.

010000 Comment Number 18

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 19

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

- t, 
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hydnides the material the facility should be at the storage location (Note: The rrsponse pro 'ide,! 
at the meeting did no( appear bofailly address the issue) 

C Those processes should be done in art area with a significant buffer. Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory has that buffer and the Snake River can be enviroanmentalty protected 
The decision should be made based on technical information 

C A small amount of the material shoald only be blended down to 20% for research reactors; 
it may be a help to University reactors to give them some of the 206% fuel for education purposes 

C: The same technology can be ased to horn plutoniam as to breed it, and because of this w 
seem to cater to certain interest groups that think we are going to create more plutonium.  

Q: Did DOE consider givtng the fuel to other contractors beside Cariadal flNote: The 
response provided at the meeting did not appear tofatlly address the issue.)

C With regard to disposition or immobilization of the material would that be done now or 
down the road. DOE should not preclude future use of the material. Plutonium his real value, 
the taxpayer has paid a lot of money for it and any value from the material should be given back 
to the taxpayer by energy or power. Deep borehole and immobilization in not an option 

C A lot of people don't have electricity. By DOE not using the Integral Fast Reactor. The 
United States is giving up our technology to other countries. The Integral Fast Reactor would 
destroy in plutonium. Nonproliferation is not achieved ifthe plutonium is not destroyed. True 
nonproliferation means destruction of the material.  

C. Ifthe Integral Fast Reactor was chosen, the United States could use the fuel and have 
10,000 years of world energy If the environment would not be impacted, then why not take the 
material and reprocess? The amount of waste would be smaller. Our country could be taken over 
in 100 years. How our fuel is dealt with would be very important ifthis happened and the 
material was not placed in a nonproliferable form. There are 33 countries with light water reactors 
generating plutonium. Electroprocessing creates the same non-retrieval barrier for the material as 
glass, however the electroprocessed material would be harder to retrieve DOE should use that 
process to make the material nonproliferabie. Continuation of scientific research should be 
for•mst, not political reasoning.  

C: The current administration is opposed to nuclear power I am concerned that final 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement will be released in September. with the Record of 
Decision released in November. DOE needs to address the issues brought up during these 
meetings now and have the final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement sent out after the 
dection With that schedule another administration will make the decision President Clinton

22/08.03.01 

23/15.00.00 

24/14.00.00 

25/01.03.00

26/01.05.00 

127/08.03.01 
26/01.05.00 
cont.  

28/08.03.00 

IM-001

070100

Generally, the goal is to complete disposition within 25 years of the ROD. The 
storage decision will be for long-term storage up to 50 years. Schedule data, 
along with technical and cost data, were provided in a Technical Summary 
Report for storage and disposition in late July 1996.

080301 Comment Number 21

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
disposition alternatives. Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 22

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

15 0000 Comment Number 23

Comment noted.

140000 Comment Number 24

During the screening of alternatives for inclusion in the PEIS, a Reactor
Burning concept was evaluated involving a variation of the Integral Fast 
Reactor concept. However, this concept, which would use a reactor fuel cycle 
design still under development, would be more costly and less timely than 
other mature reactor options. The development program was recently 
terminated by the Administration and Congressional action. Since Pu 
disposition can be accomplished using existing technologies, there is no 
justification for developing this advanced technology for Pu disposition.

QI-
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wants to limit nuclear power

C: I have visited the Argonne National Laboratory-West. its electroprocessor is working now This technology could be spread throughout the country rapidly Technical issues should 
come before political issues.  

C Third World Countries need power - maybe the United States could build a reactor to show it can be done and licensed. The United States would show the Third World Countries by leading It is possible that the United States could export the reactor design and fuel, so they will 
stop using fossil fuer and damaging the environment.  

C: Secretary O'Leary has said that the chance of Yucca Mountain opening is 50150 The 
chance ofthe deep borehole option occurring now or in my child's future is zero. Also. the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is not open, and with that most of'the underground technologies have been exhausted DOE keeps saying that some technologies require long schedules. but two out of the three proposed options are still not available. Completion of one of the options listed will 
probably take 40 to 50 years

C: There is no time to finish the Integral Fast Reactor when it will produce 10.000 years of energy with plutonium It may be two decades before the Integral Fast Reactor would be completed, during which the United States will be using up the fossil fuels available There are a lot ofpieces that need to be put together. With the plan of having electric cars in the future, the United States needs to be prepared DOE might as well save the material or burn it. How does this tie in with the Integral Fast Reactor and its ability to make 10.000 years of energys No one has been killed in 10,000 years by reactors, even in Russia only 200 persons have died Which still makes reactors the safest energy source DOE does not have America's interest at heart 

C: The State ofidaho supports the Integral Fast Reactor and is not willing to let it die, The Governor's comments state that this disposition option is in place DOE would miss out if they didn't address restoring the Integral Fast Reactor to facilitate disposition of the material The Integral Fast Reactor is closer to burning the material than any other reactor

29/01.05.00 

30/01.03.00 

31/12.00.00

32/01.04.00

Evening Meeting 
Summary Session

No summary session

IM-QOl

010300

The Department of Energy also considered the possibility of fabricating and burning MOX fuel in European facilities. This option was eliminated since the capacities of European fabrication facilities and reactors are being 
balanced to minimize accumulation of civilian Pu from reprocessing. If U.S.  weapons Pu were introduced into the European fuel cycle, it would upset this 
balance and increase the accumulation of civilian Pu. While utilizing European facilities is not a long-term solution, it may be able to support the U.S. disposition mission in the short-term. Until an equilibrium is achieved 
among European reprocessing, fuel fabrication, and reactor facilities, there 
may be some excess MOX fabrication capacity available that could be utilized for a limited period to fabricate MOX fuel from U.S. weapons Pu for use in U.S. reactors. In the event that the Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel 
is selected in the ROD, this excess capacity could help get disposition efforts 
in the United States underway pending startup of a domestic MOX fuel 
fabrication facility.

010500

The Integral Fast Reactor technology would require a significant amount of 
time and money to implement, complete technology development and 
demonstration, and build necessary facilities. Destruction of all Pu would 
take hundreds of years because of the many cycles of reprocessing and 
reintroduction into liquid metal reactors. Use of existing reactors can place 
the Pu into a form that makes it as difficult to use in a weapon as the Pu in 
commercial reactor spent fuel.

080301

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, existing 
agreements, and public input.
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Comment Number 26

Comment Number 25

Comment Number 27

IM-001
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IANfS Statn t Re: Storage and Oisposition of Weapon,-Ueabl. Fissile Mater-als Draft Pro-9amanc tnvironsental Impact Statesent 
my naec is John COamnder. as Vice-Chail of the Idaho Section of the American uclea*r society, and represent some *Oo se rs located P9edoinAtely in Southeast Idaho. On behalf of the section, I wold like to cake a statement onýýr, !_ he Storage an Dispo itjon of feapns Usable Pissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environ-ntal tImpact Stteement.  
We believe that all of the long tera storege optons are accepable fro the 
standpoint of safety and environmental Lepant; ho.1nenr the o 0ptin fo- the 0o locatin of the Pl .... and hly nriched Uranim rcerive.. our support 33/08.03.01 as the most favreble alternative. We also believe that any of the Long Term Storage sites proposed could be designed to be acceptable.  We beliee that the Plutonium Di-PLoition Alternatives uhich invo-ce disposal -ith out uti lization as fuel for use in reactors are unacceptale. We support 

the recomndations contained in the ANS Special Report on the Protection and 
Manage.ent Of Plutoniu, I special panel aort, Te . S rg August 19). 10/08.03.01 This rport recenmad iplemntatlon of the reactor Irradition option for cn dis.poei of surplus opd.a-usabl. plutoniu. cont.  
The Special Panel Report also remended continuation of development work on 
-epr~cQ8inq and bm".er , Integral Test Reactor ) as . promising approach to 
prOLiforatiOn-resistant fuel cycle. We strongly support this .hcomnandatio 3 

aralJ ehn Co rmande s a 

110 tieldetroea Lane 
Idaho FAlls, ID. 53404 

IM-001

Comment noted.

Comment noted.  

010300 

Comment noted.  

120000

At this time, DOE is continuing efforts to characterize the Yucca Mountain site for receipt of HLW and efforts to open the WIPP site. If these efforts are unsuccessful, the United States will identify other sites and/or approaches for accommodating waste from materials disposition and other DOE activities. In the event that sites cannot be identified in time to receive waste, safe temporary storage arrangements will be made pending availability of a final waste acceptance site.

0803 00

010400 

Comment noted.  

0803 01

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage alternatives will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies. national policy considerations, and public input.

Comment Number 32 

Comment Number 33

Comment noted.

Comment Number 34

Comment Number 28 

Comment Number 29 

Comment Number 30 

Comment Number 31

01 0500

0 
1.1 
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140000
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

PHILIP 2. BATTro 

Testimony regarding the 
Draft 

Fisile Materials Disposition 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

Meaday, Apri M 19% 

Id~eahoEse.Usdhe 

As the Covno" ofthe gnt Btu of Idaho, I sppesoae the Depuinmi of 

En .s ert to mt w Sgrp wish dt by-pro&M of th CoidWar. To th of you 

who have Iadad greg dstae to aiand today's eetn.m I etand to You my warm 

The nasti. ered ft mdear age fy years ago with big dream6 high hopes and 

M dwteae mofoude weapon, homille fa• about whax ogt eMOM day be unleashed 
At the same am we iuned os the =noen ar,. w- e 91 pK•e-ed for wvat to do -wih 
the fnal waue srem that come aps= through mclet aonv. • 

The DOE' "s adrig dame Imam now timesgi osslople 2 ovrsms al nst 
gatmus.. Not an ofthm aS h , Idho. but becmue the decisons DOE will make n the 

D raft Fsek M apiclDispoastid o Pbops.ioatio t ý Impa .St wyil 

imPact ow SAae It as iwmpotl tha DOE hastm to what Idsheans have to saY. May fea 
wht yeur decsio will do to the WitWon-m Other fear wha it win do to thtr 
pocktbk. Whatever desiom w-e nmde, it is iporw that DOE lise.  

Although dhe EIS promss DOE ha adekmi is didllt and frwght with a 

certain degn. of inevitbe coarversy this proc is _a oppr to pefay decide 

what to do wih what ar esanIay m-rplus wain"emali. -- " 1- ta si - em in wr." 

we now have the opportnity to eanay and Mionally decade what to do wah these rplhs 

Cold War materials.  

IM-O01
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purpose of the agreememt was to set the ground rules for how DOE would bring 
radioactie materials into Idaho and when these materials would leave. L..  

Our areement does allow DOE to request a modtication of the agreement if a 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis resulhs in the selection of an action z..  
that conmfcts with the terms of tde agreement. If Idaho doen't agree with DOE, the court 
can dedde wbether DOE's proposal is reasonable. In ltis cawe, shipping large quat t 

ofp•pntolmnm and highly emiched uranesm for storage in Idaho makes lite sense and is 
clearly unreasonable given DOE's other options.  

Idaho hasjust 4.5% ofthe natio's phitonimn and 10.1% of the nation's 
declssfied highly enriched uranum. In contrast, Tennessee has 66.4% ofthe declassified 
hil eyriched u-annim and Tiew has 664% of de nation's phluosiunt2 It would seem 
to make sme that if DOE wants to simply consolidate i holdings of these materials 
there wee places other than Idaho that am better suitsd for this purpose. C, 

Idaho is no longer a muacear dump sit Again, ifDOE merely wards to bring 
plutonium and highly enriched unram to Idaho for long term stomrae" is violation of the 
agremenit, thet is unaeccptable.  

Idaho ous be and will be tver vigilant Under my administra•on, I assure cvery 
Idahoan that we will continue to hold 1NE]L to the verny bmhies standards. As part of that 
effort, the state ofIdaho's Division of Enviromsimtal Quality recently issued 61 notices of 
violation at IEL.i Protectin TIdaho's environmenat is an absolute must 

Having said that. let me add this. My administration still seeks new jobs and new 
misuonsfor fINL. Just recentlyl came out in strong support of medical radioisotope 
production at Idaho's National Engineering Laboratory. T will -ontinue, with others.  
including Idaho's Congressional Delegation, to seek new projects that provide quality jobs 
for eastern Idaho. I mention this beeitse I believe that INEL scientists and engIneers ame 
some of the very bes it the nati•n I am confident that they can safely handle any matejal 
sent to them.  

Radioactsve Material carries with it a lot of enmotion. I believe The state's position 
addresses the fears ofmany. We want INEL to be clan. We want your operations to be 
safe. We wat to see mudar waste go to safe geologic repositories for peinameicit 
.disposaJ. We also wan good jobs at INEL, but imply bringing muckar material to Idaho 
for index e long teim storage" does not achieve that objective and does not meet the 
spirit or leter ofthe agreemin t that was reacbed last year.  

SDepament isfEit Natioena Geonexz' sAi ecanes Maadotm, -Dq-•eM of Eanerg NsUot 
_ atd Wa Seare sratd P ig D es Marc;h 19. 1"4.- ldevaer p•-is aiaek. n 

'For - man= i u csts aDav ?nri. D- ure, Chs.( Psie Bial. Idaji. Di-s-n f 

E e ntil Qatity, 208-3-O•.52.  
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Public Meeting Comments 

Nevada Test Site 
March 23 & 29,1996 

Evening Meealag - Marh 23, 1996 
Plmary Ssilon 

C: The United States always ays that the government will protect you, but what about the 
Western Shoshone Treaty? Is the government going to take the Shoshone land again and make 
the Shoshone come to DOE for our land. The deep borhole alternative will contaminate the 
soil and watr tale, ao matter what DOE thinks. Why does DOE ignore the land owners of the 
Nevada Test Sitc and Yucca Mountan? Why are there no Shoshone at the meeting touight? I 
have bomn aymg for years that DOE ignom the Native people throughout the world. DOE only 
brings desimetive matrial to ow lands. The Shoshone want living things to continue growing, 
we (Shoshone) are tied to the lant. I hope you (DOE) we listening.  

Zvefing Meeting 
Storage and Dbpesitia Breakout Sesaion 1 

C7 It is my tudernstadin that the Canadians we studying the draft Programmatic 
Enyvrmental Impact Statement but no decisions have been made on whether they will agree on 
the CANDU option.  

C: Baic fundanaital science is miming from this luae, specifically colloid chisy.  
DOE does't understand this prcem. Aliotopes cn be destroyed in the deutermium reactors. It 
has been done, however ti was not listed. Colloid dimnniaY stops my idea of transporting or 
storing the material. Any material DOE pla*e in the round, the public will eventnally drink.  
Again, the basic mice is mising.  

C: That is not true. (Nooor: Thiksr cotaff t wr =a* by apwekpoue Ix ,erosae 1o DOE's 
smtaaent thA&t - -Yscca MountaeM is being colesdfor spat xdo wfx4 noifr storAgm 
efsarpisflhze eAe,• Ie 7 

C: The underground storage of material is prolibited in any arm. Undergro•nd storage can 
aot be done safely ad securely.

1/09.07.02 

2/01.03.00 

3/06.05.08

4/02.00.08

090702 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy understands that the Western Shoshone have 
disputed the U.S. Government's ownership of lands on NTS and Yucca 
Mountain. The land ownership issue has been brought to court several times.  

The Department of Energy seeks input from Native Peoples through the 
NEPA process and has instituted, and follows, the DOE American Indian 
Policy, as well as regulations under American Indian Religious Freedom Act, 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act that require such input. For this PEIS, 
scoping meetings were held for the public to discuss and influence the course 
of the project prior to document preparation. Also prior to document 
preparation, an NOI was published in the Federal Register Applicable 
Federally recognized tribes were sent the NOI, a notification of the scoping 
meetings, and the Draft PEIS. After the Draft PEIS was issued, public 
meetings were held, and applicable Federally recognized tribes received 
advance notice of these meetings and the open public comment period.

010300 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy has received formal support for the concept of 
MOX fuel use in the CANDU reactor from the Canadian Government.  
However, should this alternative be selected for implementation, formal 
agreement between the two governments will be reached.

060508 Comment Number 3

There are no chemical processes, colloidal or otherwise, capable of 
destroying Pu. A range of Reactor Alternatives was considered by DOE, 
including ones capable of destroying large fractions of the Pu inventory (deep 
burn reactors). All Deep Burn Reactor concepts were too immature to be 
considered technically viable for this mission.

020008 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 4

t • 3 

2~ 
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C: I disagree with the statement that Yucca Moumtain is not considered, when all of the 
storage alternatives except deep borehole nced to use a repository. Thee am hazy lines between 
long-term storage and dipsition.  

C: Until another repository option is made available, Yucca Mountain is the only repository 
where the material could be stored.  

C: DOE talks about burying the material in Yucca Mountain and hauling the material to the 
Nevada Test Site. I am cotncerned about transportation safety. How dangeroua is the mateiial 
on the roadways?. The United Statsm has already wiped out the Shoshone, how many lives is 
DOE going to take before a stop is put to this? What is the trmsporiation meeich sm that will 
be used for this materal; rail, air, or highway? DOE employees are brainwashed.  

C: DOE i2 Noing that wrote s no a wepon, but it could be used a a wespon ifpsrt in the 
avuoumtemt. In the future the material will be and mums be elimsiaed and not placed in the 
ground. ihe -logy wm developed 50 yems ago, the United Statl needs to addres oa 
citizims and our fistusre not Rssi or allow countiries.  

C: The monatt dangeros matrnial is slated for storage at Yucca Mountain. Ifthese is sot a 
way to seorely immobilize the matcrial, it should be placed in - - where the distance 
beewea= the material and the population is large enough to not affect the population.  

C: DOE wants to solve the problem but it's the politicians that ar dckiding where the 
material should go.  

C: Initially. the radiation barier was the factor for using the spent fuel standard. "lhe spent 
fuel standard definition being uscd by DOE is not the mine m the National Academy of Sciences 
wording 

C: What the National Academy of Sciences was looking at as the primary harier was 
radiation.  

C: The National Academy of Sciences is talking about con•ng the Russans into using the 
inais as waste 

C'. Ther was material detryed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. I know 
of a way to destroy the material, and DOE has staed there isn't a way. With high power x-ranys 
deuterium stoms can be insewte into plubonian, then the plutonir• becomes heat, gamma rays, 
etc. DOE is talking about a game with Rusoa, but destruction could get rid of all of this 
material. I cant befieve tha no on in DOE knows this process.

5/01.00.00 

6/12.01.00 

7/10.00.00 

8/01.00.00 

9/12.00.00 

10/01.05.00 

11/01.05.00 

12/01.03.00 

13/14.00.00

010000 Comment Number 5

Consideration of Yucca Mountain as a potential geologic repository site is a 
national policy prescribed by Congress in the NWPAAmendment. This PEIS 
analyzes the environmental impacts of surplus Pu storage and disposition 
alternatives, not the impacts of siting and operating a geologic repository.  
Whether or not Yucca Mountain is the site has little relevance to the 
comparison of alternatives when the same geologic repository is being used.

120100 Comment Number 6

Comment noted.

100000 Comment Number 7

The stringent Federal regulations require the use of packaging that cannot 
release dangerous quantities of radioactive material in any credible accident 
conditions; therefore, the health risks for transporting these materials by 
either truck or rail are low. The potential health risks from transporting 
materials associated with the proposed storage and disposition alternatives 
are evaluated and presented in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the PEIS.  
However, there has never been an accidental release of radioactive material 
which has caused injury or death during more than 40 years of DOE shipment 
activity.

010000 Comment Number 8

Comment noted.

120000 Comment Number 9

Comment noted.

-I 
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C: DOE should look at the options veum the spew fad staudard Wth mixed oxide fue 
baeg do qse fud elIId. DOE Muacs I be modifying the ddeinitio. DOE should look at 
rtriev'l of" nia~i~ fnn dee& borchole versu trieval of material from spot fuel. With the 
acccpsmcof the spea tib I Id the g•al. it mm ths DOE ha impome this standard on 
the public am on rcmmendaion (Nlssatal Acedway of Scnem). The public should have 
mrcofa my. Thc duld be a ranrge of alhertmairegsrding the s Id robe tsed.  

Q What pe•cent of file maderialsh i wase? What -a of Sdmil terials is a 
wompmi able resowce? What It •offisimle cials willbedisposodof? (NNeieNo 
,0e- - pvaalddatihw W teeedag As fthos qviedom) 

0. DOE wes to provide a direct mud frtight respone to de public. Stop using flower 
phrases ad be diect - my what you menu.  

Q DOE ned to analyze all hybrid �imiau ofthe optio•s (nmix mnd mach) These 
mb Iu should be aalysed ia tde docmet m•dcuamulatim o 
especially for thue specific selection dau 

C: The publichm adsn bee afforded the oppotumniy to look at thse -- d mantches. If 
DOE com up with this in the fmid Piogrmsuuatic v E onorund Impact Stateament. dim dioe 
isu d alotofbathf fi r es an the draft Peogomumaic Envirmental Impact S-omt, 
beausme DOE will bepacn new options in thue findl Prograumastic Ezsvirounnsutal Impact 
Stateacset that were not available am the draft ihaluricat 

C. Past person wosking with phisonium in serecy were 1m.etd but this is not the ewe 
any-e Hlow is DOE gosing to avoid pokautial lega rmufifcutiomu particuarly when it doesn't 
usdrsn the bideam scne hawing do the ind.exal c be safey or securely stored? 
Whe•t •ixo l fsecrecy protecting DOE actions is lifted, DOE may find that it is violating 
miviumental lam like it has doe, in the past 

Q: To wat aat to def has DOE addressed a sain md rather tan policy spproach to 
atmr anddisposio, sockpiles ewssp amd g dowisizng, mod 
nequtollibatlem? Who w th -sit---s w-- ing us hils, what mn ther credentials, who 
deided which sn it would be, ad whet if thee sciments take the infinration from DOE 
mud sell It or t•k it to K•m? DOE nerds dmo bad now. The bet should be done 
now, na lner, It will matter to thevvibm (INV DOEW D0K w affj oft e utefa 
Acknwledged hAth hy qAd At have a ,ooke nswr to dese qasmes and amed he 
Palokipau b)N OWt - aueairweed qaaeM- cmrot)

11/01.05.00 
cont 

1 14/01.00.00 

15/01.02.00 

16/08.02.00 

17/01.00.00 

18108.02.00 

19/01.00.00 

20/01.00.00

010500 Comment Number 10

The Department of Energy, in considering the Spent Fuel Standard, did 
evaluate the adequacy of the Standard versus the greater degree of destruction 
achievable with other options such as the Deep Burn Reactor Option and the 
Accelerator Option. It was judged that the Spent Fuel Standard is adequate 
since it would convert the weapons Pu to a form that would make it as difficult 
to retrieve and reuse in a weapon as the Pu contained in the much larger 
existing volume of spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

The Department of Energy concluded that the shorter disposition time 
achievable with more mature technologies was more desirable than the 
greater Pu destruction that could only be achieved over a much longer time 
period through the use of Deep Burn Reactors and Accelerators. The NAS 
also adopted the Spent Fuel Standard as the most acceptable form for 
conversion of weapons Pu.

010500 Comment Number 11

Mixed oxide spent fuel will be essentially the same as all uranium in 
commercial reactor spent fuel; therefore, it will meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
Vitrification Alternatives will be mixed with or embedded in high-level waste 
which will provide a radiation field equivalent to that of spent fuel. For the 
Borehole Alternative, although a radiation barrier will not be provided, the 
extreme difficulty in accessing the buried Pu is considered to provide a 
physical barrier equivalent to the radiological barrier of MOX and 
immobilization.

010300 Comment Number 12

Comment noted.

140000 Comment Number 13

The intent of the proposed Pu disposition action is not to pursue total Pu 
destruction. Rather, it is to convert the Pu into a proliferation-resistant form 
that meets the Spent Fuel Standard as recommended by the NAS. DOE, in I

eti 0Q 
Z
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C: Did DOE take laid awasy from the Shohoo? Or did DOE buy it? Or did DOE whip us? 
I am proud of thut laud, it pmroides food and odhm resouurcs for me. but DOE does not -ý 
Pic ShauAno m-a tai atraton about our hod in ct. dhe court has maid d it will t[km a 
Crugmami dedian o saow the laind o be used by DOE. Did DOE gt Coresgansial 
p:rmaehz? I lope DOE a'syx the land! 

ElWWseuad D*eelde Drelumt Semla 2 

Q I did no aeeei a documa aid I cadled the Ivovkh 1-S11 mbea.  

Q Tbis is ow t ealavor Uniled Smiue sped ihclmw it affects to fitum. We am da lka 
& chon addrms tis rmpsibly. It my be expeno but it is mn epmeve to 

blow away -- •ui, and all - lifU fmoms. w mnlWil con b vachud m toa Sun. Mums, 
orVem=, aid deis am be dome inilely. buat da fr t .he placed undergoumnd or - I 
This is a ed-i-o. Whe m utsiend and am dty do beat? DOE &mthe 
best ametda ft dea wilth dhs inm became the Unid Stas out offtimc. The beut a 
can St it riidt U tint time, give don ft moey they and. DOE naies to guii what we 
we dIieg lith. the l iba s ne utleaw but t•a- am. We •m out oftme

21/09.01.02

22/08.02.00 

23/01.00.00

considering the Spent Fuel Standard, did evaluate the adequacy of the 
Standard versus the greater degree of destruction achievable with other 
options such as the Deep Burn Reactor and the Accelerator Option. It was 
judged that the Spent Fuel Standard is adequate since it would convert the 
weapons Pu to a form that would make it as difficult to retrieve and reuse in 
weapons as the Pu contained in the much larger existing volume of spent fuel 
from commercial nuclear reactors.  

The Department of Energy concluded that the shorter disposition time 
achievable with more mature technologies was more desirable than the 
greater Pu destruction that could only be achieved over a much longer time 
period through the use of Deep Burn Reactors and Accelerators.

010000 Comment Number 14

None of the weapons-usable Pu is considered waste. The exact percentages of 
Pu that go to vitrification or to reactor use would be determined as the result 
of the stabilization process for the Pu materials.

010200 Comment .Number 15

According to the Proposed Action, the end state of all the surplus Pu 
disposition alternatives is disposal.

080200 Comment Number 16

Comment noted.

010000 Comment Number 17

Since the PEIS analyzed the maximum impact of each Pu disposition 
alternative, and all the alternatives are well within acceptable environmental 
limits, it is predictable that any hybrid alternative would have much less 
impact than the combined maxima analyzed.

NM-001
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Morning Meeting - Mareh 29, 1996 
Plenary Sesdon

C: Then maybe you should not include that line in your briefing. DOE doeem't pay a lot of 
attention to the local public. (No.: This consne waire nude by a pardpantfiow,,ing an 

ha ge grqdhg Frm Mowaena rdsons ad en arevhead in DOE's presentamtion 
statin tdd a nwe iqfoirmwdpa& means beittfe dAedim " ) 

C: The security at Nevada Test Site lowa a lot to be desired. The military has more ability 
(Le. warltad disamembly) thsn just simple storage.  

Morning Meeting 
Breaklout Seo 

C Education and c unscmicatido with the public is needed for risk percepi on. The public 
does not kow of understanad the numbers mid their meanings in relation to risk perception.  

C, DOE has meaiond several Programmatic Enviromuermtal Impact Statements that will 
generate nuc•wm waste. Storage and transportation ofthis material is a major concern. Clark 
County is not the place to transport the material through. I propose using a rail system that 
would bisect the state to reach the Nevada Test Site. A rail system, in tun, could bring more 
industry to Nevada and some equity for the residents.  

C: I realize that we we not creating high-level waste, but we are disassmobling nuclear 
devicas at Nevada Test Site. I would like to see an alternative rote for transportation, not 
through Clark county.  

C: A railway would provide a dedicated right-of-way for transporting these mwatrias. and 
they could establish a suitable buffer zone if problemns did occur. The rail shipments could be 
scheduled to ccu at times when the least amount of people would be at risk. This would take 
away the fea people hey of shipping this on public highways. DOE needs to use the most 
viable alternative.  

C: I understand the security conccuns, but there are inequties toward the Tribes. (Note: 
This conanent rair made by a papdn ant rerarding DOE ceordiaetido with/fba 
coMMINuntifoilaslswg an exckange en tOw.spoettion accident and enrreaqcy responj.) 

C: DOE needs to have a translator for individuals to understand the docunents. DOE 
should not provide docuncns that the average person cannot read and understand. An eanple

24/08.02.00 

25/13.00.00

26/08.02.00 

27/10.00.00 

28/10.00.00 

29/10.00.00 

30/10.01.00 

31/08.02.00

080200 Comment Number 18

The Department of Energy has not placed any new options (alternatives) in 
the Final PEIS. As stated in Chapter 2 of the Final PEIS, each of the 
disposition alternatives can be implemented in a number of ways as a variant 
of a specific alternative. A list of possible variants is included in Table 2.4-1.  
The alternatives analyzed are considered bounding for any of the variants 
suitable for the programmatic analyses included in the Final PEIS.

010000 Comment Number 19

Analysis of the Nonproliferation Policy impacts of the various storage and 
disposition alternatives, including safeguards and security of the facilities, is 
presented in a separate document to support DOE's ROD. This document was 
available for public review in October 1996. DOE intends to comply with all 
laws even if various materials, documents, and data are classified.

010000 Comment Number 20

Comment noted.

090102 Comment Number 21

In the mid-1800s, lands that now comprise NTS were included within the 
boundary of a treaty between the United States and the Western Bands of the 
Shoshone Indians (that is, Ruby Valley Treaty). In 1951, the Shoshone tribe 
sought compensation for the loss of aboriginal title to these lands and was 
later awarded $26 million in compensation. All of the land within NTS is 
owned by the Federal Government and is administered, managed, and 
controlled by DOE.

Comment Number 22

Comment noted.
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010000 Comment Number 23

Comment noted.

080200

Comment noted.

130000

Comment noted.

a the use of risk numbers. There needs to be greeter emphasis on how they affect the public's 
concerns. Nevadans are interested in short-term effects, such as, property values, costuction, 
ctc. A region of influence of more than 50 miles needs to be developed. DOE is looking at 
costs, but what is DOE's decisionmnaking process for the criteria to decide on tnanportation 
routes? The public should be able to se these. In the R•cord of Decision, DOE needs to make 
sune that Nevadans know what how it relates to the public, area counties, and the state.  
Negotiations should start for these issues either before or at kidt by the scoping meetings.  

C: It took S yews to receive funding to just exand the road in Pahrtl p. I am concerned 
about the impact that project coats and the availability of funding are going to have on the 
timetable foe these progiosis.  

C: What I amn hearing today ar stone process problems. Public comments should have been 
incoeporated before the draft document was issued. For example, the Environmnts] Impact 
Statement for the Nevada Test Site and Offsft Locations in the State of Nevada affeted 
environment wecio identifies pollution levels that color the public's perception of alternatives 
being cnsidered. Emphasis needs to shift to consider local needs and concerns firs, not ater 
the proposed action.  

C: I applaud DOE in trying to address issues regarding nuclear miate] and waste. I would 
like to point out the fact tdat totiism in this amns was not hint duing the years when we were 
detonating hundreds of nuiclear dievises. Nevada is a large stat with a vast amount of federal 
lands, skilled wakforWees, and ample resumces to address this problem. The factor that needs to 
be add e i transportation.  

C: Maybe this meeting is not concerned about Yucca Mountain, but the people hee are.  

C: The Yucca Mourstain Site characterization has not beem compeited ard the 
Environsniemal Impact Statement for the Nevada Test Site and Offite Locations in the State of 
Nevada Record of Decisian is dated for July. This Record of Dcision will be nmde before any 
of the Yueca Mountain decisions will be made. I don't feel that DOE is integrating the issues, 
especially when they will impact the Nevada Test Site.  

Q: What is going an enviromnentally with these options and how many problems are there 
going lobe? How mi.ch damage will there be? (Iofe: No response war proed at the 
-rowt. to tAes aettsass) 

C: The Nevada Teat Site should be utilized - it has ftntastic inframsrctur and is relatively 
remote Linm populations.

Comment Number 24 

Comment Number 25 

Comment Number 26

32/01.00.00 

33/08.03.00 

34/09.08.02 

35/08.03.00 

36/10.00.00 

1 37/12.01.00 

38/11.01.02 

39/09.00.02 

40/08.03.01

100000 Comment Number 27

Hazardous material transportation routes are predetermined by DOT in 
conjunction with the States. The risk from normal (nonaccident) 
transportation of radioactive materials by DOE is minimal. Even severe 
accidents are highly unlikely to cause injury or death from a radiological 
release because of the stringent Federal DOT/NRC packaging design and 
transport safety requirements. In over 40 years of shipment activity, neither 
DOE nor its predecessor has ever experienced an injury or death from a 
radiological release during transportation. If a Proposed Action is accepted 
(by the ROD), additional detailed analyses would be conducted to address 
specific problem areas identified in the PEIS, such as the need for a railroad 
to service a site.

f

0 

0 

'-S

080200

The Department of Energy acknowledges and understands the need for 
education and communication with the public on the subject of risk, accident 
probability, and related subjects. To help meet the goal of providing 
meaningful risk information, several pages of explanatory information on risk 
have been included in the Appendices to the PEIS (specifically see 
Appendix M).
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Meralg Meatag 
Suninary Ssadoa 

No sumay sc

Federal laws govern the transport of hazardous materials in the United States 
to ensure the safety of the public and security of the cargo. The DOT is the 
principal Federal agency to implement the regulations, ensure compliance, 
and provide emergency response guidance. Radioactive materials under this 
PEIS would be transported through numerous states and local jurisdictions in 
full compliance with Federal laws (49 CFR) that are applicable to, and cannot 
be preempted by, individual states. The actual routes are classified. However, 
they are selected to circumvent populated areas, maximize the use of 
interstate highways, and avoid adverse weather. Exceptional precautions are 
taken to ensure safe transport.

100000 Comment Number 29

The methodology for the safe transportation of nuclear materials (Pu and 
HEU) is well established. Acceptable risk is not dependent upon the 
transportation mode (truck versus rail) but rather upon the rigorous packaging 
design requiring Federal safety certification. The packaging must retain its 
contents under the most severe accident conditions (fire, impact, puncture, or 
water immersion). Rail transportation for Pu and HEU was abandoned in 
favor of the SST several years ago, and is not now considered a viable 
transportation alternative for these materials.

100100 Comment Number 30

Pursuant to Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low Income Populations, 
DOE and other Federal agencies identify and address appropriate 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of 
their programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income 
populations. This may also include necessary coordination and 
communication with tribal communities regarding potential transportation 
risks and emergency response.

00

- I

100000
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08 0200 Comment Number 31 

The Department of Energy acknowledges and understands the need for 
education and communication with the public on the subject of risk, accident 
probability, and related subjects. To help meet the goal of providing 
meaningful information, several pages of explanatory information on risks 
have been included in the Appendices to the PEIS (specifically see 
Appendix M).  

01 0000 Comment Number 32 
The PEIS performs the risk analysis to estimate health impacts to workers and 
the public. The risk analysis can only quantify tangible impacts, such as 
cancer fatalities, on exposed populations. Estimating potential impacts such 
as future property values and construction activities at sites greater than 
80 km (50 mi) from NTS would be speculative and would not fulfill the intent 
of NEPA. The potential storage and disposition activities that are evaluated 
for NTS are of smaller scope than previous activities (underground nuclear 
testing) which apparently had no adverse affect on either the population 
growth rate or the property values in Clark County and the State of Nevada.  

080300 Comment Number 33 
Transportation of special nuclear materials is by DOE's SST transportation 
system. This system involves coordination with State andlocal municipalities 
along the transportation routes to ensure proper response as required. The 
actual shipment times and routes vary and are classified for security reasons.  

090802 Comment Number 34 

The funding used to implement the Fissile Materials Disposition Program is 
unrelated to funding used for road upgrades. The Fissile Materials 
Disposition Program would have no impact on the availability of funds nor " 
the timetable for completing the Pahrump project.
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080300 Comment Number 35 

Public comments on the scope of the Proposed Action have been included in " 
the PEIS. Further, the relationship between other NEPA documents recently 
completed or in preparation (draft released) have been included in the PEIS. . " 

100000 Comment Number 36 
The potential risk from radiological exposure during transportation is low 

because safety is built into the packaging used to transport radioactive 
materials. Type B packagings are tested to retain their contents under the most 
severe accident conditions. During the more than 40 years of DOE shipment 
activity, there has never been an accidental release of radioactive material that 
has caused injury or death. The maximum potential health risk from 
transporting materials associated with the Proposed Alternatives is evaluated 
and presented in Section 4.4 and Appendix G.  

1201 00 Comment Number 37 

Comment noted.  

11 01 02 Comment Number 38 

Consideration of the Yucca Mountain site as a potential geologic repository 
site is a national policy prescribed by Congress in the NWPA. This PEIS 

analyzes the environmental impacts of the surplus Pu storage and disposition 
alternatives, not the impact of siting and operating a geologic repository.  
Whether or not the site is Yucca Mountain has little relevance to the 
comparison of alternatives when the same geologic repository is being used.  

09 0002 Comment Number 39 

An environmental analysis has been conducted on all alternatives in the 

following areas: land resources, site infrastructure, air quality and noise, 
water resources, geology and soils, biological resources, cultural and 

paleontological resources, socioeconomics, public and occupational health 
and safety, waste management, and transportation. All impacts at proposed
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sites are described in Chapter 4 of this PETS and summarized in Sections 2.5 
and 4.6 and the Summary to this PETS for all resources specified.  

080301 Comment Number 40 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at the NTS. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for ..  
Publi MeetingCommets continued HEU missions at the ORR. Decisions on storage and disposition of .2 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, . " 
April 2, 1"6 technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input. ns 
Morning Meeting 

Plenary (SAD & SS&M) Seois 

C: I appreciate the opportunity to speak today and thank the pres for their participation in 

the mecting. When I was sworn into office there was a fiear in the Oak Ridge man of the Oak 

Ridge prduction facilities being ent to design laboratones. Many citizn feel that through the 
progfammatic environmental npact statenmt proces the Oak Ridge tecmohnogies wil be taken 
out of Oak Ridge, however, myself and my colleagues ae woerking to ensre that this wili not 

happen. I would like to thank the Ctiztms for Nationl Security for their work mnd drive to 

recognize the work needed for humanity not just Oak Ridge- Your CongressImal Officials and 

myself have worked this yew to sove the funding for Y-12. In my meeting with Hand O'LuAy, 

she stated that it was a no-brainer that DOE needs to leav the weapons production capabilities 

in Oak Ridge. The standdown that occurred in Oak Ridge was concerned with the money that 

had been spewt and was not necisy. When I visited Loa Alamos National Laboratory to see 

their production fiacilities, I left a list of tg unanswered questions. I have a list of those 

qucsim and answers available for everyone today.  

Sthe programmatic environmental impact staterneat proces does a couple of thinr. I) It allows 

input ftom people who know what they ae doing; and 2) DOE has pitted the partne of the 

Manhattan Project against each other. DOEneedsto be aftsintoday! DOE should not allow 

the sites to pit against each other therefore allowing a site to save itself whil sacrificing the 

DOE complex- I disagree with the new found fs of nuclear energy, weapons, and waste- The 

nuclear deterrent is why our country is strong and won the cold war, the United Swttes must 

maintain its deterrent and production capabilities. DOE needs to leave uranium storage and 
production capabilities in Oak Ridge. Do not violate National Eavlronmeatal Policy Act, 1/08.03.01 
why would DOE want to contaminate green field sits and leave brewa field sites? This 

makes no msce! DOE needs to slow down and not move quickly to move weapons 
productiolL DOE should not allow partisan and parochial politics to drive this proces The 

public and DOE can not allow this to happen. (Note: Tlhl comment/i prinwtly directed 

toward SM excep for the bolderd star ntsu whick can be consWered directed to both 

docOent-O) 

OM-001

I
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Morning Meeting 
Breaklet Sessions 

C: I do not think any citizen feels that Oak Ridge is a place for storage of plutonium. The 
option of collocated storage of plutonium and highly enriched runmum needs to be cut out of the 
final draf. If storage of plutonium did oemw at Oak Ridge this would require a radioactive 
wate facility to be bilt.  

C: There is not an anflysis for nonproliferation. This is the time for the United States to 
show more leadcrip. Thi United States should lay the gFomd work and show other countrice 
how to handl the highly enriched uriurum and plaec it under international controL 

C: The deep borehole cept has several adverse effbcts and therm a: a number of issues 
raised with these effcts It seems that the deep beoehole option should be placed on a secondary 
option LiL so that the public would only need to discuss realistic options.  

Q: The public would like to make comments on the technical and cost analyses reports. The 
dimnantlenact activities for nuclear weapon removed from tie stockpile are vague, in particular 
Volume 3. page 15. I have questions about how the weapons are removed fiom the stockpile 
and dismantled in relation to Y-12. When is this process in the realm of doing things? (Note: 
Thk response pw, idat tIe meating dAi no appear taJfiafy respond to Me he.) 

Q: Are the weapons-uable 50 metric tons to be given to the United States Enridment 
Corporation the me 50 metric tons in the Highly Enriched Uranium Environmental Impact 
Statement? Would the highly cniched urannm be titled to the United States Enrichment 
corporation? If so, would the titled material be kept on DOE property with the United States 
citizmes paying for storage until the United States Enrichment Corporation can take the material? 
Would the United States goverrnment have to babysi it? (Note: The responre prodded at the 
meting dAd not appear tofiily repond to %e bram) 

Mornlag Meeting 
Summary Sesaon 

No aunmary asion

2/08.03.01 

3/01.06.00 

4/01.04.00

2

OM-O01

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to Pu 
storage at ORR. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010600 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. A nonproliferation analysis was conducted during the 
summer and fall of 1996 and will be integrated into the decisionmaking 
process.

010400 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.

0 

0

0 
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Evening Meeting 
Plenary Session 

C: At the highly cntichod umanium meeting it was stated that the draft Programmalic 
Envirmncrtal Impact Statement was going to be sent to us; however, we did not receiv it I 
would hate to see this happen again with the cost analysis report, by not having the report 
available to the public. Reviewing the cost information in the analysis report is very important

5/08.00.00

C: No disosition of the material should occur. The time horizon is very trymcated. What is 6/08.03.01 
long-term storage? If the spent fuel is stored more than 200 years in a repository, it will become I 
non-radioactive and then could be mined. Fourteen tons of reactor grade fuel ha been separated 
out in this document, but the total in the country is very large. DOE should avoid making 
problems for the future. Trying to dstroy plutonium is both futile and unrealistic. Making the 
plutonium unusable may not be good for the future, because the plutonium will probably have to 7/08.03.01 
be recovered for energy and nonproliferation needs. It is assumed by the United State that the 
material will be safe, however, terrorists can do anything. DOE needs to have s more thorough 
discussion abost plutonium, beyond the focus of tonight's meeting. Do not rush into this and 
make a mistake for the future. The National Academny of Sciences' report (from last summnor) 
ha so-e very good point.  

C: This may be a problem that DOE cannot solve by itself. If the United States is headed 
toward energy problems DOE should not move too quickly.

C: It was first established that all of DOE's highly enmched uranium would be stored at Y
12. Howevcr, figure S-2 on page S-4 shows that all the highly enriched uranium would Mtay at 
Y-12; then pag S-3 sates that there are several different ways to deal with the highly enriched 
uranium I also looked for cost information in the doctnment I am confident that the cost of 
moving the highly enriched uranium to other sites will be rolled into the cost analysis. Highly 

enriched uranium storage is important to Y. 12 - it should be the prefen-ed alternative.  

C: Collocation of the material is for safeguards and security purposes.  

Evening Meeting 
Breakout Session - Remained together 

C: In reference to creating a radiation field ass proliferation deterren, I do not think the 
radiation field would deter a terrorist or potential antagonist, The field will not eliminate the 
material, it would just make it difficult for future retrieval.

1/08.03.01 
cont.

8/13.00.00

3

OM-001

080000 Comment Number 5

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided in Technical 
Summary Reports for storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
disposition alternatives. Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for long
term storage of fissile materials. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

130000 Comment Number 8

The intent is to make the surplus Pu as unattractive and inaccessible as spent 
nuclear fuels. A committed terrorist would have to have the technical 
specialists and equipment to transport these radioactive materials and conduct 
extensive remote chemical processing in order to extract the Pu for weapons 
use.

". ý1, r-k,~
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C: The position of the local section of the American Nuclear Society is to endorse the 

"Protection and Managemenr of Plutonium - Specidal Panel Report". especially its key 

conclusions and recommendatiom. For example: Strong support for the conversion of all 

phauito n now scheduled for release fiom the United States and Russian weapons stocks to a 

form which is protected firom theft or seizure by intense radioactivity; and the prompt 

implementation of the reactors irradiation option for disposition of surplus United States and 

Russan weapons phatonium by employing available reactors in the United States. Russia. or 

other countries.  

C: A lot of utilities are trying to get rid of reactors because of decommissioning and 

decontamination activities and cost DOE may be able to purchase a reator cheaply, then the 

government would only have to decontaminate and decommission that reactor.  

C: 1hc Stockpile Stewardship and Management and Storage and Disposition draft 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statements are full ofjargon and are hard to read and 

understand. These highly technical documents need to be comprehensive, and the doctnnents 

should be written to an eighth grade level so that the average citizen will be able to read and 

understand thcm.  

C: I am concerned about the socioeconomic impacts dealing with plutonium and its negative 

impacts. Negatives may be psychological versus real. Thcsc should be addrcssed in the 

docurnt.  

Evening Meeting 
Summary Session

9/08.03.01 

10/06.00.09 

11/08.02.00 

12/09.08.08

No summary session

OM-O01

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

060009 Comment Number 10

Comment noted.

080200 Comment Number 11

The Department of Energy acknowledges and understands the need for 
education and communication with the public on the subject of risk, accident 
probability, and related subjects. To help meet the goal of providing 

meaningful information, several pages of explanatory information on risk 

have been included in the Appendices to the PEIS (Specifically see 
Appendix M).

090808 Comment Number 12

The socioeconomic analysis estimates impacts to employment, income, 
housing, and community services. These impacts are estimated using 

standard methodology, and can be quantified and compared across sites.  

Addressing "risk perception" issues would be highly speculative and not 
quantifiable. Furthermore, it would not be possible to compare alternatives in 
a consistent manner.
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Public Meeting Comments 

Hanford Site 
April 11, 19% 

Afternoon Meeting 
Plenary Session 

C: According to the Programmatic Fnvironmental Impact Statement and briefing, these 
actions we being taken becaue of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and are considered an 
inteunational obligation. The Fuels Material Examination Facility has been considered for mixed 
oxide fl filbication and storage in the draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statemcnt 
It is unclear bow the Fuels Material Examinalson Facility could be used as a production plant 
mod as a storage facility.  

C: I m concerned about dcesroying weapons that the United States may need later. The 
Rmans cam not be trusted, they may me their matcrial to produce weapons, and to establish 
relations with terrorist groups.  

C: The plethora of linvironmsental Impact Statements has bombarded the public in terms of 
Progrumna atic Envirnmretal Impact Statements and how to encompass the cnvironmena 
inpacta undcr them. Since there •e so many pogrammnatic documents being produced and the 
Environmental Impact Statemens we go segmnted, I have no sene of the cumulative 
environmental impacts. The Environmental Impact Statements should be sub-projects of the 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statements and not separate Environmental Impact 
Statements.  

C: I would like to se a shell environmental document (Programmnati Environmental 
Imhpat Statement) that could handle waste as it is generated. This could be accomplished by 
baving the cuanulative impacts for an Environmental Impact Statement being provided to m 
overall 3heln. As of now, the public only sees a portion ofthe cumulative impacts. The public 
should be able to see the whole picturc.  

C: This is an exercise in futility. DOE should not lead the public on to think that a decision 
will be made based on this draft documenL The decisions will be made for DOE by an 
extraneous group. This document has not progressed far enough in terms of teehnology, cost.  
r and in discumsions with Russia in order to able to be meaningful enough to include the 
public for comment solicitation. It seem that these meetings em a disclaimer, so that DOE can 
check offl public participation from its list.

1/02.00.01 

2/01.03.00 

3/08.00.00 

4/08.02.00 

WM-O01

Note: A number of documents submitted during the public meetings were 
recorded as part of the minutes. The same documents, in some instances, were 
also submitted as hand-ins at the end of the meeting. In those cases, the 
documents are analyzed once, either as part of the minutes or as stand alone 
documents.  

Listed below are the names of the organizations/individuals who submitted 
documents as part of the minutes and the page numbers containing DOE's 
responses to the comments:

Tri-City Industrial Development Council, 
Sam Volpentest 

State of Washington, State Representative, 
Shirley Hankins 

Benton County Commissioner, Sandi Strawn 
American Nuclear Society 

City of Richland, Councilman Ken Dobbin 
City of Richland, Mayor Larry Haler 
State of Washington, Department of Ecology, 

Max S. Power

020001

3-763 

3-1025 
3-65 
3-41 
3-147 
3-144 

3-1011

Comment Number I

The FMEF is considered for use as a long-term storage facility for Pu and 
the impacts are included in Section 4.2.1 of the PEIS. For the production of 
MOX fuel, a generic facility was considered for all six DOE sites. At 
Hanford the MOX fuel fabrication facility would be located in the 200-Area 
adjacent to 200 East. The utilization of the FMEF would be a variant for 
MOX fuel fabrication at Hanford, which is bounded by the environmental 
analysis for the MOX fuel fabrication facility located in the 200-Area. Table 
2.4-1 of the PEIS provides a brief description for variants which includes 
"Modification/Completion of existing facilities for MOX fabrication." The 
storage options for Hanford also include constructing a new facility.

Utilization of FMEF 
to also support Pu dis; 
Alternatives.

ror the Upgrade Alternative would not preclude its use 
position activities, for either Reactor or Immobilization

-. � 
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Afterueom Meeting 
Breakout Semsion

C: I would like to thank DOE for the opportunity to speak today. If the Hanford Site is 
considered for stoage mid dispoajljon. there should be a quid-pr-quo on the other laws, 
agreements, and t iude. which we in plioe with the State of Washington related to clean-up.  
DOE needs to emure that the dean-up of the Hanford Site will not be hindered. Acceptance of 
material shoul idr the storage facilitiea available and cost. Tranmsportati of the wafte off 
of the I lamlard Site should require rescarch on aea weather and conditions. This draft 
Protgrantnatie Environimetal Impact Statement has Dot evaluated transportation imues as 
detailed -s other rniinrnmental Impact Statements. Transportation is a national I= mnd local 
officials me very oncrned. Emergency preparedrn will require plaper feniding and other 
stale mad local organirations will need to be kept abreat of the transportation of the materiaL 

C: I appreciate the amount of work that has been placed in this draft Programmatae 
Environmental Impact Statement, however, I see smie glasing omiasions. The Fuels Material 
Eamiination Facility was not originmlly included in the document hut now I understand the 
r snme the facility was not functional at the time the document umslysis was initiated. The 
Fuel, Material Examination Facility is the newe DOE facility which could support mixed 
oxide faul fabricatlion and DOE should consider the facility in the final Progrmnmati 
Enviromnal Impact Statement The potential of using Hanford's capabilities should be 
considered. This option cmi be acoomplished for just the cot of emupleting the existing 
facifitim. In terms of considering life cycle costa for the net decade the Fuel mid Materials 
Examnimaton Facility is extremely good. I am confused about the economics. would life cycle 
coat or hont-term economics be the oveniding clement? Short-term economies am perhaps 
foolish. I hate to we the Russias ahead of the United States again, as with what happened in 
pcelThe ordinry taxpayer thinks little about energy. Ordinary taxpayes md those who ar 

not polaized in their thinking blievc DOE is committed to the long-torn. This material noodh 
to be looked at not m a waslc, but as an energy source. Long-tmo storage for the average 
citizen is 100 to 200 years 

C: The Russian material should be placed in safe storag• I aupport the reactor disposition 
option for mixed oxide fael for the following reson: 1) The reactor burs the material so it will 
not be weapora-usable, Dy burning the fucl m mixed oxide, the manisl will be down graded; 
2) The United Statu will be consistent with Russia and other counties' atategies; 3)1Th 
proo is ieverdble mid make it acceptable to other Nonproliferation Trety countries; 4) The 
prcems has been prvn based on existing technology here and in other countries; and 5) Using 
the re acor would generate revenues, which would off-set the disposition cosL A mixed oxide 
fuel facility may need to be built or in there a possibility of using an existing flaiity. British 
Nuclea Fuela has a facility that produces mixed oxide fuel and could handle thi material. The 
mixed oxide fuel option is not an action that is against nonproliferation, it is focued on the

5/11.00.01 

6/10.01.00 

1/02.00.01 
cont.  

7/07.00.00 

18/15.00.00 

9/08.03.01 

WM-001

010300 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. DOE is responsible for implementing the President's 
Nonproliferation Policy as a result of the arms reduction at the end of the Cold 
War. DOE is also implementing a Stockpile Stewardship and Management 
Program to maintain the core competency and capabilities in support of 
national defense missions.

080000 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy works to assure that each environmental 
document is not connected, in the NEPA sense, to other DOE-prepared 
sitewide EISs. In these documents, the cumulative impacts of all current and 
foreseeable new missions, plus deletions to current missions are analyzed. In 
this manner the public and the decisionmaker can see the whole picture on a 
Proposed Action at a particular site.

080200 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
coordination and increased understanding on the decisions to be made on the 
storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. The National 
Dialogue Project, which is beyond the scope of this PEIS, is being 
implemented by DOE.

110001 Comment Number 5

Comment noted. DOE's Fissile Materials Disposition Program is an 
integrated effort that will require the participation of a number of DOE sites 
that have weapons material experience. DOE acknowledges the commentor's 
concern about the potential effect that the selection of Hanford for new 
missions could have on the Hanford cleanup program. It is DOE's intent that 
the implementation of Fissile Materials Disposition Program decisions will 
have little or no impact on ongoing clean up programs. Decisions on storage 
and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. The decision process will also give 
consideration to existing agreements between DOE, the State of Washington, 
and the EPA.

0
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destruction of the material. Although sone may think it is inconsistent with nonproliferation 
policy, theburning of mixed oxide fuel would ensure the destruction of weapons-grade material 9/08.03.01 
rather than the focus primarily being energy production. Thank you for allowing me to make my cont.  
comments, 

C: We support the mixed oxide reactor option. It is a technically and economically viable 
option. Timeliness in this issue is very important - ten years is too long. This is an international 10/08.03.01 
issue that will not go away. Thank you for allowing me to make my comments.  

C: I understand that consolidated storage may need to occur, but it does not solve the 
problems as summarized by the National Academy of Sciences. All of the disposition options 
require pit disase•mbly and conversion. I don't think that pit dimssembly and conversion needs 11/03.01.08 
to o•cur, because the standard process is not capable of handling the tons of material DOE is 
addressing. DOE is not ready to go forward with technology, because it has only been proven 
using kilograms. The current population is living with results of the haste in which the weapons 
pjogran wax put together. Funds need to be earmarked for the kidntification of waste streams 
creted from pit dimsaembly and for conversion and development of the technology necessary to 1 /01.o.00, 
treat what will be generated in the conversion process. Taking the time and establishing 
technology to deal with waste may alleviate the possibility of the existing problems at Hanford 
happening somewhere else.  

C: [Prepared statement of Sam Volpentest (see attached)l

C: "se local govemment and commumity organizatios hold real concerns for many issues 
regarding worker and community health and safety; the Hanford clean up; and the continued 
commitment to the Ti-Party Agreement. Organized a couple of years ago, the "Hanford 
Communities" is a group made up of community leaders, who look at issues dealing with local 
governmentas The "Hanford Commtmities" has put together an advisory committee with 
expertise in the areas of concern. I would like to introduce some of these individuah here 
tonight. We will be delivering formal written commenta lat. I appreciate the openns of 
DOE on the issues. Transportation issues of the material and location of new material into the 
Hanford mission will receive arrutiny, and we want to ensure tuat decisions made by DOE 
through this draft Progrmmatic Environmental Impact Statement do not impede or preclude 
prior commitments to clean up the site.

13/11.00.01 

13/11.00.01 
cont.

C: I appreciate DOE holding public meetings in Portland and Seattle. Plutonium is 
cxtianely toxic to humans and causes dramatic health effects. 0 microgrmas can carue cancer 
to those exposed. Oxides of plutonium are more toxic than pure plutonium in elemental form.  
In refervnce to the waste s'era chart, the waste stresms from burning mixed oxide fuel are at 
the top end of the chart when compared with waste generated by the other optiom. I disagree 14/06.0008 
with a previous speaker's statement that the reactor option offers irreversibility and eliminates

WM-001

100100 Comment Number 6

Logistical planning and meteorological surveillance are standard concerns 
which normally receive a great deal of attention during transportation 
operations such as this; transfer of materials to Hanford will hold no 
exceptions. Emergency preparedness personnel (that is, Emergency Response 
Teams) will be supplied with the necessary equipment and training 
commensurate with DOT, DOE, and NRC regulations. Sufficient funding for 
these concerns will be available to satisfactorily ensure that potential 
contingencies are dealt with in an effective and timely manner. DOE provides 
liaison with appropriate agencies for special nuclear material shipments.  
However, due to their classified nature, specific information on times and 
dates cannot be provided.

070000 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy agrees that the materials are surplus rather than 
waste. Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided in a 
Technical Summary Report for disposition beginning in late July 1996.  
Additional comments were noted.

150000 Comment Number 8

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 10

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

:F 
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Richland Public Meeting Oval Comments - April 11, 199 

weapons usability of the material. It is always possible to extract weapona-usable material from 
spent waste. The dates for opening a repository keep slipping with no end in site. If Saddam 
Humeni or like organiiations could get their hands on mixed oxide fuel they could make a scary 
weapon. I can't believe that DOE would want to transport mixed oxide fuel to England, 
considering the problema that Japan has had in tnuspioring plutonium. Does the goverm-rnit 
endors burning mixed oxide fuel? It is premature to attribute the Govemor's support to the 
reactor option. This Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement is a shared responsibility.  
the public is having a hard time focusing on all of the Environmental Impact Statements. The piecemeal approach DOE is using does not allow the public to we the breadth and depth of the 
nuclear problem, which pita aates against mats s amd sites alginst sites. National dialogue 
similar to the onms fotered by Tom Grumbly, Assistant Secretary for Environmental 
Management, and health and safety groups such as the Plutonium Round Table awe needed to 
directly address the outcomes that should derive foum the draft Programmatic Environmntal 
Impact Statement.  

C: Ther is a clear and present danger with this matoriai Ten to twelve years is an 
umacceptable time fi'ram to deal with this issue. I will leave the Goveror'a communents o the 
storage mNd disposition of weapons-usablc fissile material and ask that they be made available 
tonight and submitted to the record.  

lNote: The following comments reflect an exchange between two members of the public]

C: DOl needs to look at the murce term in regards to off-normal accidenat In reference to 
a Previou spI or stating that plutonium is the mont deadly material, I respond that plutonium 
has no harm even if it is absorbed though the skin. With plutoninm everyone should worry 
about ir pltices. Shipment of plutonium can be done under martime regulations and it has 
been donebyair. There is technology which can handle the material. Persconsofthe public do 
not have to mme Dae tactics.  

C: The health effects of plutonium are due to inhalation, ingestion is not the issue.  

C: There is a tranport and delivery system for the material. The material is transported in 
closed glove boxes.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Summary Sesion 

No ummary seasion

114/06.00.08 
cont.  

115/01.02.00 

4/08.02.00 
cont.

16/09.09.08

4

WM-001

030108

The Department of Energy is developing an Advanced Recovery and 
Integrated Extraction System (ARIES) prototype for demonstration of pit 
disassembly and conversion process to remove Pu from weapons pits and 
convert it into either an oxide or a metal. Unlike previous pit disassembly 
processes, the ARIES process is a low waste, dry process that does not 
generate aqueous liquid waste from dissolution of Pu in acid. The individual 
parts of the ARIES process have already been demonstrated using several 
dozen pits. The prototype program will demonstrate the complete integrated 
process at a scale that can be used to support the design of a production 
system that can disassemble and package the inventory of surplus Pu pits. The 
worst-case waste streams for operation of an ARIES production facility have 
been identified in the PEIS. Operation of the prototype will enable further 
refinement of these waste stream estimates.

010000

Pit disassembly and Pu conversion use existing technologies. Waste streams 
are estimated based on the throughput of the facilities used for processing the 
Pu. When applying for operating permits from the State where the facilities 
reside, DOE must convince the state authorities that the waste streams meet 
the applicable standards and criteria set by the State.

110001

Comment noted. DOE's Fissile Materials Disposition Program is an 
integrated effort that will require the participation of a number of DOE sites 
that have weapons material experience. DOE acknowledges the commentor's 
concern about the potential effect that the selection of Hanford for new 
missions could have on the Hanford cleanup program. It is DOE's intent that 
the implementation of Fissile Materials Disposition Program decisions will 
have little or no impact on ongoing clean up programs. Decisions on storage 
and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. The decision process will also give 
consideration to existing agreements between DOE, the State of Washington, 
and the EPA.

C)

0 c-

Comment Number 13

Comment Number 11

Comment Number 12
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060008 Comment Number 14

RkIbhead Public Mee4ag Oral Commefts - April 11, 196 

Eveaheg Metedg 

C Lft~ ared stemnawt of Shirley Hnkim s(e tached)] 

C. (Prqepare iraseat of Saudi Strewn (m attached)] 

C: The Richlan Clmber of Commaere , :sta burning of mixed oxide fed in light 

waern te , d dnt wara what the United States hss qet billW m of dollars devl 
This option would be less costly.

C: The Anwm ucle Society fees committe to the moan of ploniusa. The lhoe of 
,mcqmlifiee bring min thePolitical A. Th AmimN Nulaw Sociy• easa"p d a 
audy -heuxam and MompsVnt ofstPlsat - Spo*d Panl hpr- addressing the 
te.des1 imamu itwed. The Awlom Nuclear Society has decided on dtre doW ghat me 
oeded sodo agodsue dy.* l)Plae ,e g enu people ponthe palfor dolstuy; 2) Thestudy 
hould be ftian matcranidol dpersectie mad 3) Look at tIe conext ofall plutonium In all 

pUm The major s liig of the stdy wee to me the bum option becas it msapots 
noprollftmution. Burning changes the isotopic * onta of te mistrial md will convey a 

qritontibility on the put of the Unit States that they ma ction&. Contury to Other coumMets, 
now of the mesmbers of the seedy feci that the United States or Russoa would me the materal to 
nuke wmps 

C: [Prepared awtacut of Ameican Nuclear Society ueprecarttv (me attached)] 

C: [prepared atatmn of Ken Dobbin (me attached)] 

C- [Prepared statenment of Lmry Halcr (me attached)] 

C: [Prcpa statemont of Max S. Power (se at•ached)] 

C: Reactor finioning uses existing technologies. It offers the fastest, least cost routc and 

cm achieve effective electric rate farw. This would be a win for the NorthWest DOE eleady 

hass g ammt with Bomenvillo Power at the Washington Nuclear Plamt-2 facility. The 

Bonneville Power cmployoes on site can do all of this work. DOE should take into 

consideration the beefis of our relationship.

1 17/08.03.01

9/08.03.01 
cont.

WM-O01

It is true that Pu can be extracted from spent fuel. However, the Pu is not 
considered weapons-usable until it is extracted from spent fuel. The goal of 

the Fissile Materials Disposition Program is to render the Pu to a state in 

which it is not directly weapons usable, like Pu in spent fuel.

010200 Comment Number 15

The National Environmental Policy Act requires evaluation of all reasonable 
alternatives. Reactor use of the MOX fuel containing surplus Pu is a 

reasonable alternative for Pu disposition and, therefore, has been analyzed in 
the PEIS.

090908 Comment Number 16

The human health impacts from potential accidents are presented in this PEIS 
for all of the proposed facilities including the facilities in the Borehole 

Option. For each of the anticipated accidents, the impacts analyzed include 

the cancer risk to workers and the maximally exposed individual (MEI), as 

well as the potential cancer fatalities for the regional population up to 80 km 

(50 mi). The anticipated accidents analyzed cover a wide spectrum of the 

potential accidents including those that have large consequences but low 

probability, such as criticality accident (a nuclear reaction) and earthquake 

(catastrophe). The anticipated accidents include an analysis of the initiating 

events, materials at risk, source terms, probabilities, and consequences.

080301 Comment Number 17

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

c-,* � 

-C., 

� 

0 
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Rlchland Publk Meeting Oral Comments ••_ Ar 11, 196

[NOte: The followin two commaens reflect an exchange between two members ofthe pbic] 

C: Thdkns for the opporiumity Io sek and for extending meetings to the Portland and Seattle arem. I would like to invite all of the paticipants oigh to ned dtese meetings. As a physicia, the tocity ofputVoium is important to addn. plowaniois mtraey haradou, The inhaaon of a vryanull quoy wil ame c ea. nowever. ploniaum oxides ame more dispersble then the elemental foe. thereforaessiog to inhale. The implication &ha waste seams rom mixed oxide fud would net zero is inometI Mixed oxide fud is a contributor to the wRu ale as more ao than other options being e d, W wall e compred to odhr =Wegy sourca ISlt onel be umed. Wate from burig the nmarla] in light waer remaors is ighaer than other salslion opti os thea m b•in omidemd. ThiM option would add to a 5.0.  year w erblm thatr DOE h-- not yet been able to wive. Te United States cm ot cowider the reackor oPtin w"b DOE bas not dealt with the pemcm wm problem. Poet h and astan@M Alune Emug Agecy oversigt am necesmry when dealing wdh this lue. To 
mowe frwud mod make me waftc is laemepoble.  

CQ W fte disposml is a political problem and it is exaeerbated by person lite yourself that 
do not understaid.

C: noe Nationml Enyfronnatal Policy Act Is the!r I - here today. It requires DOE to open W the prom to publk ins . Other rmeas for my atlandmace vmuld be the I have lIve and worse in tdsamwe for a long time, whc hasm eabled me to develop a Wo of expetise an hIw to deal with i mm aid plutonium. Ie - -ity ofow couony is the most impoitat driver of t-- decisiom. Naairliferato is not a god word to im if you wfmn it to mea ittsewt�h•e•wrd. I haeamajornireamin the applysystm. IftheUnitledSwstaka die load. pluonium s our l heh bhred b i local recos Other health and enimaneaW reaed jobs need to be addresed. The haftinnetion amlable ncbh ast summay is eweellent: the Amerim Naclew" Society ,provsion is a fine summary; and the Nationml Academy of Sciem' rqpe huMld be added to this decisiomanaking proms. All of then documents have a good point I unaerstand dt th e United Stas is jut talking to the Ruiasm with no evidence of aynting other than talng being made. The Fast Flux Test Facility should beea par of the prognm. The triliumi •oposal far the Feat Flux Tst Facility is great. DOE is no going very i mad dch public aboald dmnar d fester acion. Lots of areaciti except osen lhe tonight.  
sm uiinfommod about dds isme.

18/06.01.08

19/01.06.00

C: Tie timing on the completion of the draft Prornammatie Fnvironmeasal Im•pct Statement and the dcloae ofte comment period is too short to be able to poid reponsible 20/08.01.00 oxmer The ornm period should be extended.  

6

WM-OOi

The environmental impact of the MOX fuel waste streams is presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix H of this PEIS.

010600

Comment noted. The NAS report is included in the decisionmaking process.

080100

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

C., 

C: 

C:

0601l08

WM-O01

Comment Number 18

Comment Number 19

Comment Number 20
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C: DOE needs to be financially somd with their decisionL The drafk Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement should not just explain how to sore and dispose of the material 
and bowto keepeven with Russi. I do not mind giving a couple ofmillion to the Rssiams if 
that is the beat use of the money to help alleviate this problem.

21/01.03.00

Evening Meeting 
Summary Session

No sunmary session

WM-O01

010300 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 21

rnO" 
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COMMENTS BY 
SAM VOLPENTEST, EXECUTIVE VICE PREIDENyrr
TRI-CrrY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

TO 
U.S DOE 

PLUTONIUJM DRAFT PEIS PUBLIC HEARING 
APRIL II. 1996 

ON BEHALF OF THE TRi-CITY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (TRIDEC), WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER OUR COMMENTS TO THE U.SDEPARTMEN OF ENERGY PLUTONIUM DRAFT PETS PUBLIC HEARING ON STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIALS.  

TRIDEC IS A 33 YEAR OLD NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATION WITH OVER 550 MEMBERS THROUGHOUT THE MID-COLUMBIA REGION OF WASHINGTON STATE OUR MISSION IS TO PROMOTE THE ECONOMIC GROWTH, DIVERSIFICATION OF THE HANFORD SITE AND DEVELOPMENT OF OUR REGION. OUR MEMBERS INCLUDE AGRICULTURE, BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL, HANFORD CONTRACTORS.  LABOR, PORT DISTRICTS, THE MAJOR CITIES AND OUR TWO COUNTIES OF BENTON AND FRANKLIN. WE ARE DESIGNATED AS THE TR--CrTIES "ONE VOICEFOR THE COMMUNITY BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY.  

WITH THESE COMMENTS, WE WISH DOE WILL STRONGLY CONSIDER AND EVALUATE THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:

- THE PROCESSING AND TEMPORARY STORAGE OF EXCESS PLUTONIUM OR WASTE SHOULD NOT BE SEPARATED.  

• THE FINAL DISPOSITION OF PLUTONIUM CANNOT BE EVALUATED WITHOUT CONSIDERING THE POLITICALLY EXPLOSIVE ISSUE OF THE SITE SELECTED FOR STORAGE OF THE WASTE.  

* HANFORD IS A FEDERALLY OWNED SITE WITH FACILITIES.  INFRASTRUCTURE AND SECURITY PROVEN AND IN PLACE AND HAS EX)PERIENCE IN ALL ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM TECHNOLOGY

22/01.02.00 

23/08.03.00 

WM-0i1

Comment noted. For Pu disposition, the end state of all the alternatives described in this PEIS call for ultimate disposal in a geologic repository. Prior to shipment of the spent fuel or vitrified wastes to this geologic repository, onsite storage is planned. For the Existing LWR Alternative, the utility company operating the LWR would be responsible for storage of the spent fuel while the Canadian utility company would be responsible for the spent fuel in the CANDU Reactor Alternative.

The PEIS discusses the potential final disposal of the spent fuel if a Reactor Alternative was selected and the final disposal of the immobilized "logs" if an Immobilization Alternative was selected. There is no final disposal requirement for a Borehole Alternative. Both the spent fuel and the logs would be placed in the NWPA-HLW repository. This would take place whenever and wherever that repository is located.

Cb 

0 
C..' 

�1

k%

Comment Number 2201 0200

08 0300
Comment Number 23
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"* AN EXPERIENCED WELL TRAINED WORK FORCE IS IN PLACE OR 
AVAILABLE TO UNDERTAKE A PLUTONIUM MISSION.  

"* SELECTION OF THE "PLUTONIUM BURN" OPTION COULD USE EXISTING - 0 
AND AVAILABLE FACILITIES AT HANFORD. THEY INCLUDE FFTF - WNP-2 
ANDOR WNP-i- AND THE COMPLETED BUT UNUSED FUELS MATERIAL 
EXAMINATION FACILITY FMNEF).  

I WILL BRIEFLY COMMENT ON THE ABOVE ISSUES: 

ON SEPARATION AND INTERIM STORAGE, WE BELIEVE DOE MUST TAKE AN 
OVERALL"SYSTEMS- APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM. INTERIM STORAGE MUST BE 
BASED ON ACCEPTABLE WASTE FORMS WHICH IN TURN WILL DEPEND ON THE 
DISPOSITION OPTION. FOR EXAMPIL, IF THE DISPOSITION OPTION IS TO BURN
THE PLUTONIUM AS MXED OXIDE FUEL IN LIGHT WATER REACTORS. THE 2 
WASTE TO BE STORMD IS SPENT FUEL INTERIM STORAGE THAT IS NOT AN 22/01.0200 
INTEGRAL PART OF A WELL PLANNEM DISPOSITION PLAN WILL BE POLITICALLY COnt.  
DIFFICULT. IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE. TO SELL TO TEE PUBLIC. NO ONE, INCLUDING 
OUR TIl-CIIES. WANTS TO BE TIE STORAGE SITE FOR THE PLUTONIUM WITH 
NO CLEAR AGREED UPON PLAN FOR ITS ULTIMATE DISPOSAL 

WE SINGERELY URGE DOE TO ADOPT TE 'PLUTONIUM BURN" OPTION FOR 
MANY REASONS. FOR EXAMPLE. THERE IS NO NATIONAL POLICY AS TO WHEE 9/08.03.01 
TO STORE OR HOW TO DISPOSE OF THE MATERIAL THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCE LAST YEAR STUDIED THE ISSUE AT GREAT LENGTHS AN CONCLUDED cont.  
"ME ML FEASIBLE AND ACCEPTABLE METHODS WERE TO "BURN" THE 
MATERIALIN A POWER REACTOR AS FUEL OR DISPOS OF THEMATERIAL IN 
SECURE DEEP BORE HOLES. AT A RECENT PLUTONIUM WORKSHOP. TOM 
COCHRAN OF THE NATIONAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL ENDORSED THE 
USE OF THE MATERIAL AS REACTOR FUEL WITH DISPOSAL OF THE SPENT FUEL 
RODS AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN. THE ABOVE SCENARIO PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR THE POSSIBLE USE OF EXISTING HANFORD FACILTIES SAVING THE 
TAXPAYERS MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.  

OUR EVALUATION OF TIES ISSUE HAS IDENTIFIED MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
POSSIBLE USE OF EXISTING HANFORD FACILITIES IN A PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION 
PROGkiAM WHICH INCLUES THE FOLLOWING: 

"* USE OF THE FMEF AS A PROCESSING FACILITY FOR CONVERSION OF THE 
METALLIC PLUTONIL. TO AN OXIDE FOR SAFE STORAGE. 1/02.00.01 

"* USE OF THE EXISTING FM]EF AND PFP PLUTONIUM VAULTS FOR INTERIM cont.  
STORAGE OF THE PROCESSED PLUTONIUM. ADDITIONAL STORAGE 
FACILITIES BEYOND THESE WOULD BE REQUIRED FOR THE MISSION. THE 

2

WM-OO0
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F FMEF COULD PROVIDE THIS ADDITIONAL STORAGE REASONABLY AND 

ECONOMIlCALLY 

" UTILIZATION OF THE FMEF AS A MIXED OXIDE FUEL FABRICATION 1102.00.01 FACILITY THERE ARE NO OTHER PLUTONIUM FABRICATION FACILITIES cont.  IN T•E UNITED STATES. THE FMEF HAS THE CAPACITY AND INSTALLED EQU•MENT TO PERFORM THIS MISSION WHICH WAS ITS ORIGINAL 
DESIGN FUNCTION.  

"* DISPOSAL OF THE PLUTfONIUM By -BURNIN'G- IN THEM Frrr EITHER ON A DEMONSTRATION OR PRODUCTION BASIS. THIS COULD BE COUPLED WITH 24/01.02.00 "THE WNP-2 PROPOSAL FOR THE OPERATION OF THAT REACTOR WITH A 
MIXED OXIDE FUEL.  

"* GOVERNOR LOWRY SUPPORTS THE BURN OPTION IN THE STATE OF 
WASHINGTON.  

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THE DRAFT PEIS IS DEFICIENT AS IT DOES NOT EVALUATE THE COMBDNED USE OF HANFORDS ASSETS FOR THE -PLUTONIUM BURN" MISSION. THESE ASSETS INCLUDE FMEF-FFTF.WNP.I AND WNP.2. WE WILL SUBMIT A MORE DETAILED STATEMENT SUPPORTING THESE OPTIONS UNDER SEPARATE COVER. WE REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 24/01.02.00 EIT.rHER RE•VISE TI-E r'~l •rmu~r r•. - . .A 'r-r. ,t•~ U ..... SPPE.N. T I WT
EHE REVISE.... THE •t IRR tW rm OR. ISSUE A SUPPLEEN To IT WITH AN OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF THE HANFORD SITE -BURN- OPTION CONSIDERING THE UILI-ZATION OF THE AVAILABLE ASSETS BEFORE REACHING A DECISION.  

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING OUR VIEWS ON THIS VERY CRITICAL NATIONAL ISSUE

cont.

WM-001

Liquid metal reactors were not included as alternatives for Pu disposition in the PEIS due to the longer time and greater cost required to complete their construction. The FFTF, on the other hand, is an existing reactor and could be used for Pu burning. However, the limited capacity of the FFTF would limit the rate at which Pu could be dispositioned and would require a much longer timeframe for disposition than that which could be achieved with the reactor options addressed in the PEIS.  

The Department of Energy is in fact considering the FFTF, pursuant to the ROD for the TSR PEIS. The ROD (December 1995, 60FR 63878) for the TSR PEIS addressed the FFTF for tritium production as follows: 
A private group has recently suggested that it purchase the FFTF from DOE and DOE then contract with the private group to make tritium at that facility. In the [Tritium Supply and Recycling Final] 
PEIS, the use of FFMF was considered and dismissed as a long-term 
tritium supply option because the amount of tritium that it could produce would only meet a percentage of the steady state tritium 
requirements, and it was not reasonable to rely on operating the facility far beyond the end of its design life. However, DOE will evaluate the presentation made by the private group to determine 
whether the operation of the FFTF might be able to play any role in meeting future tritium requirements. If any changes are warranted to this ROD following that review, or further NEPA documentation is required, DOE will take appropriate action.  

The Secretary of Energy has requested a review by the JASONS Panel (eminent academic scholars and scientists) as part of the evaluation of tritium production with the FFTF. Should the outcome of this evaluation lead to a DOE proposal to restart the FFTF for tritium production, additional environmental analyses would be performed as appropriate. If the FFTF were to be restarted, a substantial portion of the surplus Pu that would be used for MOX fuel could be used to fabricate FFTF driver fuel, thereby achieving the Spent Fuel Standard for Pu disposition through irradiation in the FFTF.  Further description of the FFTF has been added to Appendix N of the PEIS.  
The FMEF was a candidate storage facility under the Upgrade Alternative for storage of weapons-usable fissile materials.

MS

01 02O00 Comment Number 24

-1
WM-001 ý
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY 
Position Paper Abstract - Disposition of Plutonium 

Short-Terms Surolus Weanons Plutonium 

1. We strongly support conversion of all plutonium released from weapons 
stocks to a form In which it is protected from theft or seizure by intense 

radioactivity (the 'spent fuel standard*). Place immediate emphasis on 

protecting stocks as securely as when they were active weapons. We urge 

that higher priority and attention be devoted to assuring that this 

standard is being met.  

2. We recommend prompt implementation of the reactor Irradiation option for 

disposition of surplus U.S. and Russian weapons plutonium, employing 
available reactors In the United States and Russia, or in third countries.  

3. The time schedule for both initiation and completion of conversion should 
be shortened.  

4. All released plutonium in the United States and Russia should be placed 
under international safeguards as early as possible.  

Lonoer-Term: Civil Plutonium 

S. Energy demand, especially for electric power, is increasing steadily in 

the developing countries. We cannot and should not wish these countries 
to forgo the benefits of abundant energy that the industrial world has 
enjoyed for so long.  

6. The use of nuclear energy will take place primarily in industrialized 
countries, making fossil fuel resources more accesible and affordable for 
use in the developing world.  

7. Current proven reserves of reasonably priced uranium are insufficient to 
support a long-term, major contribution of nuclear energy to meeting world 

energy demand. Breeder reactors can overcome this limitation.  

B. The issue of the proper level and structure of development on the breeder 
and other advanced reactor systems calls for further assessment. We urge 
that this be undertaken.  

9. The recent U.S. decision to stop all development work on reprocessing and 
the breeder should be reversed.  

10. The development of permanent waste repositories is essential, since these 
will be needed for either spent fuel or fission product waste disposal.  

11. We see no need for international uniformity in selection of fuel cycle 
options.  

12. The IAEA should place increased emphasis on containment and surveillance 
and other nonaccountancy safeguards measures.  

13. The IAEA should be called on to review the adequacy of national measures 
for protection of nuclear materials against subnational threats.  

14. It is essential that the IAEA be assured of the financial, technical and :, 

manpower resources and the political support necessary to carry out its 
increasingly vital tasks.  

WM-oo1 
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Comments of Rchland Mayor Larry HaIlt 
Aprl 11, 1996 Pubkc Meetbdg on Storage aid 

Dipositin of We ons-usable FlPase Materals 
Draft Programentin c Enronnmeut Impact Statement 

Good evening. I am Lany laIer. Mayor of ichland. I also serve asChairman of the 

*Hanfod commnsities.' an interovsnmwmian organizationl that represents the 
inth"eets of ciis and counties most direcy affect by Hanford. As you aim 
concudi a long day of msetin., lot mis oxtsnd a somewhat belated welcome to the 

Tri-Ctiest 

I have a prepared statement I would Uks to read and eave with you. We wil be 
submttinkg onitten comments withhi the month.  

The Progremmanc Environmental ipapct Sttumvent. or PEIS, on Storage and 
Disposition of Wespons-Usable Meal Metal Is of gra interst to the City of 

0l'ciland nd the otha local govenments in Ints arma. Hanford, directly to our north.  

is identifld a one of six DOE candideftsates for long- tIs storqge of weapons
usable plutonium. Two of the dispositon alteniwtives noted In the PEIS w 

particday wel saited to Hanford.  

We would be proud to have Hanford help reduce the global nucleer weapons threat 
Howeve, we do have sorme mlsgivings. Needy half of all Hanfor warkerslive in 

Fachlsnd. I am concerned about their health and safety, as wll as their economic 
wall-ieing. Pubic sefety asociated with Uansport of radloactive mtarlels through 
our communities is a factor we must consider. We nunst also safeguard the quality 
of our ntural environment.  

Beyond thee tangible basses. we we anxious that our community not be perceived 
by others in the Pacifi Northwest as a dumping ground for radloective wastes. As 

DOE le reducing employment opportunities at Hanford. we mst recruit new 

enteto pses Into this ree to rmain viable. positive community kinage is crticaly 

important to our economic divsfication efforts.  

Our fonmal writtenirpm wea to this PEIS wil be carefully developed. We have 
appointed a temhnical advisory committee to explore the health and safety.  

tsiauportlon, end socioeconomic impacts of a new pkutonlum mission for Hanford.  

The conmittee began Its anelys I tis weak, and we hope to have our elected 
governing boards review their work and recomnnndations by the end of the month.  

lOver. pleas) 

WM-OO1
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Public Meeting Comments 

DOE Headquarters 
April 17 & It, 19% 

Afterauen Meetlog- April 17,19% 

Pkaa-ry Semi"

C: Most of the 14 tons of nuclear material at Rocky Flata is considered surplus aid 

presents a concerm- A decision needs to be made to treat thiu material as a waste: it is toxic 

and not a &esmce. The material needs to be put into a form that randel it prolifltion MIoatnt 

n quickly as possibe. The options presented in the storage and Dispodatio draft runati 

Environmental Impa•t Statoemct are not viable opotins to obtain this obpetivc. Geological 

repositories am not available and diposition optionu wr reversible. The mixed oxide fuel option 

has many flaws. Mixed oxide fuel; 1) Is mor costly than uranium; 2) Creat• an opportanity for 

theft of plutonium; 3) Preamnes that the material carn be depoaited in Yucca Mountain; 4) 

Gestaste heavy plutonium tht may be attractive to other governments in the future; Ind 5) 

Needs to be safeguaded against criticality conditions. Te risks outwmegh my resource 

consideration The lecurometallurgical technology option should be ejected DOE needs 

further ruearch before tUe vititficainatied ceramic teclnoloties c be ensidered viable. The 

material needs to be puint u a stable form for storage, but containSer, MlYd Wit only good fr 

50 yea• DOE needs to focus on store since no feasible disposition options are available" 

The technology altemtives need considerably mor sards should be addreased in 

ntermtonal dialogwi

Afternooa Meeting 
Breakout Smen 

C: The draft Programmmatic Esviromental Impact Statement PrIXem conti to appea 

friginitmd and convoluted. A particular concern that results front this frglmentio is that 

rprocssng is not comprehensively addrrssed in the Storage and Disposition draft 

Progranimatic Envirmmnmntal Impat Stuamesit or addresed in my of thr Progranmmati 

Environmental Impect Staments. The me of electrosetallwgic•l trentment a roesM -ing 

option, commonly referred to m "pyroprocessing." should have beet considered under an 

Favironmienial Impact Statement instead of an Environmental Asmessment. Another area that 

needs more attention from DOE is in their treatment of mibes as nations. DOE should sotify 

tribes residing in the areas of proposed activities early in the promss on a governmnt-to

govermem basis. so that impacs of the actions can be reviewed against treaties with the 

individual tribes.

1/01.00.00 

2/08.03.01 

1 3/08.03.01 

4/08.03.01 
5/08.03.01 

6/14.00.00

7/01.00.00 

8/08.00.00 

9/08.02.00

DM-001

010000 Comment Number 1

The materials at RFETS would be stabilized under DOE's Environmental 
Management Program before they are packaged and shipped to the storage 

site(s) pursuant to this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
disposition alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 

reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning and immobilization 

must be considered. Suitability of waste forms for disposal in a geologic 

repository has been analyzed and is included in Appendix H of the PEIS.  

Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

080301 Comment Number 4

Research and development is both on-going and planned to support the 
disposition alternative. If either the vitrification or ceramic technology is 

selected, the ROD would include pilot facilities as a means of learning more 

about these technologies.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
continued storage of surplus Pu (No Action Alternative). The materials would 

be stabilized and packaged for the long-term storage timeframe. Decisions on

-.., 
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C: The Shoshone Tribe is against pyropro•e•ung technology being developed to dispose of 

nucear material became it can be used to separate highly enriched uranium and plutonium from 
spent nuclear fuel. It should not be considered s an alternative in the Storage and Disposition 
draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

C: I would like to we DOE develop an outline for nonproliferation like the outline used in 

the long-term storage and disposition impacts fact sheet. The fct shedt oudine goes through 

some of the categories addressed in the drt Programmatic Environmental Impect Statement It 

would be useful for DOE to develop a standard framework that everyone agrs on in tenos of 

analysm which would outline the nonproliferation impacts that we trying to be measured. This 

would be useful to DOE even beyond the Storage and Disposition draft Programmatic 

Environmental Impact Statement.  

C: DOE should provide the public with draft copies of the other analyses being ipr in 

parallel with the Environmental Impact Statement, and broaden the public bupport and 
involvement in the decsionmnaking proccs& 

C: I rep•esen the Military Production Network. We sued DOE in an effout to have an 

integrated presentation of their proposed activities and to get public involvement in the proc 

as required by National Environmental Policy Act. We have found the fallout of this action is 

what we call "paticipstion prolifiration," and unfortimately a further fiagmentation of the 

isrues For example, the increase of waste resulting from the differnt progIm is being 

addressed separately and not cmnulatively. We, therefore, feel that the National Environmental 

Policy Act prooms is deterioratng as is DOE's image of open mindedness, primarily because the 

current approach is not addressing connections of various actions and is not comprehensive.

3/08.03.01

3/08.03.01 
cont.  

10/01.00.00 

11/08.00.00 

12/08.00.00

C: It is hard to comment on one Environmental Impact Statement when they are all 

interrelated.  

C: It is important that the Federal Government conduct ongoing opidemiological studies of 13/09.10.08 
impacts within a t0 mile radius of the various sites.  

C: We are making a strategic mistake downsizing the weapons complex. There is no "New 

World Order". Red China is the largest commuumst state ever, and Bonis Yeltsin may soon be 

removed from office. I think history will show that it was wrong to downsizc our military.

C: Some of what might be called fragmentation has in fact improved the efficiency of DOE 
activities. The Disposition of tlighly Enriched Uranium Environmental Impact St t isa= 

prime example. It was a good ides to handle highly enriched uranium separately from 

plutonium because it was more approprate to address disposition of weapons highly enriched 
uranium and weapons plutonium separately.

14/01.00.00

disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

140000 Comment Number 6

Comment noted. The United States currently has a joint effort with Russia to 
assess the technical feasibilities of the various Pu disposition alternatives 
including plans for joint demonstration of some of the technologies. The 

success of this joint effort would provide the basis for negotiation with other 
nations.

010000 Comment Number 7

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 
potential disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of 
Pu from that spent fuel is beyond the scope of the PEIS and the fundamental 

nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. However, consistent with 

U.S. policy not to reprocess spent nuclear fuel, the spent fuel from burning 
MOX in reactors will be disposed of in a geologic repository along with other 
domestic spent fuel.

080000 Comment Number 8

The Department of Energy's evaluation of the electrometallurgical process 
for purposes other than disposition of fissile materials is outside of the scope 
of this PEIS.

080200 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy recognizes the special status of the American 
Indian tribes in relation to the Federal government. DOE has issued specific 

guidance for full involvement of tribes in the NEPA process. Further, DOE 
has prepared a detailed listing of the tribes that could be affected by Proposed 

Actions. All of the tribes on that list, and others who have indicated an interest 
in storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials, have been 
notified about the PEIS on a regular basis.
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C: Today's Washington Post had an article on the danger of nonproliferation. It appears that 

even the draft Programmatic Environmcntal Impact Statement process is adding to the threat 

because it delays appropriate actions bking made in an efficient and direct manner and thereby 

increases the risk of others getting at it

C: In a lecture at Stanford University. Professor Wolfgang Stohl of Germany summarized the 

result of an -Electric Power Research Institute report on European countrics in the nuclear 

business. He stated that mixed oxide fuel is commonly used there under even diflicult 

conditions. The European impression of the United States' policy is that we have out head in 

the sand and need to control, rather than ignore, the technology.  

Afternoon Meeting 
Summary Session 

No summary session

15/08.03.00 

16/01.06.00

DM-001

010000 Comment Number 10

Comment noted. DOE will use analyses to assess domestic and international 
policy impacts (including Nonproliferation Policy) and the Proposed Action 

described in the PEIS to support the ROD.

080000 Comment Number 11

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 

Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  

Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 

1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 

public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.

080000 Comment Number 12

The combining of meetings was done at the specific request of the public near 
several DOE sites and was not considered to have any negative impact on the 

public review process. This request was based upon a need to hear how these 

documents were related to one another and to avoid requiring public 

attendance at several meetings spanning several days. The Draft PEIS and 

reference documents were made available in advance of the public meetings.

091008 Comment Number 13

The Federal Government, as well as other local governments and interested 
organizations, has conducted or sponsored relevant epidemiology studies for 

various sites analyzed and considered for Pu storage and disposition 

alternatives. These studies are described in Section M.4 of the PEIS. In 

addition, any site selected for a storage or disposition alternative will continue 

to have an extensive environmental monitoring program to ensure that any 

releases associated with normal facility operations will not impact human 
health.
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Morning Meeting - April 18, 19%6 

Plenary session 

C: Regding the new DOE policy on integrated hearings particularly from a budgetary 
standpoint, the integration of hearings may be useful and interesting. However, this integration 
has made the oppommity for the public dialogue more difficult and less substantive. The 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Sisiements become longer and more technical a they prugren throughout the National Enviromrental Policy Act procs Greonpec does not like 
this format

Morning Meeting 
Breakout Session 

C: I an not saying dtht the Unittd States add capacity, just tht we utilize the existing exces 
capacity. It will take seven to t, years to build a reactor, ad appraximalely another fifteen 
years to complete the whole prooes. The United States is then looking at a twenty•-fiv year 
time frsme. During this t-,nty.fivc year time fronm, the foreign excess capacity could be umed 
to eliminate the nuaerials 

C Other comments I have am: I) The satescntn in the document that a "mixed oxide fuel 
fidiation facility nmu be built', should instead state may instead of mau, 2) These will be no 
increase in speat fuel with or without ractors using mixed oxide fuel. The waest forms will be 
thea mn,. 3) Credit should be given to displacement of usamium fuel that would have to be 
mined, milled, enriched, fabricated, and transported; 4) Mixed oxide fuel will ue exces tails; 5) 
There will be no impacts on shipping, the mae amount of material will be shipped to the 
reactors a is now, 6) The reactor option is the only one thit redum the flaile consent; 7) The 
recltor option cmte closely reaching disposition a defined by the spent fuel standard in the 
documse;t and 8) The document needs to further explain that plutonium could be recovered 
from immobilization and vitrification.  

C: Tables in the docusment incorrectly show an increase in the amount of spent fuel. Also, if the number ofassemblies being transported is the mine and DOE transports the moterial in a 
moe safe secure environment, it would seem to me the fatalities should go down.  

C: Many envinonmental and nonproliferation oepgaiiations would like to preclude the 
foreign option. The me of intetnatioml plutonium flcilities ae awilthsical to the United States 
policy. The Euovosea's have MWge nvirwonme= problems. There we serval questions to be 
aawere before foreign industries can be used. The use of foreign industries is a proliferation 
risk I am coneemd with the safety issucs of shipping the plutonium. However, this does not

17/08.02.00

18/06.01.09 

19/06.01.08 
20/09.11.08 

I 21/09.11.08 
I 22110.00.00 

I23/08.03.01 
24/05.00.08 

20/09.11.08 
cont.  
25/10.02.00 

26/01.06.00 

I 27/10.00.00 

DM-001

010000 Comment Number 14

Comment noted.

080300

It is critical that DOE make good, sustainable decisions on the important 
issues related to the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials. Part of making good decisions is presenting the decisionmaker 
with the environmental impacts of taking action based upon a range of 
reasonable alternatives. Therefore, the time and money used in determining 
the potential impacts on our environment is well spent. The value of informed 
decisionmaking outweighs the risk of delay caused by the study.

010600 Comment Number 16

Comment noted.

080200

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
integration of public meetings on draft EISs. The joint meetings on the 
Storage and Disposition PEIS, the Stockpile Stewardship and Management 
PEIS, and the Pantex EIS were held using a integrated format at the request 
of several organizations and citizen advisory boards. They stated that such 
meetings "would be more convenient and provide a less confusing format for 
public participants. It would avoid duplication, permit a much more efficient 
use of the public's time and allow a more informed decision about the issues."

060109 Comment Number 18

Europe is moving toward a balance between the capacity to fabricate MOX 
fuel and the capacity to utilize MOX fuel in reactors. Additionally, Europe has 
excess separated Pu stores which they intend to use as MOX fuel as the fuel 
fabrication infrastructure and reactor infrastructure permits. Therefore, use of 
European reactors for consumption of U.S. Pu-source MOX fuel would 
merely displace the use of separated European Pu and result in no net

24..0 
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seem to be a concern to DOE. The cost and time frame is immense. DOE needs to get on track 
and not be sidclined with suggestions of using foreign industries.  

C: There is an urgency to this problem. DOE could reassure the public that the problem is being mrved ifthe mixed oxide option is chosen. DOE should not preclude any option cven if it is controvcrsis. The foreign option should be considered if it is the quickest way to get on with 
the job. I support the mixed oxide option.

C: As the population grows, you can project the need for future energy and the life expectancy of current facilities. New capacity will be needed in the future. Energy Information 
Agency projections show the electricity need and market.  

C: There is no indication of the parameters considered for the environmetlal impact on global change. As for the queiom of whether there a need for cnergy - the answer is yes, denmoraphics show the need though the continued growth of the country. Present facility life shors there will be the need for new facilities and/or capacity of this material. The carbon dioxide lease nmaber should be an impoetant factor for evaluating the options. I understand 
that if plisomitm is saustituted for uranium in present plants that there would be no net esvummt cuang on car dioxide from a global climate chane. However, ifa plant is partially cornpirled or an advanced plant is put online, there would be a net change in the total 
carbon dioxde release.  

C: There should be a broader scope of multi-purpose reactors in the final Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Staterment 

C: Ther have ben numerous documents which have looked at overseas facilities regarding noepeofifcadtn and th development ofNational Environmental Policy Act documens. Should them be any consideration of overseas facilities, I would hope that the nonproliferation conomns 
are included in the aent 

Q' Have dcoommisusoning and decontamination c been considered for all options, such spsmF -ng facilities, deep boreholes, vitrification, and rmactors when some of thes options will not have decontasnination and decommisioning comts assoated with them? Is DOE considering that by the United Stae not participating in this teelmology and not having a technological lead dth the United States is abandorning its right to participate in nonproliferation 
iassue in the world? (N9te: No ,swp e a• p•vorlid at A the the swatth to Ikw questios.) 

C: I nm concemed about coat information availability and the comment period ending before this information is available. This seem to circumvent the whole National Eaviromnntiid Policy Act process. The driver for this is not noaproliferation, although you (DO1) imply tht nonproliferation should be the driver. The point of the National

18/06.01.09 
cont.

128109.00.08 

29/09.03.08 

30/01.00.00 

26/01.06.00 
cont.  

31/07.00.00 

32/05.01.08 

33/08.00.00 

DM-001

DM-001

060108

Comment noted. DOE is considering the construction of a new facility for 
MOX fuel fabrication using surplus weapons-usable Pu, but also considers 
the conversion of existing facilities for MOX fuel fabrication with surplus 
weapons-grade Pu. Table 2.4-1 of the PEIS provides a brief description for 
variants, including "modification/completion of existing facilities for MOX 
fabrication."

09 1108

The MOX fuels designed for serving Pu disposition would not stay in the 
reactors' cores for recovering their full economic values. The MOX fuel cycle 
for the purpose of Pu disposition for each refueling would be shorter than the 
current typical commercial nuclear power plants. The data developed for this 
PEIS assumed that the MOX fuel bundles would be removed as soon as the 
fuel had been irradiated to the point where it had met the Spent Fuel Standard.  
This assumption, resulting in a greater amount of spent fuel from the reactors, 
was used in order to bound the impacts for spent fuel generation and storage.  
Also, it would dispose of the excess weapons-usable fissile materials as 
quickly as possible.

to

reduction in world inventories of separated Pu. Hence, the statement that 
Europe has no excess MOX fuel capacity. Additionally, facility utilization 
projections indicate that, while some excess MOX fuel fabrication capacity 
may exist in Europe for the next few years, current capacity is soon expected 
to be fully utilized for commercial MOX fuel fabrication. Therefore, the 
United States may not be able to rely on the use of existing European MOX 
fuel fabrication capacity for the entire disposition campaign. However, as a 
part of efforts to develop weapons-grade Pu MOX fuel, DOE is consulting 
with European Fuel Fabricators to benefit from their experience in MOX fuel 
fabrication and may have some MOX Lead Test Assemblies and/or initial 
core loads fabricated in Europe. Also, participation in the construction and 
operation of a MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility in the United States will be 
open to European fuel vendors.

Comment Number 19

Comment Number 20
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Environmental Policy Act is public input; therefore, all of the infornmation needed to make 
responsible and substantive comments should be available at the sam time. Other DOE 
Environental Impact Statements have shown the nonproliferation concerns in the document 
and this one does not.  

C: Prior National Envimronental Policy Act documents including the Foreign Rcsearch 
Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Environmental Impact Statement and the Environmental Assessment 
on Electrotetallurgical Treatment all incorporated specific sections on proliferation.

33/08.00.00 
cont.

C: The Russians have a different problem, they do not have light water reactors. They hawv 
mixed mononimride reactors; and there are some advantages to them. DOE should consider this 34/14.00.00 
opto-.

C: Mixed oxide fuel is used in reactors. I lowever, experience relating to the use mixed 
oxide fuels in reactors is not in the private/public domain, so the public cannot analyze it. The 
information on mixed oxide fuel technology should be made available to the public througjh the 
National Environmental Policy Act, if DOE has accs to the proprietary technical information.  

Morning Meeting 
Summary Sesion 

No summary seion

35/08.00.00

091108 Comment Number 21

The Avoided Impacts section of the PEIS (Section 4.9) has been updated not 
only to include avoided human health impacts from mining, milling, and 
enrichment operations, but avoided air quality impacts, avoided waste 
generation, and other avoided environmental impacts. This section includes 
the displacement of uranium fuel by MOX fuel.

100000 Comment Number 22

The intersite transportation for existing LWR includes only transportation of 
material to pit disassembly/conversion and Pu conversion sites and 
transportation of material to the MOX fuel fabrication site since 
transportation from the fuel fabrication site and spent fuel transportation is 
already occurring. For the partially completed LWR, all transportation steps 
are included (to pit disassembly/conversion and Pu conversion, to the MOX 
fuel fabrication site, to the reactor, and to the repository) since no 
transportation is currently involved for the partially completed reactors (not 
in operation).

080301 Comment Number 23

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

050008 Comment Number 24

The recoverability of Pu from each of the disposition alternatives is discussed 
in results of nonproliferation reviews which were published in fall 1996, and 
are included in the decisionmaking process. This nonproliferation report is 
included with other supporting documents in the DOE Public Reading 
Rooms.
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100200 Comment Number 25 

The number of fatalities is based on several factors including the radiation 
environment of the package, the type of package used, type of vehicle, 
number of miles to be traveled, and the type of roads to be traveled. The PEIS 
evaluates the transport of MOX fuel assemblies and the associated blendstock 
to the fuel fabricator and then to the reactor site. After the fuel assemblies 
have been burned up in a reactor for the transportation analysis, the MOX 
spent fuel assemblies are assumed to be identical to uranium spent fuel 
assemblies. The same vehicles and packages will be used and all factors are 
assumed to be identical.  

010600 Comment Number 26 

The two disposition alternatives that would involve foreign industries are the 
CANDU Reactor Alternative and the Existing LWR Alternative using foreign 
MOX fuel fabrication. In the former case, Canada as a nonnuclear weapons 
state, would burn both U.S. and Russian Pu in heavy water reactors. This 
alternative would require final approval from the Canadian Government. Both 
the U.S. and Canadian Governments would oversee the operations which 
would comply with domestic and international inspections and the 
Nonproliferation Policy. In the latter case, MOX fuel fabrication in existing 
European facilities would be conducted for a limited period of time pending 
availability of a domestic MOX fuel fabrication facility. The shipment and 
handling-of Pu and fabrication of MOX fuel would likewise be conducted in 
accordance with international inspections and safeguards regimes.  

100000 Comment Number 27 

The use of British and/or French facilities to produce MOX fuel is a viable 
option, and therefore included in the PEIS. Their facilities are readily 
available and currently producing nuclear fuel; this is a clear short-term 
advantage. Measures would be taken to safeguard materials throughout the 
production cycle. Nuclear industry-owned ships, specifically designed to 
transport radioactive materials, could be used to ensure appropriate safety and : 
security of the cargo. Although cost is not the principal factor, there is little 
reason to believe that cost would be significantly higher for this method 
versus other MOX fuel production options. If this method is considered 

W• further, a cost analysis would be conducted prior to implementation.
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090008 Comment Number 28 

The scope of this PEIS is to analyze the environmental impacts at each 
candidate or representative site as described in Chapter 3 of the PEIS. The " 
general approach and specific methods for assessing environmental --'j Z 
consequences, along with estimated results and potential cumulative impacts, 3 z.  
are presented in Chapter 4. The information and environmental analyses are 
intended to address all significant issues raised during the scoping process. tr , 
The general environmental impact on global change is beyond the scope of • 
this PEIS with the exception of transportation. There is a description of the Q 
impact on Global Commons in Appendix G.  

C-, 

090308 Comment Number 29 

The net outputs of carbon dioxide using MOX fuel in an existing operating 
reactor, a partially completed reactor, or an advanced reactor during operation 
would be similar. The construction involved with completing a partially 
completed reactor or constructing an advanced reactor would produce a net 
gain of carbon dioxide. On a global scale, the gain would be minimal. The 
production of electricity from any operating reactor would significantly 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions relative to a similarly sized fossil fueled 
power plant.  

010000 Comment Number 30 

Comment noted.  

070000 Comment Number 31 

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition beginning in late July 1996.  
D&D costs were also included, where appropriate, in the cost evaluations 
included in the Technical Summary Reports.  

05 01 08 Comment Number 32

The United States is strongly committed to participation in nonproliferation 
issues. The United States is fully engaged in the IAEA, and the President has 
committed to offering surplus fissile materials for IAEA safeguards. I
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080000 Comment Number 33 

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 

Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 

Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  

Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 

1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 

public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.  

140000 Comment Number 34 

During the screening process to select reasonable alternatives for evaluation 

in the PEIS, several advanced reactor options including mononitride reactors 

were considered. However, because the technology of the mononitride 

reactors needs further development which would involve time and cost, this 

option was considered less reasonable than other reactor options using 

existing or more mature technologies.  

080000 Comment Number 35 

All of the source material used in preparing the PEIS is available to the public 

in DOE Public Reading Rooms or upon request to DOE. DOE has used open, 

publicly available information to the maximum extent possible. No 

commercial organization's proprietary information was used in preparing the 

PEIS.  
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